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Fancy Goods and Novelties lot
(lie Holiday Trade

ElanoranlandBolanicdivsiciai I
m CONGRESS SL PORTLAND, ME
Or. Reed Treats all chronic diseases that flesh 1
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S11,ks:A 1,1full(act
everything suitable for Art
N eedlework.
line of the famous Helding
b and
Florence Knitting Silks.

Zephyr, Saxony aud Germantow n Wools.
I
l'Sv!i a fine line of real Lace Goods, comprising Collars, Edge Lace.

Baby
C tps, and everything in theHandkerchiefs,
Lace line. All of these
goods. aitd in fact my w hole stock, w ill be sold at
a great discount before
taking stock on Jan. 1st.
My stock of Millinery is one of the best, and all
Fall and Winter
styles must be closed out at
ouee, at prices that will suit all.

Holiday Goods!

MBS.

HASKELL & JONES
a

very fine line of

UMBRELLAS

DANDLES.

AND CUFF

197 Middle Street,

Last season before rebuilding, reduction In
price
of board.

GASES.

$7.00 to $10.00

TOIEET SETS.

Week.

a

Northern Cor,king, Pure Fresh Milk, Plenty of
Poultry and Fresh Laid Eggs, from our
OWN i>ri:.himen. Plymouth,
Grange Co. Highest ami healthiest part of tlie Stale.
Pure Spring Water.
1' or full particulars address,

GLOVES.
Au extensive line in Lined aud Unlined Kid, Scotch, Jersey and Cloth Gloves.

E.

CANES.

O.

TO B E Y
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,

—
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Wo ha?* the most elegant display of
hold, Silver and Ivory headed Canes to
he found in the

______

Batchelor’s Celebrated Hair Dye.

city.

Mem/
ni_vyi\

KSTADUSHCD 1811.
Best in ihe wor d.
Harnilevnl Itelinblet In.
MUUituueonsI Nodi sup.
poiniinent, no ridiculous
tints remedies the ill effect* of bad dyes; leaves
the hair soft aiid beautiful
Black or Brown. Explan at ory circulars sent
postpaid in sealed enve.

\A/r a n
vv urvn.

Customers will find

stock

our

com-

prises all the most popular styles to be
found In the N. Y. market.

lopes,

MUFFLERS.

ln New Designs, line
11 at ted Bosoms, in counectlon with a
lull line of Party Goods.

tU*ol8
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METEOROLOGICAL REPORT.
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KID GLOVE
50 do*. 5-button Kids for
50 cts.
25 “ Children’s Mittens,
15“
“
25 “ Ladies’
15 “
25 “ Geut’s and Boy’s double
....
Mittens,
05 «<
An elegant line of Ladies’, Gents’ and
Children’s Kids in Dress and Suedes.
FITTED.

DIRRAH’S KID GLOVE STORE,
463
dec4

BLOCK,

Street.
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but Crockeit would not allow him to remain.
He left on the next day and has not since
returned. On November 27th, the
day after

Albert's departure, Crockett dined on fried
apples, brown bread and potatoes. After
dinner he was suddenly taken ill with vomiting, which continued' over Sunday. He
died the next day. During his illness he
told a neighbor that the apples had tasted
a

great thirst.

name was

Mrs. Crockett did

Bowdoin.
MAINE.

VVmo

Boy Drowned

at Waterville.
[Special to the Tress.]
Waterville, Dec. 20.—At half past one
o'clock this afternoon Alfred Blanchard, the
thirteen year old son of Joseph Blanchard,
was drowned while
sliding on the ice on tho
Kennebec river in company with four of hi*
young friends. He was seated on a long
•led with three others, and a fifth one was
pushing. It gained greater speed thau they
intended and went directly for an air hole,
plunging in before they were able to check
themselves. They were all precipitated Into
the water. Four of them managed to scramble out. The fifth one went under the ice
and was carried along by the current and
drowned.
A Fire at Lewiston.
Lewiston, Dec. 20.—The dry goods store
in Lewiston, known as the Emporium, Jacobs & Sons, proprietors, was discovered on
fire last night. The block is nearly a total
loss. The loss on the building was £1000.
The owners of stock claim that the loss will
amount to £32,000. Insurance agents claim
that it is from £15,000 to £20,000.
Alex Jacobs, who slept in the store, was severely
burned.
A Strike at an End.

Skowhegan,

DARRAH’S
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are
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LOCAL WEATHER REPOST.
_Portland, Me.. Dec. 20, 1886.
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Washington, Dec.

HASKELL & JONES,

ALL

ucam

lively discussion concerning Albert. She
says they disputed all day and night and a
portion of the next day, and ended by Mrs.
Crockett threatening to kill her husband.
On Thanksgiving Day Albert came
borne,

eod&wi ynmi

H. H. HAY & SON,
THE

Our stock of Gent’s Furnishing Goods
is complete in all branches.
In Uuderwear our line is the most extensive to be
il>u.^.eas* Boston. It eomprises Silk,
Baibriggan, in plain and fancy, Morley’s London Goods, Camel’s Hair, iu
p aiu and stripe. Congress Chest Shield,
Sbiit’s & House’s Double Seated Drawers. Underwear from 50cto
$15 a pieee.
Purchasers will tind it to their ad vantage to examine our stock before buying
elsewhere.

ONF

Crockett was a widower with five children.
Four years ago he married Mrs. William
Harvey, a widow with a family. Her son,
Albert E. Harrev, caused much trouble between the husband and wife.
Young Harvey neglected to support his wife and three
children, and Mrs. Crockett wanted to take
them to live with her. To this the husband
objected, refusing to have Harvey about.
One year ago some of Crockett’s buildings
were burned and Harvey was
supposed to
have set them on fire. Mrs. Crockett’s youngest daughter says that one week before ttie

maiden

Wig factory,

SACHET POWDERS.
TOIXET GOODS.

FULL DRESS SHIRTS

FOR

of Murder.

not partake of the apples and would not
allow her daughter to eat of them. MrsCrockett is nearly 69 years of age. Her

PE RF UMERX

A choice liue of Scarf Pius and Sleeve

STORE,

Charge

on a

Swanville, who died recently under suspicions of being poisoned, was completed today, and discloses the presence of arsenic.
The inquest will be resumed tomorrow, aud
Crockett’s wife will be arraigned before the
police court in this city for murder.

creating

application, men-

__

SOLD

Swanvllle to be Ar-

SOEast 10th St., N.Y. Cky.

Buttons; also White Sets for full dress.

BE

on

litchaor's

JEWELRY.

WILL

Mrs. Crockett of

queer, and made his mouth burn and smart,

tioning this paper. Hold
by all drnjrpiste. Applied
;by experts at

A complete and extensive assortment
of Mlk and Cashmere Mufflers.

A SERIOUS CHARCE.

contents of the stomach of Ruel Crockett ol

FLO RID A.

Our line of these goods oonsists of
Embroidered Plush and Satin, Plain
Satin for painting and
embroidering.

PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.

Belfast, Dec. 20.—The analysis of the

COE,

No,

Address all communications to

raigned

Wolf Holies
*4.00
Buffalo ltobes. Lined,
8.00
Coon Skin Robes
10.00
and all others at prices uever beard or before.

SILK BRACES.
COLLAR

^

LOOK.

OUR STOCK COMPRISES:
Breakfast Jackets and
Dressing Robes.

THE MAINE STATE PRESS,

Published every Thursday Mousing, at *2.51 >
a year; If paid lu
advance, *2.00 a year.
Advertisements Inserted in the "Maine Stati
Press" (which has a large circulation In ever:
part of the State) for *1.00 per square for firsi hi
sertlon, aud 60 cents per square for each subse
quent Insertion.
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generally, the shoe shop at Skowhegan was
opened Monday morning, and at 6.30 o’clock
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Dec. 20.—Much to the satis-

faction of the Knights of Labor and citizens

>
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the whistle in trying to call in the crew blew
itself out of tone. Some forty cutters and
stitchers went to work to prepare work for
the other departments. Probably in a week’s
time the entire shop will be In full operation.
Off for the Woods.
Frank Estes of Skowhegan, started bis
teams for the woods Monday morning.
His
team* consisted of three four horse teams
and three finer teams never left Sknowhe*
gan. Eight dark bays and four grays finely
matched as to strength. Mr. Estes took from
Steward’s Island Mills (Hour) 360 bushels of

grain.
Biddefokd, Dec. 20.—A petition is in circulation in York county to be presented to
the legislature, asking that the close time be
removed from lobster catching in Maine and
that none under ten and one-half inches be
The idea is
caught at any time of the year.
to limit the wholesale slaughter of small lobsters for canning purposes. Jl similar peti-
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Thoroughly cleanse the blood, which is the
fountain of health, by using Dr. Pierce's Gold,
cu Medical Discovery, and good digestion, a
fair skin, buoyant spirits, vital strength, and
soundness ot constitution will be established.
Golden Medical Discovery cures ail humors,
from the common pimple, blotch, or eruption,
Esto the worst Scrofula, or blood-poison.
pecially has it proven its efficacy in curing
Salt-rheum or Tetter Fever-sores, Hip-joint
Disease, Scrofulous Sores and Swellings, Enlarged Glands, and Eating Ulcers.
Golden Medical Discovery cures Consumption (which is Scrofula of the Lungs), by its
wonderful blood-purifying, invigorating, and
nutritive properties. For Weak Lungs, Spitting of Blood. Shortness of Breath, Bronchitis,
Severe Coughs, Asthma, and kindred affections. It is a sovereign remedy. It promptly
cures

the severest

Claims to be Clevelar.d’s Nephew.
Cleveland, Ohio, Dec. 20.—James R.
Cleveland of Oneonta, N. Y., who claims to
be a nephew of President Cleveland, was
lined ten dollars and costs and sentenced to
thirty days in the workhouse this morning
for drunkenness.
lie is aged 40, is respectable and intelligent looking and gave
his occupation as a druggist. lie was under
the influence of liquor during the trial this

morning._
Minister

Manning's Denial.
New Orleans, Dec. 20.—Judge Manning,
Minister to Mexico, has written a letter,
which the Times-Democrat publishes, denying all reports about his getting drunk. Appended to this are statements from his
physician and prominent Mexicans corroborating his assertions.

Coughs.

Liver
For Torpid Liver. Biliousness, or
Complaint,” Dyspepsia, and Indigestion, It is
an unequalled remedy.
Sold by druggists.
Anti.
DB. PIERCE’S PELLETS
Bilious and Cathartic
85c. a rial, by druggists.
Itdti

Powderly Not in Politics.
Philadelphia, Dec. 20.—Grand Master

Workman Powderly addressed a letter to the
committee of the United Labor party of this
city in reply to an invitation to address a
convention of that party this evening, declining, on the principle not to make any political speeches.

l&wnrni

HOLIDAY GOODS S
J. A. MERRILL & CO.

Narrow Escape of a College.
Tilton, N. H., Dec. 20.—The main building of the New Uampshire Conference Som-

JEWELERS,

inary and Female

prepared to oiler one of the largest and flnest
stocks of choice goods to be found 111 the State,
consisting of
Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry, French

are

ed

230 middle Street,

on

Keitii.
eodly

may be found at Ills old stand,

571 CONGRESS STREET,

that “the study of the ancient languages is
not now essential to education so far as the
acquisition of knowledge is concerned; and
that as the study of the best writers of English must be more effective in creating and

wheie lie is still manufacturing

PURE CANDIES
lie has also

a

fine line of

CHRISTMAS TOYS
for little folks, which he has liouglit direct from
flic importers, and is selling as low as the lowest.

DOLLS A SPECIALTY.
declt

Loss, 8200.

On the question of introducing the study
of English literature side by side with the
classics at Oxford, Mr. Gladstone expresses
himself as “utterly deploring whatever tends
to displace a classical education for those in
any way capable of receiving it, and strongly disapproving all efforts in that direction.”
John Bright, on the other hand, declares

GEORGEHUD SON

for the holidays,

on

Suspends Payment.

approval.
A.

discovered

Omaha, Neb., Dec. 20.—D. M. Tobin's
banking house at Aropahoe, Neb., suspended payment today. Tobin’s assets are 870,000, enough to just cover liabilities.

mountpublic to

purchasing.
PorUnnd.

Goods sent out of the city
J. A. Mkkkii.i,.
apl3

was

rowly escaped destruction.

a fine lot of Itlninr Tourmaliur.,
or tmsel.
We
invite the
give us a call before

cordially

College

fire at 0.30 a. m. The lire originated from a
stove in the studio. The three buildings nar-

Clocks, Opera Classes, Sterling
Sifter Ware, &c.

Also

C- U. S. A.

d2w

I

sustaining what we may term classic English than the study of any foreign or dead
language can be, it seems to follow that the
classics of the modern world are, from an
educational point of view, an equivalent for
the Greek and Roman classics. The knowledge of the ancient languages is mainly a
luxury.” However, the great orator and
statesman adds, “I do not feel competent to
fully discuss the question. I am one of the
If my answer seems shallow
unlearned.
and unworthy, I am afraid it will add to the
the
of
proofs
inaufttclency of an education In
w hich classical learning has not been include(l”

of thft

for

Gen.

C. W. Roberts Appointed Collector of Customs at Bangor,

And John F

Lynch Receives the Appolntmentfor Port of Machlas-

John W. Mackay Refuses an Election
to the United States Senate.
[Special to the Press.]
Washington, Dec. 20.—Congressmen
Dingley called today upon the chief engineer
of the War Department to ascertain if the
report of the survey of the Kennebec river
between Augusta and Richmond, and of liar
Harbor, had been received. No estimates for
these

improvements were

sent

to

Congress

with the other estimates.
The report of the
Kennebec survey had not been received, and
Mr. Dingley has telegraphed for them to be
sent at once. As these estimates were not
sent to the House no appropriation will he

put in the river and harbor bill for these
points by the House committee, but Mr. Mllliken will endeavor to have them inserted
when the bill is considered In the House.
Mr. McNichol of Calais is here, ostensibly
for the purpose of enabling the owners of
the vessel run down by a government vessel
to take their case to the Court of
Claims,
but is understood lie is also endeavoring to
obtain the appointment of Editor
McGraw,
of tlie Eastport Standard, to the Eastport
office.
post
According to Collector Leavitt
of Eastport the people there think
they
should have their say as to whom that office
shall he given, and as they are in favor of
the present incumbent there is little prospect that McNichol will succeed.
The following Maine pension cases have
been allowed:
David R. Hodgdon, Wlnthrop.
Edward Riley, Togus.
Andrew N. Staples, ltellast.
Levi Whitcomb, Rome.
Mary A. R Kitchin. mother of
kitchen, South China; reissue.

The following have been allowed

an

M.

in-

crease:

William Hall, 2d, Auburn.
John W. Richards, Belfast.
John Coffey, Kennebuulc.

Senator Aldrich’s Resolution.
The full text of Senator Aldrich’s resolution offered today providiug for
reeiproeity

with sugar-producing countries is as follows : 1 hat tlie President is
requested to
enter upon negotiations with the
government
of the
several principal sugar-producing
countries of the world with a view of securing mutual agreements by which tlie United
States shall agree to admit at its
ports free
of duty, sugar and molasses, tlie
produce of
such countries or their colonies when transported in vessels under the Hag of either of
the contracting parties, and
upon whicli no
export tax or other export charges shall
have been levied upon condition that such
government shall admit into their respective
countries or their
sugar-producing colonies
free
of duties, agricultural, mineral and
manufactured products of the United States.

Nominations by the President.
The President sent tlie following nominations to the Senate today:
Henry L. Kilgore, to be postmaster at Beliast,

Me.

Charles W. Roberts, "to bo collector of customs,
Bangor, Me.
John F. Lynch, to be collector of customs at
Maclnas, Me.

Conference of Randall Democrats,
A conference of the Randall Democrats

has been called for tonight.
I: is not uroposed to attempt to do anything until after
the holidays.
Then it is probable that an
effort will be made by them to secure the
passage of a bill which will reduce the surplus by an almost complete repeal of internal revenue taxation.
John W.

Mackay Declines

a Senator,
ship.
A private letter has been received here
from tievada in which it is stated that John
\V. Mack ly received a letter
signed bv every
member ol the Legislature, Democratic and
Republican, in whicli a unanimous election
to the L uited States Senate to
succeed Fair
was tendered, and that lie doclined it.

Col. Morton

Learning

to

be

Shipping

Commissioner.
Col. Morton of Augusta, Me., this
morning
entered upon the duties of Commissioner of

Shipping.

The chief of tlie bureau

for

the

present at least will remain to instruct the
new Commissioner in the duties of his office.
There is no doubt of the confirmation of Col.
Morton now that Arthur Sewall and other

Maiue Democrats, who have been assumed
to have so much interest iu
shipping matters, have expressed a desire tiiat he shoul d

be.

The Pacific Bank Decision Clinched.
The United States Supreme Court lias just
.denied a ie-b.-ortog nn ttn- Rnciftc Hmitr
cases.
The stockholders have now no other
recourse except to submit to the final decree.

Confirmed by the Senate.
Tlie Senate, in secret session, has confirmed the nomination of Abner R. Williams, of
Arkansas, to be a member of tlie Utah Commission.
The Turkish Mission.
The

Evening

Star

says

tonight:

“The

pole of Kenduskcag, fell over the stair railing here tonight and landed on the floor 30
feet below. His skull was crushed in and he
was instantly killed. He was about 50 years
old and leaves a widow.

of S. S. Cox to Gen. Egbert Levit, member
of the House of Representatives from the
Kith New York district.
A Vermont

Congressman’s Proposi
tlons.

Representative Grout of Vermont will introduce a bill to place a duty upon milk
This is a new industry recently
sugar.
started at Burlington, Vt., which is said to
be very promising. Air. Grout proposes to
tax .the importations, which come
mainly,
from Switzerland, five cents a pound for tiie
crude and ten cents a pound for the refined.
Air. Grout will also introduce a bill to grant
to Union soldiers who were confined in Andersonville 82 for every thirty days of their
confinement.

Resolved, That the committee on navn 1
affairs be instructed to enquire into the es
w-diencyof the Secretary of the Navy, i i
the construction of vessels for the navj
hereafter to invite proposals for tlie buildln
of part of such vessels on such terms as wli
best secure the end sought by responsibl
citizens or companies who will undertake t
establish new Iron and steel
shipbuildin;
establishments at desirable points on ou
Atlantic, Pacific and Gulf coasts, am
t°
Provide for these establishment i
such suitable plants as will make
then
available for tlie building of iron and stee
vessels for the navy as well as the merchan
marine. Also to establish a naval uuaran ;
tine hospital and sanitarian on Widow'
Island, Penobscot Bay, Maine, which Islam l
the government has already acquired andde I
voted to this purpose.
By Mr. Cox of New York, a joint resolu
tion directing the committee on
appropriations to present to the House a suitable
plan
ol coast delcnce.
By Mr. Warren ol Ohio, to provide lor the
Investment of lawful money deposited in the
Treasury by national banks for the redemp-

hill

to

Wasbi.voto.n,

Bee. 20.

introduced a substitute for tiie
incorporate the Atlantic & l'acific

Air. v est
Dec. 20.—When E. C. Walker entered his office on the second floor of No. 19
Doane street this morning, he found on the
floor the body of an old man with a bullet
hole in his temple, and the floor covered
with blood.
An old fashioned pistol lay

Ship Railway Company,

of Amos R. Binney,
agent, who
hired desk room there.
The suicicide was
evidently committed Saturday evening. The
following letter was found:
December 18.
To Mrnicul Examiner
Mr-Thls Is a case of simple suicide, there is no
need of a coroner's inquest. Being an old man
somewhat unfortunate and feeble and at the sametlme poor, I am unwilling to go to the poor house,
so I nave decided to make an end of It.
Amos K. Binney.
Born Dee. 21, 1819. Died Dec. 18,1880.
The body was taken to the morgue.

order till the second Tuesday in January.
Mr. Aldrich offered a concurrent resolution
requesting tiie President to enter into negotiations with the governments of the several
principal sugar-producing countries of the
world, with a view of securing mutual agreements by which the United States shall agree
to admit free of duty sugar and molasses.
The produce of such countries or their colonies, when transported in vessels under the
flag of either contracting party.
Mr. Blair introduced a bill to allow soldiers and sailors who have lost both arms, un

Boston,

near

by.

The body

was recognized
a real estate

as

that

..

Business Men Organize.
Delegates from various business organizations of Boston met this evening to form a
central business association.
The name of
“Boston Executive Business Association”
was decided upon. Its objects are to be consideration of. and action upon matters

con-

cerning the prosperity of trade interests of
Boston. It is to give special attention to
matters presented to it by several trade organizations through theii delegates.
FROM NEW

YORK.

The Case of Dr. Mectynn.
New York, Dec. 20.-U is quite likely
that Rev. Dr. McGlynn will sail in the
Alaska tomorrow. His case attracts wide
attention. It is rumored that there is great
activity in Rome over the matter, that detailed reports have been received at the Vatican from the ecclestical superiors of the
diocese concerning his action in the recent
election, and that the Pone strongly disapproves of his conduct and has blamed hint
through the proper channels.
\ et itl s said that the Pope is anxious that
no sensation shall attach to the
controversy,
and that everything shall be
quietly arranged.
Haitian the Oarsman.
Edward Hanlan the
oarsman, arrived on
the Auranta today. He
goes home to Toronto tomorrow, and in about six weeks will
leave for Australia to row Beach. Each man
has deposited 8500 and the meeting will
probably take place in June or July on the

Nepean

river.

Funeral of James A. Warren.
Buffalo N. V., Dec. 20.—The funeral of
James D. Warren,
proprietor of the Commercial

Advertiser,

took

place today

and

attended by representative politician
from all parts of the State.
was

and stated it sim-

ply provided for a naked incorporation of
the company without any guarantee by the
government, it was made a special order
for the .second Tuesday in January.
On motion of Air. lloar, the Pacific railroad funding bill was postponed as a special

increased pension. Referred.
The President pro Stem announced tiie following appointments to the committees:
Committee on Claims, Mr. Spooner, as chairman, in place of Air. Pike, deceased, and Mr.
Cheney in place of Air. Spooner.
The Senate, at 3.30 o’clock went into secret
session, and when the doors were reopened

adjourned.

HOUSE.
Under the call of States the following bills
and resolutions were introduced and referred :
By Mr. Townsliend of Illinois, a resolution to the effect that tiie Secretary of the
Treasury be requested to ascertain whether

any national banking association located iu
the city of New York has been during the
present month loaning Its surplus money or
deposits to brokers or other persons operating in stocks and bonds without security and
merely upon the receipt of interest on tiie
same for the purpose of
enabling speculation to lock up ami prevent the use of money
iu business transactions, and thereby produce a scarcity of money and greatly increase the rates of interest on loans, and
also, whether, during the same period any of
said banks for tiie purposes of the aforesaid
knowinglyjpermittail t tal liabilitylof pun > isc
any person,corporation, or firm to exceed the
amount limited by the statute In said cases.
\\ liereas. tiie experience of maritime nations has shown that the possession of numerous well equipped private
shipbuilding establishments is essential, not only for the
maintenance of a large merchant marine,
but also for the construction of naval vessels
and
iu
government
transports
the exigency
of
and
whereas,
war,
tiie founders
and
recent
defenders of
our government were so
impressed with the
importance of this truth that Jefferson,
of
the
speaking
former in his celebrated report on commerce, declared establishments
in readiness for
shipbuilding are indispensable to the protection of our commerce and
the defence of our seaboard; and Admiral
Porter, speakiug for the latter In his testimony before tiie Senate naval committee of

FOREIGN.

Jury Disagree

in the
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Campbc 11

Divorce Suit.

Smugglers Buried Under a n
Avalanche and Killed.

Sixteen

Foundered and Twelv B
Persons Drowned.

Steamer

Lloyds New Fast Stoamer.
London, Dec. ‘JO.—Lloyds have ordered a
steamer to be built, which, it is intendei
shall surpass in speed aud size any vessi
now afloat.
It will be constructed by th
rairfield Company of Glasgow.
A Journalist Fatally Stabbed.
Madbid, Dec. 20.—A well known journal
ist of this city was stabbed to death la> t
night by an assassin, who escaped unde r

cover

of the darkness.

Suspected

Mall Robber Arrested.
Bbubbelb. Dec. 20.—A Russian named Js
cobs, has been arrested here on a charge o f
being implicated in the recent mail rol
beries.

Minister of Marine Resigns.
Pabis, Dec. 20.—The Minister of Marin *
has resigned his post, the Chamber
havtni
refused to grant credit for the building o I
three torpedo boats, as had been proposed b r
that officer.
_

from the

The Times

els.

Mandalia,

20 —The British lmv >
captured the Boshways’ camp. The rebel *
retreated into the jungle.

President, transmitting a report
;rom
Secretary of State, in relation to an
invitation from Her Brittanic Majesty to
participate in an international exhibition to
be

held at

was

Adelaide, Australia,

referred.

in 1887.

It

American citizens from theKussian territory.
Mr. Dingley introduced a bill to protect
if__

jF

The Campbell Case.
London, Dec. 20.— At the conclusion o:
Judge Butts charge today, the case was giv
e“ to the jury and
they retired. After
short absence they returned and reported i
disagreement.

.h

soldiers, and forbidding the sale of distilled
and fermented liquors with the limits of any
Home.
Mr. Rvan of Arkansas, introduced a bill
appropriating $100,000 for the erection of a
monument to the negro soldiers and sailors

o

of the war.
Mr. Townsliend of Illinois, on behalf of
committee on patents, moved to suspend the
rules and pass the bill limiting the
jurisdiction of the United States courts in
patent
cases, and to protect persons who, without

notice,

hiding

the

only

purpose

of the

to protect innocent purchasers
sgainst blackmail.
.. ^n.
to. Prevent a vote being taken on
the bill Mr. Mills of Texas, moved to adjourn. The motion was agreed to.
Yeas,
121; nays, 121, and the House at 4.30 o’clock

Avaiancne

Vlceza.

near

The

night.

reached the shore com
They suffered severel]

crew

pletely exhausted.
from exposure.

A Fast of Seventy-two
Days.
London, Dec. 20,-Salvator Martabelli,
native of Malta, has begun a 72 days fast
Phillippeville, Algeria. He was formerly

adjourned.

DOWNS AGAIN.

t
ai

li
the British navy, and was shipwrecked anc
cast upon a desert Island and tasted no foot
for seventy-two days.

He Sues the Bowdoin
for

an

Square Society
$6,000.

Twelve Persons Drowned.
Boarojr, Dec. 20— In the Superior Civil
Court today was begun the trial of the suit
)f Rev. W. W. Downs vs. the Bowdoin
square Baptist Church Society, for $0,000
Jiieged to be due him as salary as pastor to
January 1, 1887, with interest. General Butler, John A. Coffey and S. F. Keyes appeared
for Downs, and R. D. Smith and H. W.
Chaplain represented the Society. The
jpening was delayed until 2 o’clock by the
intention of Judge Aldrich, but at that
iieur Mr. Keyes opened for the plaintiff by
reading the bill of comulaint.
Gen. Butlerclaimed that by the statute of
1840 the church and
ministry were formed,
ind in 1880 Downs was appointed pastor. It
s claimed that under the establishment
of
lis probation as
pastor he was duly installed,
jnd thatwashis salary, which was originally
12500,
increased to $3,000. In 1880 he
n as notified that his services
were no longer
required and he was discharged. General
Butler touched upon various points in the
;ase and said:
“If my friends desire to go
iito the Question about Downs's
immorality
i am ready to accompany them to the farand
while
I
don’t seek it
possible end,
jhest
l don t avoid it. Before an
intelligent and
impartial judge I should be glaJ to present
ny case. The accusations are of very gross
mmorality. The reply will be of the gross-

Steamship Llanelly, sailing from Liver
pool, has foundered at Holyhead, drowning
twelve persons.

Killed In a Collision.

London, Dec. 20.—A railway collision al
Charkow, Russia, Saturday, killed 13 per
sons and injured 30 others.
Killed by a Boiler Exoloslon.
London, Dec, 20.—Six persons were killed
by a boiler explosion in the town of Lelco
Lombardy, today.
A Berlin

Fight

Ottawa, Out., Dec. 20.-The first duel
in Canada in many years occurred
here at 11 o’clock last night. The principals
were Hon. John T. White, an old time Canadian journalist and poet editor of a weekly

Tlw.

Chicago, Dec. 20.—The socialists held a
meeting yesterday afternoon. A letter to
the Women’s Christian Temperance Union
and the clergy of Chicago from the working

in mass meeting assembled was read, in
which was denied the charge that the workmen
of this country were specially ining
temperate. Complaints of discrimination in
the treatment of ’’wine befuddled Iclubmeh”
and "beery workingmen’’ were made, and it
is claimed that of all the numerous socialist
balls aud picnics, no person had yet been
arrested. "That intemperance exists among
us, we must acknowledge, though we claim
and can prove, that it is the result aud not
the cause of environment and the associations that we are compelled to endure.”
It is stated that the principal causes of Intemperance are hereditary, social customs
ami industrial coudHions and make what
they claim to be an adequate explanation.
1 ho cure of intemperance must
begin with
the improvement of the social and industrial
workers. It is useless, it is illogical to talk
of a cure that begins anywhere else and asked that money "wasted
upon the heathen”
he devoted to the establishment of
baths,
gymnasiums, reading rooms and music halls.
In the discussion which followed the establishment of coffee houses was advocated
and the statement was that the clubs in the
city consumed more liquor and did more
gambling than the pool men and gambling
houses combined. The paper was adopted
as the sense of the assembly.
men

incendiary

were

time.

Knglisl

with al
certainly have breeding,
their numerous faults.
I never met slid
frightliilly ill bred people as during my II
weeks stay in first class American lintels”
Dr. Avery recited Whittier’s "Maud Mul:
ler," and bis wife, "The Song of the Shirt.’

Instantly.

transfer station, and Westbrook. The price
of these tickets is $8.00 for the round trip,
being good for return passage until January
0, 1887.
_

blazing simultaneously

of this

city,

was

adjudge 1

Circuit Court this mornini ■■
Col. Northrup has been losing his mind fi r
some time, and within the past few days 1 6
has become very violent and threatened ti e
insane in the

Harvey McKenna o

Sleigh and Killed.
Mobbisville, Vt., Dec. 20.-Mr. Luce, o
Stowe, aged 80 years, was thrown out of
sleigh today, breaking hi* neck and klUln

will be on sale Dec. 22 and 2.'., and can be
obtained at station ticket office of the Portland A Ogdensburg railroad at Portland and

Granger.

Knights Templar

Sex

San X' rancisco played a 500-point 10-inel
balk line game at Allen Hall this
evcuing
Sexton winning. 000 to 36W.
The game wit
lor a purse of 8.500.
McKenna averaired on
ly 7 12-51 to Sexton's 9 8-13. Sexton ulavm
with great steadiness, and McKenna showet
excellent work, but at times fell off badly
Sexton’s best runs were 69 and 49 and Me
Kenua’s 52 and 43.

is avoided between
Portland and Montreal.
Trains leaving
Portland at 8.33 a. m. arrive in Montreal at
8.35 p. m. of the same day.
Excursion tic kets by this route to Montreal and Quebec

Adjudged Insane.
Louisville, Dec. 20.—Col. Geo. Northru] >.
one of the best known railroad men in tli
South, and the drill master who develope ?
the invincible DeMolay Commandery < f

Billiards.

lives of his

i

Knights

family.

of Labor and the

Catholl

Church.

a

Chicago, Dec. 20.—A great deal of Intere lt
is being taken by the Kmglit-s of Labor i
the case of Rev. Father McGlyun of Ne
York. They are anxious, it is said, for a
speedy decision in the matter, so that the o
der will know what to expect from the Cat! iolle church. Some of the Knights sa> th it
if the Catholics nrs expected to leave the o r•-

:

Montreal.

intending

by which night travel

arrested here and imprisoned for som )
Several vowed vengeance.

farmer and

office, Lewiston.

to visit Canada for the
holidays should bear in mind the attractions
offered by the Portland & Ogdensburg railroad, and remember that the advantages of
this route can be enjoyed as cheaply as any
other. The route is through the magnificent
secnery of the White Mountains, clothed
now in winter’s garb, and is the only route
Parties

Death of Moses R. Lake.
Uookset, N. II„ Dec. 20.—Moses R. Lak s
died this morning of erysipelas after a brie f
was the Democratic car
sickness. He
didate for Senator from the Uerrimac j
in
the
district
last election,
the bai
loting resulting in no choice, with a Mattel
ing chance of his election by the Legislatun
being a Knight of Labor. He was one c )
the best speakers in tde State, a proininer t

ir

l’urudlac,

Children’s Christmas Club.
A meeting of the club was held in Keception Hall at 4.30 o’clock yesterday. In the
absence of President McDowell, Louis Tracy
was appointed chairman.
The Secretary
gave a report of the last meeting.
Blue badges, with “C. C. C., 1888," in red
letters, were given to the collectors, and tomorrow night blank books will be given to
all who wish to act as collectors.
Fourteen “recorders'’ from various schools
were appointed to take the names of those
wishing to Join Mr. Gilbert's march.
Meetings will be held every afternoon this
week at 4.30 p. in. in Reception Hall or in
the Ward room on Myrtle street.

Fearnaught Farm.
Mr. E. L. N’orcross, the veteran horseman.
Is wintering twenty horses at Fearnaught
Farm in Manchester.
He has ten young
auimals from one to four years of age which
he is breaking. Mr. Norcross has recently
made good the payment of his entry in the
Spirit of the Times Futurity stake, the animal entered being the filly Mollie Fearnaught, by Fearnaught, Jr., dam Mollie
Allen. There are some 300 entries and it is
expected the total stakes will amount to upwants of 520,000.

The servant girls of Greeneville, Penn.
ha,re formed a union for the purpose of securing an advance of fifty cents a week it
their

wages.

They

are

movement by establishing

carrying on the
a boycott against

refuse to make the ad
the employers
vance, and by intimidating the servant girl:
who decline to join the union. It is addet
that thus far their success has been com
who

plete.

the

And InTAdditlon a Fine of Five Thousand Oollars.
New York, Dec. 20.-All efforts to save
Boodle Alderman McQuade hare failed.
Today he was brought from the Tombs to
court, and lu the presence of a large crowd
he was sentenced to seven years Imprisonment and a tine of $a«o.
McQuade'* nerve
never once deserted him.
He received his
sentence without moving a muscle of hie
face. He will be taken to Bing Sing prison
on the 8 a. m. train tomorrow morning; before 11 o’clock he will be clad in a convict’s
garb. If he behaves himself, bis sentence
will be reduced to four
years imprisonment.
McQuade’s counsel, late this afternoon,
served District Attorney Martina, with a
notice of an appeal in his case to the general

term of the Supreme Court, which meets
next month. This will not prevent the prisbeing sent to Sing Sing.
Jacob Sharpe's counsel today served District Attorney Martin with a notice of a
motion for a change of venue on the bribery
case.
Sharpe makes affidavit tnat the feeling is too strong against him In this city to
permit a fair and Impartial trial. Argument on
the motion is set down for January 24th, or
earlier If the District Attorney desires it.
oner

QUAIL
A

ON THE CAPE.

Flock Soon

at

tha

Llght*-

Two

The English Sparrow’s Enamy.
Bowery Beach, Dec. 20.
To the Editor of the Press;
In the Press of the 13th inst., I noticed an
item to the effect that fifty-seven quail bad
recently been brought to the State and sent
to the “Cape Elizabeth winter quarters."
1
am not informed as to wbat is meant
by the
above named quarters, but on Saturday laat
a bevy of some 12 or 13 large quail, birds
that I have never seen here before, were
making themselves very much at home,
feeding on the “Two Lights’’ grounds and
in the adjoining fields.
There appeared to be more of the same
birds in the adjacent woods.
Several shots
were fired at them, but so far as I can learn
without killing any.
Were the birds mentioned in the Press liberated within the

limits of Cape Elizabeth, or were they confined in somebuildiag or enclosure; and if
the latter was the fact, have they all or any
portion of them escaped?
The game laws of the State do not protect
/mail from luilnrr uhoi until fam.nx, 1.4
J
if the8«j
are
escaped birds, I judge that
bv that date they will about all have free ome
victims of tbe shot gun.
The binl alluded to recently In the Paicss
as preying upon the English sparrow Is the
shrike (not snrlpe) or “butcher bird.” It is
more common in this vicinity now than ever
before. The writer shot a line specimen one
day last week. The bird Is nearly as large
as a robin which It resembles
In form and
manner of flight.
It has a short hooked bill
and Its color Ts slate, with black wings and
tail feathers. The sparTow.no matter of what
nationality, seems to be his favorite prey,
but Inasmuch as he only “butchers" to provide himself with necessary food, the English pest Is In no danger of immediate extermination from this source.
M.
[We are informed that several beviee of

quail

liberated last spring and the birds
Lights probably came from

were

at the Two
these bevies.]
seen

Liquor

Law.

Legislature

Increase Its Severity*
At the October session of t*® Grand Lodge
of Good Templars of -»«ine, held at Farmington, C. A Harwell of Pittsfield, J. H.
Greeley of Palermo, and S. L. Carleton of
Portland were appointed a committee to suggest such amendments to the Maine liquor
law as they might think necessary' for the
suppression of the liquor traffic and the better enforcement of the prohibitory law.
The committee will hold a meeting at Hotel North, Augusta, Dec. 22d, at 10 o’clock a.
m., at which time and place all friends of
temperance, without regard to sect or party,
are cordially Invited to be present or to communicate their views relative to the same to
the committee at that time, or to either of
the committee, on or before the first day of
January, 1887.
The Grand Lodge was very decided In favor of imprisonment for the first offence; also in relation to some further legislation on
the traffic in cider.

SUBURBAN NEWS.
GORHAM.

_

Excursion to Quebec and

The authorities offered $200 reward for tin
arrest of the incendiaries. The next day thi
Female Institute was tired and nearly de
stroyed. The crowning act of destructioi
was the newly completed high school build
ing, which cost #0,000. It is supposed to b 1
the work of Northern tramps, 12 of whom
en route to
when
Florida last year

*Dr’entertained
A.vefy,an? a group of 38
ists,
persons at the
Workingmen s Heading Room, No. 143 Eight!
street, this evening.
Among other tilings
Dr. Avery said:
"The unper American

Hahtfobd, Conn., Dec. 20.-Wllliam
ton of New \ ork and

tires were

GENERAL.

is issued from the Journal

Incendiary Fires.
Ai.uany, Ga., Dec. 20.—For the past twi
months this city has been a scene of repeater
acts of incendiarism. A fortnight ago fou

England.
wlfe’ th„e English social

and

Voyage

FIRE RECORD.

Better go Back to

him

1_

Years In

A Movement to Have the

COUNTY.

interesting railroad publication
just been issued. It is entitled: “Sportss

Seven

Maine

Unng^lcv
Lake, ParSeven Ponds, \ la
Boston and Maine, Maine Central Railroad,
and Sandy River Railroad." The frontispiece of the handsomely bound pamphlet is
a fine map of the
Rangeley region, made expressly for the work and which is from the
house of Loring, Short A Harmon of this
city. The pamphlet, which contains about
100 pages, is very Handsomely illustrated,
containing cuts of fishing, bunting and
other scenes. The work abounds in information of value to those who intend to visit
the Rangeley region to fish, hunt or enjoy a
season of rest.
There are also descriptions
of the country, and of adventure by flood
and field.
The work is a credit to the
author, Mr. George H. Haynes of Camden.
It is written in a clear, racy style, and,
while
full of interest,
facts have not
been made subordinate to fancy.
The book
Is handsomely printed on heavy paper and

miles. Investigation of the causes which let
to the disaster will be interesting. The At
lantic was a fair sample of the vessels com
posing the large whaling fleet which sail ou
of San Francisco. She looked as seaworthy
as any of the fleet, but as she lies on tin
beach, broken into splinters, it is plain tha
she was a floating comm The surf on tlu
sandy beach broke her into pieces as if six
had been stuck together with glue. One cat
pull ringbolts out of her rotten timbers. 'I'hi
shattered boats show the same criminal dis
regard of life. The boards of which the'
are made are of the poorest material, looseb
tacked together with the cheapest nails, uni
painted over to hide the defects. A prudeu
mau would not select the boats for a due)
hunt on n pond, much less for a whaling ex
psdition in the Arctic.

Intemperance Among
Working Mon.

Broceedings

Receives

Penitentiary,

that introduced last Wed-

machenee, Kennebago, and

San Francisco, Dec. 20.—Thousands ol
peoole visited the wreck of the whaler Atlantic on Ocean Beach yesterday. None oi
the 25 sailors missing have been found, although the beach has lieen searched foi

on

Thrown from

Al.

In No Condition to Make a
to Sea.

Woodtabd, Xml., Dec. 20.—A freight
.rain broke in two, a mile south of here yesterday. The engineer tried to keep out of
the way of the tail end. He came into the
station at a lively speed and crashed into
the preceding train, smashing his engine to
pieces and demolishing a large number of
cars.
The engineer aud fireman were in

A Came of

..

as

divorce suit of Theodore W.
Foster against his wife, and tended to implicate Kev. Mr.Goodell in criminal relations with
Mrs. Foster at her residence in this city, and
ut their summer home at Bristol. The testimony was submitted in detail to Goodell’s
frequent calls at Foster’s house where be
was received in a darkened parlor, the door
of which was
frequently locked, regarding
Mrs. Foster’s conduct prior to and subseto
these
quent
meetings, to her visits at his,
Goodell’s house during Mrs. Geodell’s absenee, and to walks in toe woods and other
of a questionable character at
ristol. A determined effort was made by
Counsellor Ripley for Goodell to shake the
testimony of Charles Platt, a lad of Bristol
who had testified to seeing Goodell and Mrs.
Foster in criminal relations. The interest in
proceedings, however, centered in
today’s
the defence which has begun late this after-

men

THE WRECKED WHALER

and Fireman Instant*
IV Killed.

nobility

1-A

cally the same
nesday in the

A new and

him.

FATAL COLLISION.

classes have no breeding whatever
fact the worst people I ever met.

......

egress from the room was as free as the in.
gress had been, but not a woman moved.
The testimony for the petitioner was practi-

lias

pltal ami be is said to be doing well today,
his wound not being dangerous.
White is understood to nave skipped to the
States. The police are on the lookout for

noming.

Socialists

uuom.1,.,1

Pbovidexce, Dec. ao.-The divorcee case
against Rev. Charles
L. Goodell came up in the Supreme Court
this morning and the proceedings which
were sensational in a high
degree, were attended by a crowd of women without precedept in cases of this nature in this State.
The Chief Justice in opening the court said
the testimony was likely to be of a character
distasteful to ladies, and intimated that,

A New Railroad Publication.

The ground was therefore at ouce paced
out, and the men placed in position at 10 paces, with their backs turned to each other.
The men fought with No. 32 calibre revolvers.
At the word “fire” the two pistols
rang out simultaneously. The effect was nil.
>Y hite got ahead with a second shot and the
machine man fell.
At onee his second and
the doctor ran out to the wounded man, and
it was announced to the victor that his eneHe then exmy was struck in the groin.
pressed satisfaction with the result and left
the field in a hurry, his honor avenged aud
his battle safe.

Butler, however, convinced the court
the contrary, and they were admitted.
The court then adjourned until tomorrow

Rev.

of Louella M. Goodell

anxiety.

.„

Gen.

Louella M. Coodeil vs.
Charles L. Coodeil.

of which is
paid to the Indians. The committee of the Council recommend that a
further realization be made from this township and the money be used to buy more
farming Hnd for the Indians at Pleasant
Point; that their farming land then be divided into lots, go that the Indians may own
it in severalty, instead of in common, as at
present; and that they have no right to part
with these lands for any consideration.
Tlie recent storm has given the ice men on
the Kennebec and Penobscot considerable

appeal

rregular.”

Mrs.

IN

outskirts of the city.
Promptly atthe hour White appeared attended by his second, T. H. Russell, city editor of the Daily Citizen.
Snow was silently falling through the midnight air ami the
ground was covered to the depth of a foot.
Hanralian was early In advance and took
things very coolly, but the sangfroid of Editor White surpassed anything ever vet seen.
Overtures looking toward a patching up of
the difficulty were made, but were of no
avail. “His honor," White said, “had been
wounded to the quick, and nothing short of
an
to the 'god of battles’ would satis-

Gen. Butler then called for the records of
ilie society for 1880, to which the defendants’
■ounsel replied that there were none, and
;bat the books then lving upon the table
were all the records of the
society known to
rounsel.
said
Gen‘ Butler, “by rule, sir,
“Thwt."
1 will produce copies if you won’t produce
he original.”
Mr. Downs then took the stand and his
• inuMwil
sought to aliuar by .means of pamJtllelS lull copies o( the ulturDn
t.yTInwe that
Downs had been settled as pastor of the
march.
Defendants’ counsel objected to this mode
if procedure, and a little spat ensued be;ween counsel.
Upon the court remarking that the only
ivav was to produce what books the
society
lad, Lawyer Smith placed upon the rail two
Jig record books, saying: “These are all the
jooks we have, and I understand they con;ain the records of 1880. These books are
said to have been kept by a elerk employed
jy tiie Bowdoin Square Society. We deny
;his. These alleged records are entirely

SENSATIONAL DIVORCE CASE.

The Passamaquoddy Indians own a township of timber land washed by the St. Croix
lakes, from which $24,000 has already been
realized and invested in a fund, the Interest

papera called the Investigator, and J. Hanrahan, machine agent whom White had aggrieved and whom he therefore challenged.
The duel was fought in a small wood on the

ready.

Engineer

with Pistols In a Wood.

fought

public indecencies that ever were presented in a court of justice. But I don’t, as
l say again, desire to begin this
question. I
lope it will come up, because if it does I am

The

Agent

Machine

A

PENOBSCOT

says Prince Bismarck is

A Journalist and a

•

There were about 4900 arrivals, large and
small, in the port of Bangor this year. The
principal imports were 623,000 feet of pine
lumber, 324,yw bushels of corn, 60,680 bushels of oats. 41,477 bushels of salt, 32,730 tons
of coal, 1,588 tons of iron, 781 tons superphosphates, 754 tons lime rock, 844 tons piaster rock, 325 tons potters’ clay, 4‘J5 tons
moulding sand, 575 tons of granite. 300 tons
of steel rails, 10,037 railroad ties. 6,460 casks
lime, 3,288 casks cement, 6,9S0 kegs of nails,
7,587 barrels of Hour, 3,913 barrels of kerosene oil.
There were 29 steamers, 19 barks
and barkentines and 26 brigs. There were 19
foreign arrivals and 41 foreign clearances.

A DUEL IN CANADA.

est

;o

despatch

•

He

THE STATE.

Bismarck Unwell.

indisposed.

*

George's theories can well stand the
anathema of the church, but the church cannot afford to anathematize them.”

Mr. Riply in the opening case said: The
defence Intended to showi a deliberate conspiracy between Foster and Mrs. Goodell,
and that Goodell was at Bristol hut twico
once with the superintendent of schools of
this|city and once, with his wife. We are
obliged, dhid Ripley, to go further in this
case and attack
the character of his wife.
In self defence Mr. Goodell must show relations between Mr. Foster and Mrs. Goodell,
and between her and lothers. We
deny the
charges of any crKe between Goodell and
Mrs. Foster and charge that there was such
between Mrs. Goodell and Mr. Foster.
Kev. Charles L. Goodell, the defendant,
then took the stand and emphatically denied
all charges of immorality, and testified to alleged infidelity on the part of his wife with
Foster. The defence in assailing Mrs.
Goodeil's character put in evidence a letter
from Mrs. Goodell, written from Dudley,
Mass., July 3, 1885. to Miss Idle Phillips of
this city, contained allusion to "Theo,
Mr.
Foster, coming to see her.
This was not
read in full.
Another letter postmarked
Dudley, Mass., January 27, 1886. was read in
full containing references to “Theo." Other
letters were read and put in evidence, f he
letters detailed a round of gaieties in which
the writer was indulging.

Suffering at Sea
St. Joun, N.
B., Dec. 20.—Schooner Kmim
of 88 tous, from Salmon River for
Eastport
Me., with a cargo of deals, was totally
wrecked at McCojrs Head, near Cape Speu
cer, during a blinding snow storm Thursday

bonatide manufacturers, purchas•rs, venders and users of patent articles. Mr.
lownshend said

uy

nmvu

existence, and when the church proposes to
use the religious sentiment and theological
superstition of men to make the struggle
bard for the thousands, while relieving the
one from any struggle, then is rung the death
*
knell of any church.
Henry

noon.

Vienna, Dec. 20—An avalanche has kHle<
band of seventeen smugglers who were Ii

a

are

measure was

Dec.

Foresees a Split Amoni !
the Liberals.
London, Dee. 20.—The Times says th )
Gladstone party threaten to split upon tin
question of conniving at the defiance of thi
law.
What could be more opportune that l
such a retrograde movement as Parnell’
chilling treatment of his colleague, seems ad
mirably fitted to prepare?

Mr. Cox of New York, introduced a resolution calling upon tlie President for all correspondence relative to the expulsion of S.
Miehelbacher and other Hebrews who are

McQUADE SENTENCKO.

Knights.

The British Overcome the Burmes e
Rebels, who Escape to the Jungle.
The

the church will be hurt more then the
In an article in the organ of the
Knights, in which the labor aud Irish
landlord questions are discussed In connection with Father
McGlynn, is the
following paragraph: "When the church
strikes at the means of life, and makes it an
article of faith that the tens of thousands of
Irishmen must toil and starve that a hundred English landlords may live in idle luxury, it simply drives the great masses of the
people out of its fold. Life is a struggle for

der,

_

British Overcome the Burmese Reb

SENATE.

A Suicide.

PRICE THREE CENTS.

tion of their circulating notes.
Mr Morrison introduced a resolution for «
holiday recess from Dec. 22d to Jan. 4.
Mr. Iliscock called up his motion to suspend the rules and pass a bill
relating to duties on tobacco.
After some debate the motion was lostnays 165, yeas 90.
Mr. Forney of Alabama, on behalf of the
committee on militia, moved to suspend the
rules and pass the Senate bill
amending the
statutes, making an annual appropriation to
provide arms and equipments for militia
with an amendment proposed
by the House
committee, making the annual appropriation *400,000. Agreed to—yeas
198, nays 49.
The Speaker laid before House a
message

stantly killed.
FROM BOSTON.

"""""*

SUPPLEMENT.

that th P
of wu r

fore,

thu minolaj sif

Liudley

PRESS.

casp

would depend upon our private shipbuildin (
yards, and their plant accumulated durin l
peace, for which reason he added: “W “
should encourage tlie establishment of sue
yards throug.i favorable government cor
tracts, as Great Britain lias done; there

Spoils.

President has about decided to offer tlie
Turkish mission, vacated by the resignation

Close Time for Lobsters.

tion will be circulated in all
towns in the State.

!',salvation
e,F“f,t>'.fi^t(h1,Congre'
-. affirmed
country in

Another Maine Man in Washington

Seeking

DECEMBER 21, 1836-WITH

MORNING,

_

Exchange Stbeet. Poktland. Me
a Year. To mail sut
•crlbers. Seven Dollars a Year, 11 paid lu advaius*
Rates of Ajivektisino—One Inch ot spac >
the length of column, or twelve lines nonparsi 1
constitutes a “square.”
*1.60 per square, dally, first week; 76 cents pe
week after; three Insertions or less, *1.00, con
tlnulng every other day alter first week. 60 cents
Half square, three Insertions or less, 75 cents
one week, SI.00; 60 cents
per week after.
Special Notices, one-third additional.
Under head of “Amusements” and “Auotioi ,
Sales,” *2.00 per square tier week; three lusei
tlous or less, *l.5o.

DBYDGY,

CENTS,

CHRISTMAS_GIFTS.

IN GOLD AND SILVER

J.

«•« Congrew SI.

aeon

goods for

SILK

1°/JSS
'£ nis

r

i-,„.

Stamped and Putin Linens,
Slipper PatAj,rl‘s 1,1 B,1^,»* variety, Kmbroidery, Filling and

aplOsntf

Have on exhibition

RYDEN.

Feltings,

us
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FROM WASHINGTON.

Tkkms—Eight Dollars
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work's! a^great
! such

Belr to; all cases that are given
up as incurabl
Kiy t-.iTT hlicpHih.c and homoeopathic
will take their case to treat and cure them. I flm l
•anout tour.tilths of the cases
given up to die ca; 1
Examination at a distance by lettei
I
With their full name and place of residence
am
«ne 2-cent stamp and *2.00. Examination
at th ,
othce *1, and consultation free.
Ollier H.im-Su.w,„t) p,

physicians,
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—
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The funeral of Mr. Edward Richardson,
who died of cancer In the face Wednesday
night, Dec. ISth, took place at his late residence on High street in Gorham, Saturday.
The religious services of the occasion were
conducted by Rev. Mr. Bragdou, pastor of
the School street Methodist church in Gorham, who preached a very Impressive sermon from a passage of Scripture selected
tor that purpose

by tbe deceased himself pre-

vious to his death.
Mr. Richardson was
born In the town of Hiram, and was at the
time of his death, 63 years of aj.a.
He had
resided In Gorham for the last ight or ten
years and was much beloved r id respected
by all who knew him. He 1 id been for
many years an honored and big ily esteemed
member of the Methodist Episcopal church
and maintained
his Christian
Integrity,
though often In great suffering, to tbe end of
of bis life which was verv peaceful and banAs neighbors and
py, even triumphant.
friends gathered around his remains to pay
their last tribute of respect to his memory
all felt that a good man had gone to his rest
and that “the memory of the lust is blest."
He leaves a widow and large circle of relatives and friends to mourn his loss, all of
whom will share largely In the sympathies
of the people.
C.
bowery beach.

About 150 sail, comprising nearly every
class of vessel, sailed out past the Cape a few
days ago, westward bound under the impetus of a strong north wind.
Amongst the
fleet was the fine new three-masted schooner
Chiide Harold. Although the vessel seemed
somewhat cranky and out of trim, she was
bowling along at a rapid pace carrying her
four lower sails and showing the rest of the
fleet a ciean pair of heels.
Cabbages are in good demand at
per
ton, but some of the farmers are holding out
for #15.
If.
_

"Globe”

Trade-Mark

for

Canned

Cooda.

[Pittsburgh Commercial Car ewe.)
Wo are informed that quite a number of

leading wholesale grocer]' houses have
been misled this season, and, entirely without Intention on their part, made infringers
of this, the oldest trade-mark for canned
goods in the world. It appears that some

our

time ago the trade was

approached with offers of “Globe" canned sweet corn at a price
shaded from the regular market rate.
As it
turned out, all such corn bore the “Globe"
trade-mark, which is registered by Gen. C.
P. Mattocks, of Portland, Me., who has
never licensed any concern to use it, except
the Winslow Packing Company of Portland,
of which Uen. Mattocks is president. That
gentleman was not long In discovering that
rights were be':ng infringed, and he at
placed his Interests in the hands i t
Messrs. Hakewell A Kerr, counselors, of this
city, with thdirection not to embarrass any
house whom his counsel might believe, had
his

once

Innocently used the unauthorized trade-mark.
The settlement of all these cases was highly
creditable to both parties, Gen. Mattocks adhering to and reiterating hia instructions to
his legal representatives to by no means seek
damages from those who were infringers by
reason of
misinformation only, although
there is no doubt but that he might have collected quite a sum in damages, as in cases of
tills kind the intent of the infringer Is not
taken into account; but pursue all willful
infringers to the fullest extent of the law.
.Not to be out-done in fair dealing, our merchants at once, as soon as the proof of Gen.

Mattocks

was

produced, signed agreement

not to handle any canned sweet corn bearing
the “Globe" except that manufactured by
Gen. Mattocks, or Dy his licensees, the Wins,
low Packing Company.
We think it will bis
a long time oefore our merchants are foumt
in this box again.

With a millionaire for a husband, a millionaire for a brother, and a millionaire for a
father, Mrs. Whitney, wife of the Secretary
of the Navy, seems to be able to bid defiance
to all rivals in the field of social fashion at
the Capital.

their

PRESS.

THE

fostering

We do not read anonymous letters and commun
cations. The name and address of the writer are
In all cases Indispensable, not necessarily (or pub
Icatlon but as a guarantee of good faith.
We cannot undertake to return or preserve
communications that are not used.
in the

spring” is us confidently
Europe ns are the tlowers that

war

awaited in
bloom.

_

Mr. Randall’s scheme to reduce the tax on

spirits will get, and ought to get, very few Republican supporters. The dearer whiskey is
made the better.
The highest majority on the Republican
State ticket in Iowa this year was 10,001.
Last year the majority was 0,979.
Iowa is
working back to its old place at the bead of
the Republican column.
Some

thoughtful

person wants to know
”liow can we be assured that Gilder has
really been at the Noith Pole if be returns
and makes the claim Y” As Gilder lias gone
afoot and alone this question is not so foolish after all.

The “yes” and “no" voting in Massachusetts cities has been productive of lots of
scandal. The rum sellers in Springfield accuse the Woman’s Christian Temperance Union of bulldozing at the polls; and in Lowell
there are grounds to believe that the saloon

keepers

stuffed a

ballot box in one ward.

Though Mr. Morrison has been defeated he
Is still master of the situation to this extent,
that he can prevent any other tariff bill from
being discussed in the House this session.
Whenever any bill of that sort is introduced
it will go to his committee, where it can he
smothered If the committee are so disposed.
As Mr. Morrison has declared that if his bill
was not considered no other should be there
is little likelihuod of any tariff legislation
this session.
When the vote on the

Morrison

bill

may blossom

like the

THE MORRISON BILL.

TUESDAY MOKMNG, DEC. 21.

“A

earn

rose.

was

taken Judge Reagan, one of the most uncompromising of the free traders, was down
In the basement of the Capitol taking a bath.
He left tlie House thinking be would have
plenty of time to take his bath and get back
and vote on the bill, but w as a good deal
chagrined to find when he got into his seat
that the voting was all over and the result
declared. The doughty Texan vows that he
will never have anything more to do with
water.

The Argus appears quite disconsolate over
the defeat of Mr. Morrison’s tariff bill. It
regards the refusal to take it up as tantamount to a deslaratlon that the House thinks
that the present tariff is all right and ought
not to be disturbed. Such is not its true interpretation, however. All it means is that
the House lias so little confidence in Mr.
Morrison’s plan of reducing the revenue that
it will have nothing to do with it. The ltepublicans are ready to discuss the tariff with
a view to reducing the revenue.
What Morrison proposed to do was to gag them and
then force through his bill.
They were
not disposed to submit to that sort of
performance, and fortunately for the industries of the couutry—of Maine especially—
Mr. Morrison did not have the power to compel them to. Mr. Morrison is troubled with
pig headedness. It’s rule or ruin witli him.
As chairman of the ways and means committee he has the power to stifle any plan for
reducing the revenue which is not acceptable to him, and lie has frequently proclaimed

his intention to use it. What he wants is
not so much to reduce the revenue as to ad
minister a blow to the protective system, and
a bill which does the former without doing
the latter will get no sympathy from him.
What he asks the American Congress to do
and what it has refused to do is to reduce
tile revenue in a way that suits him, and for
this refusal it is charged with refusing to reduce taxation. Why the majority of the
House should yield to Mr. Morrison rather
than Mr. Morrison to the majority of the
House it is not easy to sec.
The Argus fears that one result of a continuance of the present tariff will be to draw

capital from New England

to the South. As
the tariff affects the Soutli as much as New
England, it is not quite clear why such a
transfer should result from it; and the Argus
does not explain. If manufacturing under

high tariff can he carried
ably at the South, it would

a

on

more

profit-

that such
would be tlie case under a low tariff. But
wliy should the Argus or anybody else be
alarmed because manufacturing industries
seem

springing up in the South? Doesn’t the
Argus want the Soutli to be prosperous? To
be sure the development of manufacturing

are

at the Soutli may attract Northern men
there, and thus eventually prove the means
of breaking up the practice by which the
Soutli is kept solid for the Democratic party.
We don’t suppose, however, that the Argus
or

the friends of temperance desire to see arrayed at their side. For instance, the remarkable bill which has passed the South
Carolina Senate, making it a misdemeanor to
sell, give away, barter or exchange liquors
and requiring all railroad agents to keep a
public record of all packages of liquor received applies only to Anderson and Laurens counties.
The fact that in these counties at the last census the negroes outnumbered the whites by mere than two thousand
suggests the reason for thus selecting two
out of thirty-three counties in South Carolina for testing the merits of this extreme
law.

PLAIN.
Lowell Courier.
Tlie Third Party prohibitory vote in Boston was 400.
The no license vote was 16,786. In Lowell the Third Party vote was 89,
while the no license ticket had 3,778 votes.
The inference is ol vious.

_

The bill passed by the Senate for the redemption of the trade dollar will be a good
thing for the speculators who have them on
hand. Up to July 1, 1887, the bill, if it

should become a law, would allow the trade
dollar to be exchanged at their face value for
standard silver dollars. The redeemed trade
dollars would be recoined into standard silver dollars at a rate of not more than $500,*00 worth of bullion a month, and this
amount would be deducted from the $2,000,000 of silver which the
Treasury is compelled by law to purchase and coin every
month. A clause
providing for the refusal
of defaced or mutilated coin win
piovon* the
thousands of trade dollars in China from
flowing back, as it is said that the Chinese
money changers havo decorated with tea
chest marks the dollars that have come into
their clutches.

Probably Mr. Bass will claim the
ment of Gen. C. W. Roberts to the

appointBangor
Originally,

his victory.
collectorship
however, his favorite was William T. Pear
son, but finding that he could not secure his
appointment he switched off to Gen. Roberts.
Gen. Roberts’s stiength came mostly from
the old line Democrats, such as Gen. Boynton, J.F. Rawson and William H. McCrillis.
Mr. Stratton had the support of the
young
men, while Mr. William T. Pearson’s principal reliance was Frank Jones. The candidate of the Irish Democrats was Mr.
Edward Conners. Gen. Roberts is generally
popular with the Democrats, and perhaps
his selection will prove as
satisfactory as
any that could have been made, though Mr
Stratton’s qualifications for the office were
undoubtedly superior. It must be a great
relief to the President to get this matter off
hia mind, for he has been pestered almost to
death by the Bangor politicians, one of
whom made himself so offensive that the
President was finally obliged to give him the
as

cut.direct.

The sea serpent has gone into winter
quarters near Canso, so it appears from the testimony of a young man pronounced
the

by

Halifax Herald to be “of good character and
position, and reliable.” Some time ago, as
this veracious youth was journeying to Canso, be came across what he at first supposed
was an old log.
But as he approached the
mnrnH

nnJ

n

—r----—

serpent, “about

tu.x n
in

t*

no a

big round as a barrel and
twenty-five or thirty feet long.” Its head
was about as “large as a
large tea-kettle.”
When he first observed it its head was lying
as

in the road and its tail in the woods. On his
approach it darted Into the woods and disap-

peared from sight. Recently an old man by
the name of Cavener has disappeared from
that region, and the general opinion seems to
be that he has been swallowed by the snake.
A few think that he may have fallen into a
brook and been drowned, and some insist
that possibly a bear may have devoured
him; but the serpent solution is the popular
one.
Such a description as the “reliable”
young man has furnished tends to connect
the snake with the monster that used to hibernate in the vicinity of Calais. Very likely It is the same one, its removal to Nova
Scoti* being explained by the fact that the
better enforcement of the prohibitory law
had rendered his longer existence in this
State impossible.
THE SINALOA COLONISTS.

We sincerely hope that the eighteen people who started from this city yesterday for
the far away promised land on the Pacific
coast may realize fully their expectations in
regard to the cjimate and soil of the country,
as well as their anticipations in
regard to the
Utopian scheme of government, which they
are to help inaugurate.
We hope for their
sakes that all the accounts of the
country
published in cyclopedias and gazetteers and
books of travel, which describe the climate
as insufferably hot and the soil like a
desert,
are falsehoods made out of whole
cloth, and
that they will find the climate
temperate,
the soil productive, and rain sufficient to render artificial irrigation unnecessary.
We hope too, that the socialistic plan of
government, which they propose to inaugurate, will work better than it ever has before. We hope every member of the colony
will prove unselfish, not wanting more than
his share from the general fund.
We hope
the central bank will always be full of
coin,
and in a condition to honor all drafts made
upon it. We hope that the colonists will
be
able
to
get seven days in the
week $.1 Delmonlco dinners for
twenty
cents (this is one of the inducements held
out by the founder, Mr. Owen.)
We hope
none of them will grow
lazy from overfeeding and try to shirk. We hope that in their
places kf amusement they will abolish the
three story hat which is worn in these parts,
and that they will not allow women
anywhere or on any pretence to wear dead birds
on their Donnets.
We hope that none of the
colonists will become millionaires, and we
further and say that we conmay go
fidently expect that they won’t. We
hope, too, that they will not spend
all their money as
they go along,
so when they want to come back
they will
not have to apply to the railroads far free
passes or to Congress for an appropriation.
Finally we hope that they may all live long
and prosper, and that Topolobainpo under

____________

PREACHING.
Springfield Union.
The nomination of Preston H. Leslie of
Kentucky to be governor of Montana, raises
once more the question what the Democrats
meant in their last national convention by
demanding that governors of Territories
should be citizens of the
Territories over
which they are to preside.
PRACTICE ANI>

Bangor City Municipal
Bath City, guaranteed by
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7s
6s
5s
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FOR SALE BY

SWAN & BARRETT,

186 Middle

Street, Portland, Me.

dec21___eodtt
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BANKERS
Cor. Middle and

Exchange

Street.

Choice

Securities, suitable Cor
Savings Banks and Trust
Funds constantly on hand.

rallwr than en-

lanlS

_

What Have Railroads

6s

M. I'. K. K.
Mntne Central R. R.
An<lro-. & Kennebec R. R.
Calais Water Co., 1st Mort.,

IN TIME.

impoverish

1

Done for Port-

land?

AND LOWEST PRICES.

First National Bank

We shall offer

Building.

BANKERS,

No. 218 MIDDLE STREET.

ton ana New York was

transported by sailing
packets and steamers of a small class, and the lat-

W. L WILSON & CO.,
THE GHOOEHS,

CORNER EXCHANGE AND FEDERAL STS.

the

Hues of steamers nowr coining to our wharves
would have gone to other ports. The grain elevator would Dot have been wanted; Commercial
street, with its large warehouses would never
have been laid out and constructed. All these and
much beside, are the resulis. In 1 <48 Fore street

was the principal business
street, narrow and contracted, and often blocked up with teams.
In order to make a connection with the Grand
Trunk and tlie P. S. & P. Hoads it became necessary to project and lay out Commercial street.
Ibis was done after much opposition from property holders, proprietors of the wharves and those
Interested in the back bay enterprise.
A public
meeting was called and a great "hue ana cry”
made to defeat It. It was said that It would ruin
all the docks and wharves; the expense would be
enormous; the business of the backmen and
truckmen would be ruined, &e. But before It was
completed, a new Impetus was given to business.
And what lias been the result of all this, and what
could be clone today without Commercial street?
Look at the large business warehouses, with the
large slocks of flour and other merchandise, coming and going, and consider the great increase of
taxable property added to our valuation by this
street alone, aud all this from the construction of
tills road.
a tbs nisantlme tbs York & Cumberland—slias
Rochestsr—road was completed, and although
financially a failure, lias It been no disadvantage to
the city In a business point of view, uotwitbatandihg tlie large losses incurred to individuals and

PHOTOGRAPH ALBUMS, LADIES’
at

York, Chicago
Exchanges.
PRIVATE

nud

Bostou

Stock

A LLEN Sc

32

EXCHANGE

ST.,

PORTLAND, HE.

eodtf
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PULLEN, CliO T00.
Bankers and Brokers,
MO. 33 EXCHANCE STREET.
member, of the S. Y. Ntocl, e»

bongo.

'rivate Wire to New York and Boston.
>

MESTMENT SECURITIES FOR SALE.
NEW YORK

approached

in

Coats, Breakfast Jackets, and Smoking Coats, unpoint of elegance and correctness of style by those

by any similar honse in Portland.
Opened this week latest features in Neck Dressings.
In regard to Umbrellas we would refer to onr heavy London Silks
with Gold Capped Handles at $5.00 each. Our more extreme styles in
Gold, Carved Ivory, aud Japanese Mounted range to $15.00 each.
We offer in Canes all the late style woods, heavily capped with Sterling Silver at $1.00 each. The assortment is large and you’ll Hud

H.

PRINCE & CO.
Quotations constantly displayed.

Stanley T. Pullen,
decl

i

& As

Go!d..«s
rt«on.4s

Bath.«s & 4s
Maine Central..78 & 6s
P. &0. R. R—6s

ARETAS SHURTLEFF,

;

Night Robes, Plain White, Fancy Trimmed or
Bath
Embroidered,
Wraps, Silk and Satin Braces’ visit our estalishment, the finest appointed and most elegantly decorated Men’s Outfitting Store east of Boston.

Middle and Plum Streets.

dec 20
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Haynes’ Arabian «ialaam is unequalli for Croup, Try It. SSc. and$l, at Druggists.

PPr.
oct27

HAMLET.
Seats 61.00, 75 and 50 cts; gallery 35 ets. Sale
of seats commences Monday, Dec. 20, at S.30.
dec 20
dlw

Fur

LOT I.
“
2.
“
3.

“

“

11

“

Now

$16.50,
28.00,
30.00,

at

REHEARSAL.
A full rehearsal of "Messiah," at

CITY HALL, Monday Afternoon,
Chorus, Orehr.lra nag S,l«Ub.
limited number of tickets on sale at Stock
at
50 cents each.
decZldlw
bridge's
With

WRAPS,

Trimmed, Quilted Satin Lined.

sold
Formerly
“
“

ME S S X A XX

“

A

12th STOCKBRIDGE

$10.00

“

18.00
20.00

City Hall, Monday Evening, Dee. 27th.
CHRISTMAS ORATORIO

WRAPS,
*

■111^1^^17-117

w———■»—»M—..
mm
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MESSIAH!
Assisted by the following NoUiaui

Sirs. NETTIE A. FELLOWS, Soprano;
Mrs. JENNIE KINO MORRISON. Contaalto;
Mr. WILL H. STOCKBRIDGE. Tenor;
Mr. JOHN B. COYLE. Jr., Basso, and the

GERMANIA ORCHESTRA, of BOSTON.
25

COMMENCING SATURDAY

DEC 18th.

Congress Street.
*m*

dtf

25

OPERAS
At

Sacrifice in Diy Goods!
—

Hall, New Year’s

City

Day,

Saturday Afternoon and Evening, Jan. 1

H dutiful < hri-itna* f'arda. ’•ouuaire
«#«* Nwveliie* given away with tickets.

THE MARITANA OPERA CO. of BOSTON.
Matinee at 2.30.

AT-

New C omic Opera by MalUart, translated from
the French, “Les Dragons de VUlars.”

The

CHAMBERLIN &HOMSTEDS.

Madcap,

with the following Artists In the cast:
Rose Challet, (The Village Madcap)
Miss ALICE MAY ESTY.
Lisette, (The Farmer’s Pretty Wife)
Miss UKBTRlTDK EDMANDS.
Fabrics, (The Farmer’s Assistant)
Mr. J.C. BARTLETT.
Sergeant Beaumarcher, (Of the King's Dragoons) ..Mr. LON F. BRINK.
Corporal Bombard, (A Dragoon)
Father Jerome, (A Fugitive)
(
Mr. H. L. CORNELL.
StMON PlNCHARD, (A Rich Farmer)
Mr. MYRON CLARK.
Refugees. Dragoons, Peasants, etc.

As we take an inventory ot onr stock at the beginning of every NEW YEAR, and having on hand an
unusually large stock at the present time, we propose to reduee It by offering EVERYTH ING we have
the wholesale cost, from now uniil the first day of January. We will mention some of the articles ol
merchandise which we offer at cost.
Seal Plush Cloakings In three grades, former price $20, $18 and $16 per yard; present prices $10,
$14 and $12 per yard, and there Is no better Plush 111 this city than the one we offer at $10. Now Is
the time to get a good Cloak.
All our Silks and Satin Rhadames, both black and colors, we shall sell at a great sacrifice, an dthis is
the opportunity to secure a
at

488 and 490

Mlt'IANW

SOUVENIR

GREAT

■. .m-.mm.~~v.~-

mm

MORNINC,

31

Mr. H. KOTZSCHMAR.
Conductor
Mr. HARVEY kt'KUAY,
Pianist
Reserved Seats 76 cents and 6100. Admission
60 cents. Now on sale at Stockbrldge's Music
Store.
dec21dlw
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THE STOCKBRIDGE

SALE

FRENCH DRESS GOODS!

VOICCM)

I too

presenting Handel's Oratorio of the

-

decl7

—

Haydn Chorus,

Now $ 4.00
LOT I. Formerly
$6.50,
“
11
“
5.00
8.50to
2.
10.00, “
“
10.00
to
13.00
“3’
20.00,
We shall also sell Remnants of Cloaking at about
HALF PRICE.
-

BY THE

—

TURNER BROS.

_

_

HULIUAT oUUIId!
have the choieest and best assortment of Christmas Goods and
Every
says
every thing that Is desirable for Presents. The large trade we are having has advertised them so extensively that they need no enumeration, and is evidenee that
Ihe public soon learn who has the most desirable goods and sell them the cheapest.
Our goods are all new and different from those in other stores.
Our prices are so
much lower that customers invariably come back and buy of us after looking elsewhere. We have competent and obliging clerks to help buyers make their selections. Our specialties are:
one

we

25c Silk+landkerchiefs for 12 1-2 cents.
25c Embroidered Handkerchiefs for 10 cents.
50c Inititial Handkerchiefs for 25 cents.
Children’s Silk Initial Handkerchiefs.
Silk and Cashmere Mufflers.
Real Lace Handkerchiefs.
The greatest variety In the city, of Hemstitched, Embroidered and Initial Silk
ind Linen Handkerchiefs.

Silk Umbrellas, with Gold. Silver and Goldstone Handles.
Elegant Wrapper
3 ankets in great variety. White Wool Blankets, soft as
velvet, with elegant
Blue, Piuh and Bed Borders. Silk Seal Pinsh for garments, the best imported,
>nly a jewpatterns left, and there will be no more this season. China Silk, In
1 :olor, for
Fancy Work. Colored Satin and Plush for Fancy Work.

J. M. DYER &

NICE DRESS FOR A CHRISTMAS PRESENT.

during

II Cents’ Fur Collars Cheap.
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Open Saturday Evening of Hits week and Wednesday, Thursday
Friday Evenings of uext week.
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Laughable
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Entertainment
Witnessed.

Ualinre Saturday, 1.10 p.
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Ever

1

jersey
Uoodfrusty jersey goods

“Vclalm ^ have all widths

SlSSiS
offer for few
400

nts'

at 85-75 Per P

We have never

Congress, for
regular price *7.oa
Jersey Button and Balmoral.
;
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C hristmas (

SpUy|IIR OPERA
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onr rent
much less than

blit. 1®"

TO-MORROW

ni'ds, Souvenir* and novelties.
124 EXCHANGE STREET.

tan.
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BROWNjtoDKwsst.
sign of cold

Store. 1
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TICKETS GIVEN AWAY WITH CARDS.

«n on
ner pair, as our
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A, we have plaln-
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Music

be undersold; therefor, we
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at 7, Coinnienee at 8.
Doors open
r
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Stockbridge’s
GREAT

an(1 new, and we

day

a
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drM*’

size.
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ADMISSION. 10 oents; Reserved Seats. 15 cents.

Return of PROP. CADWELL,
the Great Mesmerist.

We
in stock.we

WEEK.

INSTRUCTIVE
AND

1
1

Hall,

Congress

SALE
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CHAMBERLlFft HOMSTED, \ gentlemen

Fur Trimmings

P E R r y

Middle

and

eodtf

Call and Cet Prices.

1_„_

in 1 *Tlcketsonsaleat

Trimmings.

all

■

1

K.XCKPT C IIRISTn tS EVE.

Furs and
Holiday Week.

on

LEON

I 1#
I *o

days from 16

IV-illoaa’.

M

MARITANA.
“

cents to $1.00 cheapwill also mentiou in this sale the
celebrated Sawyer's Cassimeres for Gents' and Boys' Clothing. Best Poulard Cambrics for 8 cents
Best Prints for 6 cents, and everything else In stock too numerous to mention, at
equally low prices
W c mean business, and all who can
appreciate a good bargain, will find it to their advantage to look
upon us for the next fifteen days.

IN-

Fur

l

mt

___

1

IF YOU WANT A SHAWL NOW IS YOUR CHANCE.
lr you need a White Quilt you can buy one within the next fifteen
er than you can find the same elsewhere, or at any other time.
We

PUBLIC BENEFIT
and

V teBinii

All our Wool Dress Goods, In black and colors, and all Pattern Dresses, for Just their cost price. You
cannot afford to let this gr md opportunity slip.
Wrapper Blankets and Paney Blankets for Toboggan
Suits, we shall close all out at cost, and all our Bed Blankets, both white and colors.
All Fancy Velvets, and Trimmings of all kinds.
All our Linen Table Damasks by the yard, and Covers ; Napkins in a great variety or patterns and
prices, and we guarantee to give our customers some of the best bargains In these goods they have
ever seen.
Our Turkey Red Damasks and Covers all going at the same RUINOUS PRICES.

CO.,

Congress Street.

511

,
<lecls

eod&w6mcW_

rms pAPE8aTW.SKf*ifie

Clirlstmn* \iglil,

PATRONS.

PLUSH

SILK

S LOVE.

YORIC

That none may be without a NEW GARMENT for
Christmas Day, we have decided to hold a GRAND
CLOSING SALE of our CLOTH and PLUSH
WRAPS, and shall off the following bargains:

-AT-

Just received a Due lot of Nutria Trimming wlilcli I shall close rl
iO and 75
cents, former price $1.00, $1.25; Coon nt $1.00; stiver
lare, a in. wide, 75 cents, extra flne.
Beaver, Coon, Seal, Otter Muff* and Collars at lower prices than
iver lo close.

cures.

Friday Evening, Dec. 24,
Mr. W. D. Howell's Tragedy, from the Spanish lu
3 acts,

CHRISTMAS BENEFIT
OUR

Saturday,

Only,
Dee 21 and 25.

BARRETT

IMPORTANT EVENT EASTMAN BROS. BANCROFT
ANNUAL

dOC21d3t

First appearance here in three years.
UK. LktrilEM'K

GRAND

TO

and

Friday

In Twenty-fiiis Styles, with Astrachan, Fur and Feather Trimming.

shall reduce the prices

It Is Warranted not to contain any mineral
substance; It Is also free from laudanum oi

Admission 25 cents,

B. & B.

CLOTH

SECOND

it SoVlork.

Including Plve .slide Commutation Tickets.

_

Furs

performed more

to the Public

Open

ST.,

Two Nights

When In search of

—

This Invaluable Medicine is aeknowled
ged bv thousands to be The llest Cou* h Medicine in the world. For Coughs, Colds, Sore
Throat, Hoarseness, Inflammation of the Throat
and Mouth, Whooping Cough, Canker, Rash,
&c.. there is no medicine now in use that has

TOBOGGAN SLIDE,

a

dlw

_

KM miDDl.E STREET, Portland.
January 1.1884.
lanldtf

f ro.

advise you of

we

^

Frank C. Crocker.
eodtf

Eoisr r) s!
J1 tockland.6s
lo. Pacific

say when

PORTLAN D_TII E ATR eT

what you want.

French Fans from 50 cents to $12.00.

HOMTOm,

F.

we

CO.,

shown

CORRKSPOIVOENTS,

CREEN & BATEMAN.

what

LKIHTKI, BY KLKCTKK l rV.

Our line of House

—

Brokers,

we moan

Telephone No. '3104.

Novelties now open in Outfitting*, English Specialties and Exclusive Styles,
secured for onr own trade.

Bankers
ESTABLISHED 1854,

ItlTtVIlAirS

DECIDED lAIOVKLTIEM.

you will flud that

Tailors, Clothiers, Furnishers. E.

H.M.PAYSON&CO.
AND

by

The Battle ol Gettysburg.
Commences at 8 o’clock.
Admission 25 cents.
d4t
dec20

assortment of

204 Middle Street.

dec] 7

—

us

dec20

A RARE OPPORTUNITY FOR CHRISTMAS CIFTS.

WIRES TO

Hew York, Chicago Washington, Portland. Fall River, Providence, nnd Hew
Bedford.
octlleodSmos

an

McLellan,Mosher & Co.

Special Barpins in all the Other Departments During the Sale I

Hew

We have

CHRISTMAS CARDS AND MENUS FOR CHRISTMAS DINNERS,
By purchasing of

Thursday Irenlng, Dto. 23tf.
Lecture

REV. THEODORE CERRISH,

prices that defy competition.

TIIAT AUK

CHURCH.

M.JE.

Fourth Entertainment,

LEATHER GOODS.

1

Ol'RC PKOPLK'k t or BOB.

Thursday Evening, Dee. 23,

MEMBERS OF

St.,

BAGS, AM)

HAM)

BREAK IN BOOKS at 37 EXCHANGE

F. H. PRINCE & CO.,
No. 2 State
Boston,

operation.

But the question arises, were our people and the
city of Portland any the poorer for all tlie sacrifices made. Let us see wliere Portland would have
been today had this enterprise failed and this
road not been completed.
We should surely
have become not much more than a fishing town.
We are now in direct connection with Canada and
the great West and In communication with the
Interior towns to the Canada line, from which an
immense amount of business la brought to this
city, which could not have been reached without
this road. Again, one of the outcomes of it was
Ihe Portland Company Works, which was
Iso
projected by John A. Boor, (to whooi this city is
more largely Indebted than to any other man, for
these great enterprises, and who deserves a nionumeat to his memory for what be did for its Interests.) Without this road tlie flour, pork, beef and
grain brought here from the West would have
gone elsewhere for a market, and the splendid

d5t&wlt

dec 10

The goods to be offered were purchased this week from the importer at a GREAT SACRIFICE ana will be sold much less than the cost
of importation. Because of this purchase we bhall be obliged to offer
our entire stock of Dress Goods at greatly reduced prices.

ter

PINE ST.

entire lines of

our

l

J. B. BROWN & SONS,

with stage coaches were the chief conveyances
for passengers. Flour was nearly all brought
here by small vessels from Philadelphia. Baltimore and New York.
The Vermont and New
Hampshire trade was nearly all finding Its way to
Boston and New York by the Vermont Central
and other railroads which had been opened, and
Portland was losing all tills good business, and being left far behind with tills trade. In 1843 John
A. Poor and James Hall, (a civil engineer then resi dng hero) conceived the idea of a railroad to
Canada, and a meeting of a few citizens was called
at tee mayor's office (at which the writer was
present) to hear what they had to say upon the
subject. After listening to their story and tlielr
plans relative to It, they separated, and the whole
thing was looked upon as a visionary scheme and
entirely impracticable, and very little was attempted to be done for some lime, until a survey
was proposed, which was made by Mr. Hall.
So
sanguine was Mr. Poor that an expedition by a
team was started with a relay of horses, over the
route to Montreal. This finally resulted
in obtaining a charter for the Atlantic & St. Lawrence
railroad in 1 "45. It required a subscription for a
million dollars of the stock In order to organize
and put it In operation.
A great effort was made
for tnls purpose. All our citizens, male and fern de, were called on to subscribe, and every man
woman and child, ministers and
people, and'every
corporation that bad a dollar was solicited to take
a share in the enterprise,(5 per cent, interest
being
guaranteed) The requisite amount was at last obtained and a contract made. On the 4th of July,
1846, ground was broken on the breastwork at
Fish Point, and tlie work was pushed on to South
Paris, when It was found that nearly all the means
were exhausted, and a
public meeting was called
by the ( (rectors In the Old City Hall to determihe
whether It was best to discontinue the work or
go on fnrtber. It was decided Inexpedient and
unwise to stop, and the city was called upon for
further aid by a loan of Its credit, which was
granted. Preferred bonds, at extra interest, were
issued, many of which were taken by the farmers
and others in the surrounding towns, and the
work jirogressed, and additional loans were
called for from the city. Bonds were issued and
sold to the contractors and others at a discount,
until the entire road to the Canada line was completed and opened to Montreal by the completion of the St. Lawrence & Atlantic portion of it to
Island Pond, In 1853 the road was leased to the
Grand Trunk Kailway of Canada. The stock and
bonds held by our people were sold In
Europe at
a large discount, and many were severe losers
by

OUR STORE IS FILLED WITH STAPLE AND FANCY STATIONERY.

PORTL A IV D

TRUST COMPANY

l)ee. 22.

Wednesday Evening,

(Member o( Parliament.)
Mr. McCarthy's brilliant literary abilities as
Historian, Poet and Novelist, and bis pronounced
position In favor of Home hole will secure him an
ovation In Portland.
Mabjrcl, ... •‘The Chum- of Ireland
300 CiOWIS MB AT* 300
Heserved seats. 60 and 76 cent*; chairs on the
50
cents. Now ou salo at Stock bridge’s.
stage.
Half fare ou the M. C. H. It. Late trains on O. T.
ILK.
deel7dtd
gf Messiah" tickets now on sale.

the Largest ami Choicest Stock we have ever carried or Standard and
Fine Art Works, Including Poets, Novelists and Historians. Also Juveulle
Toy Books in almost inlliiite variety. No old Job lot or'shopworn hooks.

eodtt

Fditor of the Tress:
It is a very common complaint on the part of
some of our worthy citizens that Portland Is overburdened by railroads, or that railroads have entailed upon our city burdens “grievous to bear,”
and that In consequence our taxes are too high,
much of which may be said In truth; but the question arises, have we not received advantages and
benefits which have more than counterbalanced
and compensated for the sacrifices made, the disCity, County and Railroad Bonds, and
position being to look at the cloud forgetting other First-Class Securities.
there Is a sun under it. If they will but consider
a little what railroads have done for our city, they
will be less Inclined to complain of the cost. Let
INTEREST ALLOWED ON DEPOSITS
us lock a little at our position.
eodtt
JelO
Forty-five years
ago this city was nearly bankrupted by the laud
speculation in which many of our business men
had become Involved. The United States branch
bank, then In this city, to which most of them
were largely Indebted, had been closed
up and
its loans called In. Our local hank capital
was small and their losses
had been large,
consequently tlieir stocks were below par.
Our
country trade was carried on chiefly by barter
We had no exclusively wholesale stores In the
grocery or dry goods trade. A few, such aa Dana I
Sterling nnd Continental
Exchange
onuiB «: Brov n, and a
& Smith.
few others on Fore and Middle streets were doing
bought and Mold at most favorable rated.
about all the country trade. The dry goods trade
Travelling and Commercial Letters of
Credit Issued, available in all the Princi.
was confined to a few small stores with small
stocks. Our wharves were plied with lumber and
pal Cities of Europe.
Investment Heeuritics Kought and Hold.
sour molasses.
Shooks heading and hoop poles
nov27
eodtf
were staple commodities.
New England rum was
about the only thing manufactured here, and we
were In a fair way to become a mere
fishing village when the P. S. & P. Railroad was projected.
Prior to this all our merchandise from and to Bos.
To the

Hall,

Lecture by Mr.

Comprising

THE FINEST GOODS

6s
6s

City

Book Sale!

Holiday

ALSO

Piscataquis Observer.
Uur up-river neighbors are just wild over
the railroad question. Even Ellottsville has
voted $43.09 cents in cash, and the men agree,
excepting one, to put in a couple of days’ labor if the Co. will build a road throgh the
town and erect a good hotel. Wellington
has voted to aid the movement to the tune of
$0000, and individuals have subscribed $4000
more.
Monson has been red hot over the
matter for some time, but cannot vote to loan
its credit. Mark McPheters of Greenville
will subscribe $B00 and thinks $30,000 in
stock will be taken there. We are certainly
glad to see an enterptlsing public spirit anywhere; but when someof these towns roll
up a big debt, as Dover nqd Foxcroft did a
few years ago, to have a back door thoroughfare through tdem, they will begin to think
rich.

NO. 37 EXCHANGE STREET.

MCLELLAN, MOSHER & CO., M’CARTHY
LARGEST STOCK IN MAKE.

FROM THE

LOANS.

Portland City Municipal

dtt

llth STOCK BRIDGE.

High

NEW

for twelve lessons.

deci:i

BUY YOUR GROCERIES

FINANCIAL..

Ohio mid Indiana County

I.ADIBH,

3.00.

justiist

doors.

THE INFERENCE

that ruiiiuads

PREPARE FOR CHRISTMAS.

j
j

In view of all this, shall we sit down, shut our
eyes and lament over the cost of these things to
us, and not look at the brighter side of the picture? Should we not, rather, render thanksgiving to the great Giver of all good for what He lias
done for us, and enabled us to do for ourselves,
and then trust in Him for the future, believing
that all things are working together for our good;
and that God and railroads have done great
things for us whereof ire are glad.”
'W. D. L.

Wednesday Evenings,
CSBNTI.B.TIEN,

AT

1

our

AMCrSBMBNTN.
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CURRENT COMMENT.

A WISE WORD

niDCELLtNEOll.

\

anybodylelse will publicly offer that as a
for keeping manufacturing out of the

South.

glllCILLAKIOIJI.

\

reason

The progress of the temperance sentiment
In the South is great and encouraging. But
there are a few instances where the progress
is not the result of such honest conviction as

thlno

t le city by It; anil who would wish 'to liave it dlsc onttnuea and Its business diverted elsewhere?
In addition to tiiese the Portland & Kennebec,
< now the Maine Central Railroad) nnd the Auroscoggiu rood, were put in operation, counect* ig us directly with important towns in the eouuies of Kennebec, Addroscoggtn, Lincoln, Sotueret, Franklin and Penobscot, and the extreme
1 arts of this State and New Brunswick. These
oads, although originally quite a severe peculary loss to some of our people, have been of
^ reat value to the city, in bringing to us extensive
nd valuable business relations, which should not
i 0 overlooked In this connection.
The Boston & Maine, a competing road, although
ot really needed, and which cost us nothing, has
cen of great value to our business interests, as it
1 pened a trade with all the interior towns and
ountry through which it passes, thus bringing a
arge amount of business to us, which had beeu
1 .1 verted to Boston
and elsewhere. In this collection it is also well to bear in mind the great
, dvautages derived from these roads to our AiliI ng interests, which have been immensely lureased ami made profitable since the opeufng of
he (Irand Trunk road, thus furnishing a quick
nd ready market for the production of the sea.
leside these, we have tlie Rumford Falls & Buck| leld road and the Bridgton A Saco River road
1 'outrunning to the business interests of our city.
The great lire which swept over us In 1800 conlUined 810,000,000 of our property, with only
13,000,000 insurance; but Portland soon rose
rom its ashes—Phoenix like—and in ten years
vas worth more money than the day before the
Ire. In 18- 5 our valuation was $28.1100,000 and
he rate of taxation was $2 r>0. In 1876. $30,500,)00, and the percentage $2.50.
It is true that In the meantime our West Indian
rado and commerce had nearly gone, our shipyards were closed, our large ships had nearly
ill been sold oil' or lost. Brunswick, Freeport and
t’armouth liad about closed their shipyards and
.here were few or no new vessels to rig or At out
tere.
It was then that a few of onr most enterprising business men, like the Browns, Springs.
Drama, Washburns and others, conceived the Oglensburg railroad. They were probably too santuine as tolls results, but go it must; and our
:ity and citizens were again called upon to rcuder
;lie necessary aid for its construction; and although their anticipatlous have not beeu fully resized and It has proved to be a somewhat serious
burden and Anaucial loss to the city and some of
Its people, lias it been or 110 benefit to 11s In a business relation, sufficient at least to counterbalance
1 lie loss and sacrifice that lias been made in its
behalf, when we consider that a large amount of
trade from Vermont and New Hampshire that had
been lost, has been brought back to ns, which
without this road would have continued to go to
Boston, New York and elsewhere? To sav nothing relative to Its future prospects, it is worth to
Portland more than it has cost; and the day will
Bre long come when the grumblers, if living, will
say. as is now said of the Grand Trunk and other
roads, they have been the conservators and builders of Portland.
It is true that our debt is heavy
and our taxes have been somewhat increased by
the city loans to this and other railroads, but have
they not, on the whole, added greatly to our taxable property, and thus kept our percentage down
to where it now stands (our present valuation being $33,633,000 and the tax rate only $2.10), notwithstanding our State and county tax and heavy
city expenses. As we have comparatively but
Few manufactures of auv kind, and our commerce
is nearly gone, and our ilshing interests suffering
some depression at this time, where are we to
look for the promotion of our business, except
it be from our railroad connections with the
Interior anil the West, and to our superior steamboat lines to the Hast and the West, furnishing us
with direct and speedy communications with all
pa ts of our country and the world, all contributing
to bring each its quota of business and profit to

boot^
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Manhattan Elevated..

PRESS.

THE

Michigan Central. 92
Minn. « at. Louis. 18

do pref...
fa
Missouri Pacific ..
l
New Jersey Ceulral.
60
Northern Pacific. 2t>i *fa
aolpref. 691
Northwestern.His fa
Northwestern preferred.138
New York Central. n2V ,
New York, Chicago & St. Louis. 12V
do pref. 2d1, fa
Ohio Central.
Oblobfe Miss. 261,
Out. s Western. I81,
Oregon Transcon. .. 31
Pacific Mall. 48t »
Panama
98
Pullman Palace..
Heading. 32t 1
Rock island. ....123
St Louis & San Fran. 30
do pref. 611,
1st pref..
81. Paul. 87V ,

TUESDAY .HOUMNG, DEC. 21.
WIT AND WISDOM.
"Pa,” said little Johnny MettwiUlgalf, "here's
piece in the paper about 'Parasites.' What ari 1

they”

i."

hcoide who
Ws' my°Ug
b,i>.lt ar?kuow

third reader

live in Par

that*aIld >'ou •» thi
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From Sassafras, Kent Co.. Md.—I flnd 1 sell ai
much of l)r. Bull’s Cougli Syrup as of all otliei
cough remedies combined. J. E. Hartley

...

Druggist.
Beware ef counterfeits!—Be sure you get th<
genuine Salvation Oil. Have no “just as good.”
“In that drawer,” said the poet on his deatli
bed. “you will find a lot of iny posthumous works
I bequeath them all to you.”
"Ah! you are too kind.”
“No, l am not. No one else wants them.”

Always avoid harsh purgative pills. They lirsl
make you sick and then leave you constipated,
caiter’s Utile IJver Pills regulate the bowels and
make you well. Dose, one pill.
He—I’m awfully glad to be able to offer
you an
Umbrella. Mrs. Haut.
Seltzer. I shall
..S5*^rZ?u ar.e v<>r>' klnd'Mr.
1110 m>' husband. He
-i.?>rr'".rn!"K
left it sit the club
la.st iiigfit, you know.
If you are nervous or dyspeptic try Carter’s Little Nerve Pills. Dyspepsia makes you
nervous,
and nervousness makes you dyspeptic; either one
renders you miserable and these little pills cure
both.
Ltitie boy walking in depot—What does that
red light mean father?
(a doctor)—That means danger, my sou.
father
Little hoy—And is that the reason that they always have a red light in a drug store window?
We notice the ladies of this city have
improved
in looks of late; Lydia E. Plnkbaiu’s
Vegetable
Compound must be selling big.
Conductor of Pulhuau sleeper to porter—You
that passenger, 1 think he’s crazy,
loiter—What makes yo’ think so, boss?
Conductor—Because he didn’t insist upon having a berth hi the middle of the car.
want to watch

It is truly wonderful to see how the name of
E. Piukliam is a household word
among
the wives and mothers of onr land.

Lydia

(hnalia beauty—Mr. De Blank Arthur, Cousin
Nell says you have engaged
yourself to her.
Mr. De Blank—I have.
“Have you forgotten, sir, that it Is only two
years since you proposed to me?”
“f have not: but you refused me."
"Certainly, but you might have slwwii some little respect fer my memory."

Coachmau—What would your husband

say,

If I was to ask him for a raise?
Mrs. Brown—Well, Henry, as 1 never Indulge
profanity, you must excuse me.

mein.
in

rlNAnUIAL AND COMMERCIAL,
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High M xd Corn.6 2

u.

53

low grades.2 60*3 60 Corn, bag
lots_64*55
Meal, hag lots. ..62*63
Spring and
XX Spring. .4 < '0*4 26 Oats, car lots....41*42
Patent Spring
Oats,bag lots....42*43
Wheats.6 2offi6 60 Cotton Been,
Mich, straight
car lots..23 00*23 26
roller .4 50®4 76
do bag...24 00*25 00
clear do.... 4Vi®4*'» Sack’dBr’n
stone ground. 4 26*4%
car lots.. 18 00*20 00
St Louis st'gt
do bag... 10 00*21 00
roller.4 76*6 00 Middlings. 20 00*22 00
clear do....4 25*4 60 do bag lots,21 00*23 00
Winter Wheat
Provisiona.
Patents.6 26*6 60 PorkPlato*
Backs ...16 50*10 00
Cod, $r ijil—
Clear....16 00*16 60
Large Shore2 76*3 00
Mess.13 00*1360
Large Hank2 26*2 60 Bed—
Small.2 00*2 26
Ex Mess.
7 60*8 00
Pollock.2 (MX* 2 76
Plate
8 60*9 60
Haddock.1 60*2 00
Kx Plate. 9 60*10 00
Hake.1 26*1 76 LardTubs £ t»..<l%®7c
Herring
Scaled
h*. 1 C®20c
Tierces.... G%@7c
.Not.18*16c Pails.7 *8 c
Mackerel^ bbl—1886. i Hams 4) It,... .1 lgllVi
Shore Is.21 60*25 001 do covered. .14*14Vi
Shore 2s. 12 60*16 001
Oil.
Med. -is.
KeroseneSnail
*
Port. Bel. Pet. 0\*
Produce.
Water White. b
Uraiiuerries—
13
Pralt’sAst’l.O bbl.
Maine.6 00*7 00 Devoe’s Brilliant. 11 Vi
Cape Cod.. .8 5<>*U OO Ligonta. 8Vi
Pea Heans...l 75*1 85 Silver White. 7Vx
Medhun_1 75*1 80 Centennial. 8 Vi
Ocrn. m mul «o*l 76
Kaiaina.
Yellow Eyes. 1 60*1 65 Muscatel
1 90* 2 Vs
Potatoes, bush, 60*60! London Lay’r 2 26*2 75
St Potatoes 2 60*3'25| OnduraLay. 9
*10
Onions
3 00*3 261 Valencia. 7
*8
Turkevs.iB®16|
Sugar.
Chickens.16*161 granulated *> tb.6 Vi
£0W‘».10*121 Extra C. 6%
X

....

....

...

Duck,"

.14a

—

Heeds.

|

O-ese.12*14| Bed Tou....*2%Cd'*2Vi
tppln.
Timothy Seed2 20*2 35
1 50*2 75 Clover
t>Uii
9
*llc
I
4’heeae.

Vermont... .13V4*14Vi
N.V. factoryl3Vi*14Va

Kvapor cited ptl 12®13c
S.entoUH.

Sage. 14Vii&lo

Bullet.
Creamery L lb...20*28

Palermo.6 00*5 50 Hilt Edge Ver... 26*27
Messuis.5 60*6 (Ml! Choice.....17® 18

Mulagers—

4

00*4

50

Ok Huge*.

St. Paul, Minn. AlMau.113V ,
si Paul % Jinaha. 44a,
do ..HO
Texas Pacific.1 204
Union Pacific. 69
U. 8. Rxnress.
Wabash, St. Louis & Pacific
18Vi
do pref. 33
Western Union Telegraph.; 6«V ,
R. Tenn, new. 14V
East Tenn, 1st nref. 73
do 2d pref
27V
Alton A Terre Haute. 31
do pv«(.
Boston Air Line. ...100
Burltn >to, a Cedar Rapids.
Canada Southern.
;ciVi
Canton.
Kansas & Texas. 30V
Houston A Texas. 38 V
Metropolitan El.200

Mobllc&Olno.

16

Morris A Essex.138
Oregon Nav.; 991X
Richmond & Danville.180
Wells. Fargo express.126
Hockey Valley. 33^
Norfolk & Western pref.4«vi
i>utrai;iowa
13
Con. Coal. 24
Fort Wavue.147
Lone island. 93
Pacific 6s of ’95. 123s,4
New York

Mining

Stocks.

[By Telegraph.]
NEW YORK,Dec. 20 1880.—The flowing
closing quotations fur mining stocks to-day:

Hood...*,.14al5
Store.12*11

Florida. 4 00n4 60,
Valencia
Eastern extras ..20o27
Messina and Pa
Cau Si Western..
25
Plermo i> hx.6 60*7 001 .lined.20o21

art

Colorado Coal.
34 50
Homestake. .11 011
Quicksilver.. 7 00
do preferred. 20|75
Silver King.
0 50
Mexican .nv«
Standard. IVs
Horn Silver. 1 75
Bodie. :.... 2 60
Ontario. 22
Hale & Norcross.—. 4 50
Union Con.3 00
Sierra Nevada.
3 85

Eureka. 4Vi
California

Mining

Stocks.

(By Telegraph.)
SAN FRANCISCO, Dec.20,188C.-The following are closing official quotations of mining stocks

ttwday:

Con. Cal. & Va. 22
Oplilr. 10
Savage. ,8V4
Yellow Jacket. 7%
Crown Point.|4s/g
4
Oould & Curry.
Bulwer.
1V4
Mexican. 6Vg
Potosl. 6 SA
Eureka. 4s*

Mono.!.

Sierra

PORTLAND.Dec. 20, 1886.
The following are to-day’s closing quotations of
Grain, Provisions, fiic.:

Superfloe

Paulnreferred.117

St.

3
5
5
4

Utah.

PORTLAND WHOLESALE MARKET.

Nevada.|

Hale &

Norcross.

VS

Boostn Produce Market.
BOSTON. Dec. 20, 1886.—Tlie following are to
day's quotations of Provisions, Sc.:
Pork—Long cut 14 50®14 75; short cuts 14 75
16 00;backs 14 76®16 oo; light backs at 18 00®
18 50; lean ends 14 60®16 00; pork tongues at
13 00@g$13 60; prime mess 813 00®13 50;extra
at 10 50®$11; mess, at 11 00; do new at

friine
2 00.

Lard—choice at 6%®7c ]? lb in tierces: 754@
755c in 10-lb pails;754 @754c In 6-fb palls;7%®8
3-tb pails.
Hams at 1055®llc V lb, according to size and
cure; smoked slioulders 7®754c; pressed hams at
in

ll®1154c.

Dressed hogs, city, at 555c 4> tb.
Butter—Western extra fresh made creamery 28
®30c: do extra firsts at 24»>26c;do firsts at 19
®22c: do good to choice held creamery at 21®
23c; do fresh Imitation creamy, choice at 23®24c;
do firsts 17®20c; do factory .extra fresh, 20®24c:
do choice 18®20c; do choice held 15® 16c ;dofair
to good at 12®14c; do common lots at 1 Oa 11c;
do dairy nominal at 14@18c; New York errii, extra fresh at 28®29c ;ldo extra firsts 26®27c; good
to choice June 22®24c; Vermont ermy extra ai
28 ct'g'Je. Jobbing prices 1 »2c higher.
Cheese—Northern,choice to extra, 13®1354c;
sage at 14c: Ohio choice to extra 1254(813c;Western choice to ex 12Vi®13c-.lower grades according to quality; job lots 55o higher.
Eggs-Eastern extra 28c;|Eastern firsts at 24 a
25c; NH and Vermont extra at 27c: New York
choice at 24®25c; Western choice 24c; IMichichoice 24c; Nova Scotia choice at 24 a26c;
med at,1755®18c. Jobbing prices lc higher,
ueans—Choice-small N Y hand picked peal 70.h
1 76 » bush: choice New York large hand picked
do 1 oo ft 1 65; small Vermont hand picked pea al
1 80®®. 1 86.
May—Choice prime at 17 60®18 50; fair to good
$16 00®$17 00; Eastern fine fl2®$15; poorto
ordinary $13a$15: East swale at 9® 810.
Eye
straw, choice, 815 50®16 60; oat straw $8a9 4>

fian

ton.

Potatoes—Extra Maine and New Brunswick »
50®1 6255._

bbl 1

Chicago

Cattle Market.

3 45.

Sheep—receipts 5,000 ;sli!pments 1000; steiidy;
steady; natives 2 40®4 76; Western 2 40®3 76.
Lambs at 4 00®4 90.

FOKTLAND, Dec. 20, liHRi.
Received by Maine Central Railroad—For F.,n
ears miscellaneous
merchandise; lor'CO
nectlug roads 04 tears miscellaneous luerchai
and 28
disc.

Crain Quotations.
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE.

Lowest.

Closing

....

Dec.
70%
76%
76*4
76%

Jan.
77%
77% |
77%
77%

May
84*4
84%

May.
37

Juue.
42%
42%
42%
4 2%

Feb.
25%
25%
26%
25%

June
30%
30%
30%
30%

84

«4%

CORN.

Opening....
Highest....
Lowest.

ECloslug.

Fen.
36%
36%
36%
36%

37
37
37

OATS.

Opening....
Highest...

Lowest.

Closiug.

Portland Daily Press Stock List.
Corrected by Swan a Uauubtt, Bankers and
Brokers, 186 Middle street.
STOCKS.
Par Value. Bid.
Asked
Descriptions.
Canal National Bank.100 166
166
Casco Nat. Bank.100 163
166
First National Bank.100 112
115
Cumberland National Bank.. 40
51
53
Merchants' National Bank.. 75 123
125
National Traders' Bank.100 144
140
Ocean Insurance Co.100
75
80
Portlaud Company.
06
loo
Portland Gas Company. 50
62
65
B.O;N D S.
State of Maine 6s. due 1889.100
lu7
Portlaud City Cs.Munictp’l vartouslOO
115
Portlaud City 6», It. R. aid 1907...124
125
Bath City 0», Mun. various.103
106
Batli City Os R. R. aid various_100
101
R.
U.
aid—113
116
Bangor City Os, long
124
Bangor City Gs, long Mun.122
Belfast City 6i, U. H. aid. 104
100
And. A Ken. K. It. 6s, various... 106
106
Portlaud A Ken. U. K. 6s, 1895 110
112
Leeds A Fanuiug'tn It. It. Cs.110
112
Maine Central R. It. 1st mtg 7s. .121
123
Maine Central It. R. Consol 7s... .183
136
Maine Central R. R. 8kg Fund 6s. 108
110
Portland Water Co. 1st mtg 6s....l01%
102%
'•
2d mtg 6s.106
107
"
3d mtg 6s... .110
111
Boston Stock Market.
Tbe

daily:

[By Telegraph.]
following quotations of stocks

are

received

Atcb., Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad. 93
Eastern Railroad.125
Bell Teleuhone.| 194
Mexican Central. 12%
New Vork and New lEngland Railroad.
60%
130
do ore!
Mexican Central 4s. 62%
C. B. A Q. 184
Wisconsin Central. 21%
Boston A Albany Railroad.198
Flint A Fere Marquette Railroad com. 30
94
do pret.
California Southern Railroad... ...[ 30
Boston Water Power IX).
4%
Boston A Lowell Railroad.130
Bostou Lana Company. 8%
Mexican Central R 7s.66V*
Calumet A Hecla. 216
Maine Central Railroad.140
New York Stock and Money Market.

[By Telegraph.]
NEW YORK, Dec. 20 1886.— Money on ca 1
ranging from 2 to 7; last loan 3, closing ofered 2. Prime mercantile paper 4&6 per cent.
Exchange quiet and steady at 4 80&4 8o% and
4 83%®4 83%. Government bonus are dull but
steadv. Ralload bouds aulet and generally steady.
The stock market Closed weak at lowest prices of
the day.
Tue transactions at the Stock Exchange aggregated 304.833 snares.
me louowmg are
lo-day’S quotations of Govern
ineut securities:
United States bonds, 3S.100%
New 4s, reg.127%
New 4s, coup.128%
llo%
New4%s, reg
New 4%s,coup.110%
.118
Oeutral|l’acltlc lsts
Denver A K. Gi. lsts.118%

?iuiet,

Erie 2ds

97»4

Kansas; Pacific (Xiusols.106%
Oregon Nav. lsts.llo%
Onion Pacific 1st..
do Laud Grants
do Sinking Fuuds.
The Billowing New Xork stock market 1*

re-

ceived daily, by private wire, by Pullen, Crocker
A Co.. No. 88 Excliange street. Portlaud. Me:
Adams Express..

Express.106
CentramPacific. *1
Chesapeake A Ohio. 9
American

Chicago A Alton..
Chicago A Alton preferred..
Chicago, Burlington A Quincy .134
Del. A Itud. Canal.100
Del,, Lack. A West. 182%
Den A Rio Grande.
32
Erie.
32%
Erie

preferred

vkw YOKE Dee. 20. 1886.—Flour marketreceipts 30,539 DDls; exports 8303 bbls, and 9.218 sacks; sales 16,50Obbls.
Flour quotations—No 2 at 2 00®2 80; superfine
Western and State 2 45®3 25; common to good
extra Western and State at 2 00®S36; good to
choice do at 3 40 ®6 00; common to choice White
wheat Western extra at |4
75; fancy do at
at 4 85i»5 10; common to good extra Ohio at 2 90
a r> 00; common to choice extra St Louis at 2 IXJ o
6 10i patent Minnesota extra good to prime at
4 40<I 4 60; choice to double extra do at 4 65 a
6 26, including 1600 bbls city mill exlra at 4 66®
4 00; 750 bids Hue do at 2 00®2 85; 750 bbls sn2 46(83 25; —bbls extra No 2 at 290a
86:6100 bbl' winter wheat extra 2 90;®5 26;
5,900 bb's Minnesota extra at 2 90®6 25. Southern Hour strong;common to fair extra 3 40®3 90;
acgood to choice do 4 (I0®6 10. Eye Hour

60®4

WHEAT.

Opening—
Highest.

[By Telegraph.]

nui/CMMis,

....

Illinois Central.130
fnd Bloom. A Western. 16
Lake Erie A West.114
Lake Shore. 93
Louisville A Nasn. CO

Srtlne

fairly

tive. Wheat—receipts 122,650 bush ;exports 82,833 hush; sales
bush; lower No 1 hard 9154c
store, 8854®88*/4c elev, 9o5ic afloat; No 1 Ited
at 92c; extra Ked 9055c: No 1 White at 8954c.
Bye Is dull. Barley quiet. Dora is lower: iccelpts 83,660 bush; exports 90.295 bush: sales
152,000 bush: No 3 at s654c elev-, No 2 at 4754
®;4754 c In elev Oats lower ;receipts 45.600 bush
exports 36o bush;sales 98,000 bush; No 3 at 33c:
White do 3655c; No 2 at 3354®3354c; White
do at 37®37 ‘4 c; No 1 White at 8»c; Mixed Western 35®3654c; White Western 37®41c; White
tlofiee—Fair Rio nominal at
State at 39a40c.
1454c. Mngar dull; C4“/«e455c; Extra C454
®4%c; White Extra Cat 6(a®55»c; Yellow 454
ia45sc: ofl A 654c:Mould A 6%®6 15-16c;staudard A at 555; granulated 5% ®6 18-16c; cut loaf
ami crushed at 654 ® 654c; nowdered at 6®65sc;
Coulee A 5 ll-16®5%c: Cubes at 6%® 16-16c.
Tallen- Is steady.
Petroleum— united Jit 68c.
Park steady; mess quoted at 12 60. Beef dull,
6
l.nril fairly active—Western
66; refined quoted
—

of <]

oA

fnr

State at

i'Diilinunt 7 II) for S
Cheese Arm.

A

Hiiltre firm

18®29c.

Freights Ann.
I'HICAOO. Dec. 20, 1886.—Flour 19 quiet;
Winter patents 4 25®4 60; Southern Winter at
3 76 u 4 00;Michigan ami Wisconsin winter 3 60 a
4 00; choice to fancy Minnesota patent at 4 26®
4 60; soft Wheat patents 4 00®4 26; Minn, bakers In sacks at 3 oea.3 26. Wheat weaker; No 2
Spring at 7o%c; No 2 Ked at 76c. Corn easier—
No 2 at 36c.

Oats

are

dull;

No 2 at 26c.

Bye-

No 2 at 63c. Barley—No 2 at 62c. Provisions are
strong -Pork hlgherat 11 60. Lard at 6 20; Dry
salted shoulders at 4 80®4 86 ;short clear sides at
6

10@6 16.
Keceipls—Flour, 22,000 bbls;

1)4,000
bujcoru 121,000 bush;oats 146,000 bu;rye 2,000
bush ibarley, 61,000 bush.
Shipments—Flour, 26,000|bbls; wheat. 114,000
hush: corn, 106,000 bush; oats, 73,000 bush;
ryel,000 bush,barley 30,000 bush.
ST. LOUIS, Dec. 20.1886.—Flour unchanged;
XXX at 2 50@2 60; family at 2 76@2 90; choice
3 20®3 30; fancy 3 6(>a 3 Bfitextra fancy 3 80®
4 00; patent at 4 10®,4 60. Wheat is dull No 2
Bed 79%c. Com dull; No 2 Mixed at 36®36%c.
Oats are steady; No 2 Mixed 28%®28%c.
wheat.

DETBOlT.Dec. 20, 1886.—Wheat—No 1 White

79%c; Mich Bed 80c ;No 2 Bed 79%c.
NEW OBLEANS.Dec. 20. 1886.—Cotton quiet;
middling 9c.

SAVANNAH, Dec. 20,

Sch Bata, Colbetli, Port Johnson (or Machias
port.
SchC M Ollliuore, Teel, Boston,
Sch Arrival, Stewart, Boston
Sch Mary £ Ainsden, Clark, Newburyport foi
Calais.
„„
Sch Victor, Jenkins, Cornwallis, Nb, lor New
York
Sch Arcllla, (Br) Farnsworth, Bridgetown, NS
for Boston.
Sch Robt Eoss, (Br) Kilpatrick, St John, NB
for Boston.
Sch Cinderella, Nichols, Round Pond.
Sch Enterprise. Oliver, Bath.
Sch Mary Elizabeth. Dim ton. Boothbay.
Sch Vanguard. Kimball. Boothbay.
Sch Forest Belle. Bangor for Plymouth.

Cotton is dull;

1886.

middling 9c.

CHABLF.STON, Dec. 20, 1886.—Cotton quiet;

middling 9%c.

|

X JOHN UTTIE & CO.
We Offer This

Cleared.

OUR

quiet;

mid-

MEMPHIS, Dec. 20, 1886.—Cotton easy;
dling 9:.

mid-

is

dlipu 9c.

WISCASSET, Dec 17-Ar, sells Douglas Haynes
Lynn: Niger, Adams, Boston; Pemaqutd,
Wheeler, Boothbay.
Dec 20—Ar. sch Hope Haynes, Gray, Boothbay.
Sailed, sch Clara J Wilbur, Dowling, for Port au
Prince.

ARTICLES!
HOLIDAY
NO HUMBUGERY!

The schooner recently launched from the yard
of Geo Hawley, Bath, has been named Cora 0
Meader and bails from Boothbay.

USEFUL and ORNAMENTAL.

FROM MERCHANTS’ XHCHANOE.

Moville 18th Inst, steamer Vancouver,
from Portland, (and sailed for Liverpool.)
Cld at Rosario Nov 3, barque Auiile Reed, Warren, Rio Janeiro.
Sid fin Swausea 17tli lust, barque Mabel, RobAral

BC, loth Inst, barque Emma T
Crowell. Pendleton, Shanghae; Ferris S Thompson, P ulsen, Kaliulul.
Ar at Porto Plata Nov 25, sell Nellie Woodbury.
Hodgdon, New York, (and cid Dec 2 lor Baracoa)
AratCienfuegosl2th lust, brig Mary Bartlett,
Thompson, Norfolk.
At St Cardiff 18th Inst, ships llecla, Day, Havre;
Frederick Billings, Sherman, do.
Memoranda.
Barque A C Bean, Foster, from Philadelphia for
Portland, with coal, went ashore Saturday night
near Robinson’s Hull, and remains. She Is
reported to be in an exposed position and full
water;
but may he floated, with favorable weather.
Tug
Storm Kiug of Boston, has gone to her assistance
and will make an effort to float her.
Sch Pusliaw, of St George, Me, from tho westward hound east, went ashore inside White Head
Cushing’s Island. 2uth, at low water, and remained uutil high water, when she came oft w ithout
assistance.
Sell Mary F Pike, Mitchell, at New York from
Gonalves, reports, Dec 14, during a heavy gale,
started cutwater, stove cabin doors, flooded cabin,
lost part of deckluad.
Sell Lizzie Wilson, from Brunswick for Boston,
put into Delaware Breakwater 18th with loss of
spanker boom and gaff.
Sch Joe Carlton, Heal, from Rockport for New
York, put Into New Bedford 18th to repair, having grounded while coiniug out of Tarpaulin Cove
and started a leak.
Sch Nettle B Dobbin, Kumery, from Port Johnson. arrived at 8alem 18th with loss of flying jib
and staysail.
Sell W H Jewell, Fletcher, was run Into 17tli by
sch D T Patchln, at Boothbay, and had three top
timbers broken, mainsail torn, and chain plates

Pure.

Absolutely

Tills liowder never varies.
A marvel of purity,
strength and wholesonieness.
More economical,
than the ordinary kinds, and can not he sold In
competition with the multitude of low test, short
weight, alum or phosphate powders. Sold only in
caiu. Koval Bakimj Powdeb Do., 106 Wall St

NY.juadly

Yours for Health
US-

LYDIA E.
PINKHAM’S
VEGETABLE

COMPOUND.
Is

ship

SAN FRANCISCO—Cld Util,
H l* liuck,
Carver, Nanaimo.
Sid 10th, ship Jas Drummond, for Nanaimo.
Sid Uth. ships Wilua, Taylor, for Nanaimo; St
Douglas, Port Townseud.
Stephen.
Sid 19th, barque Uerard C Tobev, Baker, New
Bedford.
PASCAGOULA—Cld 18th, sell Geo Mouiton, Jr,
Landerkiu, Aspiuwall.
PENSACOLA— Ar 18th, brig Jennie Hulbert,
Southard, Charleston; sch Georgie Willard, from
Portland.
FEBNANDINA—Ar 18th, sch Wm Beazley.
Kavauaugb, Orange Bluff.
Cld 18th, sch Lizzie s Haynes. Sawyer, Philadelphia: Morris W Child, Torrey, Boston.
BRUNSWICK—Ar 18th, sch L A Burnham,
Harding, Boston.
BULL RIVER, SC-Sld 15th, sell Ella M Storer,
Staid, Wood’s Holl.
CHARLESTON-Ar 17th, sell Chas H Wolston,
Hinckley, Philadelphia, to load for Jamaica.
Ar 19th. sell Victor Pulg. Harris. Nassau, NP.
WILMINGTON, NC-Ar 18th, sch G B McFarland. Strong. Wood’s Holl.
NEWPORT NEWS—Cld 17th,sell Carrie Strong

Sironp, Asplnwall.

Sid 15th, sell Nellie J Dlnsmore, Parker, New
London.
BA LT1MORE—Cld 18tli, sch Jacob M Haskell,
Baker, Boston.
PHILADELPHIA— Ar 18th, sch B W Morse,
Reed, Bath.
Ar 20th, barque Sand E Spring, Rose, Havana.
NEW YORK—Ar 18tli, ship Reporter, Spauldli'U, Calcutta 96 days; schs Mary B Judge, Magee
Fernaudina; Hattie Dunn, Poland. Pensacola;
Lettle Wells, Bunker. Calais; Wm Mason, ham,
Portland.
Cld 18lh, brig Mary E Pennell, Mitchell, for St
Domingo; schs Seth M Todd. Clark, Vera Cruz;
Waldemar, Parker, St Thomas; Dora M French.
French, Gouaives.
Ar loth, schs Mary F Pike, Mitchell, Gouaives;

Cephas Starrett.Thompson. Pensacola; Helen I.
Martin, Fonutatn, Darien; Fannie H Stuart. Lane
and Nellie J Dinsinose, Parker, Virginia; Fred W

Chase. Nason, Baltimore.
Passed the Gate 19tli, sells Moutlcello, from
Raritan tor Dighton; L L Mills, dolor do; Nellie
.1 Dlnsmore, Norfolk for New London.
PERTH AMBOY—Ar 18th. sch Paragon, Shute,
New York; Eftie J Simmons, Bulger, do.
NEW LONDON—Below 18th, sch Ebeu Fisher.
Reynolds, St John. NB, for New York.
NEW HAVEN—Sid to 18th. schs 1-ettle Wells,
Bunker, Calais; Chattanooga. New York for Calais; R L Tay, Hibbard, do for do; Win G Mowry, and C H Luton, do for Salem; J W Woodruff,
do for do; Jas R Talbot.Klizabethport for Boston;
Richmond. Port Joliuson for do.
FALL RIVER—Ar 17tb, schs Susan N Pickering, Haskell, Fernaudina; Brave. Smith. Provi•

PROVIDENCE—Ar 19th, sell Fannie L Child,
Hart. Brunswick.
DUTCH ISLAND HARBOR—In port, sell A B
Crabtree, Sinclair, and A Heaton, Fettle, Providence lor New Yorkr A B Perry. Leo, do lor do;
Nellies Pickering, Flowers, Brunswick for New
York; Emma. Green, Scott, Bangor for StoniugUm; Ella M Hawes. Purington, fui Kenuebee for

Philadelphia.

NEWPORT—In port 4th, brig L F Munson, MeKown, for New York; schs Eva May. McDuffie,
Bangor for New York; Silver Spiny, Lindsay. St
John, N B, for do; Eliza Levenseiler, Kellar, Thomastou for do; Geo E Frescott,-.
NEW BEDFORD-Ar 17th, sells Winner, Frye,
New York: Speedwell,Reed, Rockport; JoeCarllon. Heal. Rockport for New York.
WOOD’S HOLL—Ar 18tli, sch Duroc, Anderson, Cole’s River.
WOOD'S HOLL—Ar 15th, sch H L Curtis, Haskell, New London.
VINEYARD-HAVEN
Ar 17lh. sell Helen.
Flanders, Amboy lor Boston.
In port, sells Charlie Buekl. Carrie E Woodbury.
Luring C Ballard, Delta. Grace Cushing, Jennie G
Finsbury, Bival. and Ira Bliss.
UYANN1S—Shi 18th. sch Louiso Hastings,
Gray. River Head, LI.
BOSTON— Ar 10th, schs Normandy, Wyman,
—

Apalachicola ; Messenger, F’alker, Brunswick;
Ellen, Henley. Philadelphia: Gen Banks,
Dyer.do: Thomas N Stone. McDonald. Bayonne;
T
Annie
Bailey. Bearse, and Charlotte Fisli.Gardner. Hoboken; Peiro, Kelley, Port Johnson; Reno
Sarah &

Colbeth. Hondout; Leoncssa, Hatch, and Seursvllle. Mcservey. Amboy; Magnolia, Kent. NYork;
Yankee Maid, do.
Returned, sch Emma F Hart.
Cld 18th, barque Arlington, Leach, Trinidad.
Ar 20th, barque Hancock, Guptill, St Martins;
sch Ellen Merrfnian, Sproul. Wiiilerport.
BKVKRLY-Ar 19lh, sells Abblc Ingalls, Kelley, and T A Smart, Kelley, fin Ferth Amboy for
Danversport.
SALEM—Ar 18tb, schs Nettie B Dobbin, Rumcry, and B L Eaton. Grierson, Port Johnson; C H
Eaton. Sinclair, and Win Flint, Dodge, do.
Ar 19th, sell Henry Whitney, Tapley, from Port
Johnson.
Sid 19th, sch W G It Mowrey, Motz. Port Johnson.

GLOUCESTER-Ar 18th. schs Silver Heels,
Rockport lor New York; Hunter, do for Provldcucc,.
GLOUCESTER—Sailed, schs Hattie J Averill,
from York; Anaconda, Mill ridge; W H DcWitt,
Damarlscotta; Martha Nichols, Calais; Wm H
Niircross, Camden; Mazurka, Rockport,—all for
Boston.

PORTSMOUTH—Ar 18tli, schs Maggie Mulvey,
Handlett. from Port Johnson; Nathan Lawrence,

ruoinhs.

iUiUlniojc

Diana.

Kdlcv. Manillas fur

Boston.

OTPleasant to the
TASTE, EFFICACIOUS,
IMMEDIATE AND LAST,

Spoken.
S, Ion 31 W, ship

E B Sutton, CarNov 14, lat 1
ter, from New York for San Francisco.

FOB

Saratoga.New York..Havana.Dec 21
Alaska.New York. .Liverpool.. .Dee 21

;In Liquid, Pill oe
Lozenge form, (•
fob 96.) Either

y
CUBE

£T)

f

23
23
23
23

OBSERVATION, ON RECOPr
JIbs. Pinsbam's ‘‘Guide to Health" and

OF

MTOKV.

A Woman Tenured Niae Iran Irons the
Incompeteoey of R*hy»iriiiitM. Relief

Mis. T., a lady residing in a country town in Indiana, tells the following painful story: “Iliad
taken treatment from physicians lor about nine
years and bad never received any permanent re
lief until 1 took your Compound. I thought I
never should get well and cried a good deal of
my
time. A year ago this summer I was confined to
my bed aud room for five months, under the doctor's cure. I at last made up my mind to quit
him and try your compound and witli what a joyfulresiilt! Oh! I tecl so glad that I tried it aud so
sorry that I did not get hold of it nine years ago.
The foregoing is from a letter to Mrs. Lydia E.
rinkliam, and sufferers by taken her Vegetable
Compouna may escape the writer’s regret for
years wasted in hopeless|agony.
A Letlrr of Thanlu.
Mrs.*Lydia E. Pinkham; Very dear Madam:
My wife Arie A. Green has suffered with a dis-

placement
had almost

MAHINE

mews!

PORT OF PORTLAND.
TUESDAY, Dec. 20.
Arrived.
Steamer Cumberland, Thompson, Boston foi
F.astport and St John, NB.
Barquo Augustine Kobbe, Steelman. Boston, tc
load lor Buenos Ayres.
Seh Stephen Bennett, Spear, Philadelphia—coal
to Hands!! & McAllister.

Ladies’ otter Setts
Ladles’

fifeaver

given up all

«,

®eaver Cloves,
NUtr‘a

Clovles’

Ladies’s cioves
Ca"»a’ Coves,

lief for iter. But tile Gullding Spirit refered me
to your Vegetable Compound; I went 12 mile to
purchase a buttle and the first two doees give her
emmediate
aud after the use of the first bottle she declared' herself it new person, two hottlrs
inttreltj cured her. Your medicine is invaluable
to me. It was indeed a messenger of peace 111 my
house, it cured my wife, and Goa knows I am the
happist man alive t -day. GEO. \V. GKEEN,

Fur

retie/,

constantly exposed

Are

UMBDp
C L
i

W *■

,,

eod&w6mnrm

to

danger

UNDER FALMOUTH HOTEL.

A C

,,*l"KVoru|,;'v'HIIra|

FRED R. FARRINGTON
Will show the FINEST LINE of

W. H. SOMERS, CAS ALWAYS BE FOCAD AT 258,OLO STAID.
eodtf

decl8

Stockbridge’s Music Store.
orm

somoni
decltt

IS-4

hokets wbr

EXCHANGE

Bargains!

away witu

goods.
dlw

STREET.

Bargains!

ouiy perfect substitute fo- Mother's
Invaluable in Cholera Infantum

THAT MUST BE CLOSED BEFORE JAN. I.

Teething. A pre-dlgosted food for Dyspeptics, Consumptives, Convalescents.

Perfect nutrient io all Wasting Diseases.
Requires no cooking. Our Book, The Care
ond Feeding of Infants, mailed free.
DOURER. GOOD ALB Si CO., Boston. Mass.

In order to clean my stock of Broken Sizes of Suitings, Coats and
Vests, and Odd Coats, I have placed them on a JOB COUNTER, separate from the other stoek; ami realizing the fact that they must be sold
at a loss, I have decided to moke the loss now, and give my customers
the benefit,
On this counter may be found English Worsted Coats and Vests,
mostly small sizes, former prices $20.00 to $25.00, now marked down
to $10.00 and $15.00. Cassimere Suitings marked down from 25 to
50 per cent, below the cost of manufacture.
These bargains are fto numerous to mention, and must be seen to be
appreciated. An early call will insure choice of bargains.

RAYMOND’S
VACATION
EXCURSIONS.

CHRISTMAS NECKWEAR AND

cellence.
Endorsed for its Purity and Healthfulness by all
Chemists and Physicians who have examined it.
“I have given this powder a thorough chemical
examination and find It to be of full weight, entirely free from Alum, Ammonia, Lime and the Phos-

phates, ana to be an
preparation every

wholesomeness and
RICHARD (

wav to

strictly

efficiency."
STANLEY,

M. Ph. P.

ST.

CROCERS
urmdly

Adjourned Meeiing.
the stockholders ol the
Central Wharf Tow Boat Company will be
held at No 179 Commercial street, on THURSDAY, Doc. 23, at lo o’clock a. m.
dec20d3t
DAVID TURKEY, Clerk.

AN

adjourned meeting

_•__*_
n uivu
nuuicBiiB

C. J.
180

REMEMBER THE

nil!

PLACE,

FRED R. FARRINGTON,

Tlae Clottiler and

UNDER

Furnlslier,

HOTEL.

FALMOUTH

PORTLAND,

ST.,

MIDDLE

Beaver

Something

Sets^Ol^.bo

(,,,,”?!iY:°*i«.5o
$18.60.

Imt.Beaver Sets

i.

^

$5.50

in the Pnr Line.

an ready to batten

°»«»*nr describe.
iai—n.k.. ...

Wolf Robes for
tho Floor.

ROBES.
Wolf Robes 84.50, 86.00, 86.50, 87.50, 86.00 and up to
815.00. Over 200 of them to pick from.

MERRY > hatter, 237 MIDDLE ST«
rodtl

•

9

dccl8

BEST ROOF
In the World In the Montroee Patent

Metal Shingles.
Send for Circular* and Price-Lint* Free.

CHRISTMAS PRESENTS
shape of Boots, Shoes or Slippers. We have
good assortment of Gentlemen’s Slippers, both in
Leather and Velvet.
Also Ladies’ Warm Slippers

in the

examine

NEW

dtf

Our store will be open evenings from Dec. 15th to
the 25th, to accommodate those who wish to purchase sensible

Please call and

our stock.

&

CO.,

A,*.. Bo. to a. Haw.

___*odM™

10 2

OPENEVENINGS !

Velvet Slippers.

on.

Uittonc
nniiHDo

Cash.

(Sfenr Exchange Slreet.)

and Embroidered

e«4tf

Gents'Fur Collars
and Cuffs,

Otter Mnffs
$13.50 to $16 50.
Muff
and Boas.
Lynx
Hare Muff and Boa*.
A large Hue of Chil*
dren’s Furs.
Ladies’Beaver Capes.

FARRINGTON,

declB

ME.

FURS AS A CHRISTMAS GIFT.

FURNISHINGS NOW READY.

MIDDLE

■»
L._L
LI *wv
vabiwism

_11 ■

VELVET MUFFLERS, SOMETHING NEW AND NOBBY.

380 Harrluon

nov27_eodtjaul
A.

Professor Chemistry and Geology, Bates College
State Jasayer of Maine from *76 to ’88.

FOR SALE BY ALL
marlO

KXCHANUE

rtl_•
« uinuunn

E. VAN NOORDEN

STORE:

CHRISTMAS

Farrington Block,

BAZAAR,
Congress Street.

just opened with a large stock of PhotoWriting Desks
graph Albums, Handkerchief Boxes,
of an kinds,
Books
Children’s
and Ink Stands.
and
a
Cards,
great variePlush Frames, Christmas
We have

ty of goods too numerous to mention.

Christmas Bazaar, Farrington biock.,
at**

declO

_

OLD FURS.

:

_

X-MAS.

_

ESTABLISHED 1847,
123

UI

regular

E. B. Robinson & Co.,

pure

m

liur

Show Window. They are the finest goods In tho market.
Just the !»CARF for a Christmas Present.

Store Open Every Evening; until Christmas.

ni

CALIFORNIA.

bread-raising
be recommended for

absolutely

our

Colored

of Broken Lines of Suitings,Coats and Vests, in iny Men's and Youth’s Departments.

All Purchases from this Job Counter

rvcviveu U nr n

Glows and

GREAT CLEARANCE SALE

Tuth&S&wCiimrm

our

In

The \ it ext and Prettiest Gift to Give is

Men's, Youths’ and Children’s Overcoats!

and

Tlie Third and Fourth Parties In
series ol Winter Trips to

JUM

decis

b.M

■ ill ■•■■■i

HUH'

908

I HAVE SEVERAL LINES IN

iNFANTS^^INVALIDS
'f

uncn

1

Christmas Goods, Banjos, Mandolins, Violins, Guitars, Music (tolls.
Folios, Music Boxes, Harmonicas, Leather Goods, Celestinas, Musical
Instruments and Trimmings, Sheet Music, Music Books. Agent (or
Peter Lilolff and other cheap editious. 2000 copies (O cent Music at
5 cts. a copy; also n lot of Standard Music, a little soiled, at ft cents.

CLOTHING !

|<«|M

Suitings.

GENTLEMENS NECKWEAR.

TTdtSJs

■ ruTi muk

in

PORTLAND,

Furnishing Goods Department.

S A L E

-I3NT-

r; be

To be found in

mm

Prepared by Dr. J. O. Ayer & Co., Lowell, Uui.
Sold by all DruggieU. Price $1; «lx bottles, *5.

milk.

CHRISTMAS GOODS

All the Latest Novelties in

GRE A T

’Tnvm

F

•
36 pieces Black Rhadmes at
9 .83
“
“
“
«
•
10
1.03
“
“
MM.
6
1J|
m
“
*«
“
1.6#
6
“
“
“
“
10
841*. 1.76

253 MIDDLE STREET, DIRECTLY OPPOSITE HEAD CROSS ST Ulsters, Overcoats, and Men's, Youths' and Boys'

Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral,

w o

We offer for Hpeelal Holidays Bargains!

Waters.

Hatter and Furrier.

Leading

—

tebyl

FAILE FRANCAISE.
We offer an elegant line of this new
silk fabric, in colors and black, at $1.75
and $2.00 per yard.
We warrant these
not to full or fray in wear, equal in eve*
ry respect to a Khadame.

M'«a’

« *TS

from

As a remedy for Whooping Cough,
with which many of our children were
afflicted, we used, during the past winter, with much satisfaction, Ayer’s
Cherry Pectoral. For this affection, we
consider this preparation the most efficacious of all the medicines which have
come to our knowledge.—Mary Parkhurst, Preceptress, Home for Little
Wanderers, Doncaster, Md.
My children have been peculiarly subject to attacks of Croup, and I failed to
find any effective remedy until I commenced administering Ayer’s Cherry
Pectoral. This preparation relieves the
difficulty of breathing and invariably
David G. Starks,
cures the complaint.
Chatham, Columbia Co., N. Y.
I have used Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral
in my family for many years, and
have found it especially valuable in
Whooping Cough. This medicine allays
all irritation, prevents inflammation from
extending to the lungs, and quickly subdues any tendency to Lung Complaint.
—J. B. Wellington, Plainville, Mich.
I find no medicine so effective, for
Croup and Whooping Cough, at Ayer’s
Cherry Pectoral. It saved the life of my
little boy, only six months old, carrying
him safeiy through the worst case of
Whooping Cough I ever saw. —Jane
Plfiorr TTliito

I,

8'8

A/)Br

Colds, Whooping,Cough, Croup, and
diseases peculiar to the throat and
lungs. For such ailments, Ayer’s
Cherry Pectoral, promptly administered, affords speedy relief and cure.

Malnno

A
"**

Your Children

•

RHADAME8.

<,,eLadte?§8tt».ant' Mutt*.

8eaVer Caua«ets,

unknown pains till 1
hopes of finding any re-

Campti, La.
sep7

Homespuns

pieces odd colors Camel’a Hair
Homespuns, 64 Inches wide, regular |i
quality, at 60 cents.
S5

Lad,e««|

which caused her

and Ex-

■

Camels Hair

BLACK

a

—

Great mark down sale for the Holidays. Plash Hacks, Wraps and Newmarkets, Children’s Newmarkets, etc.

We offer this moi ning oue ease 6-4
Fonle Cloths for Ladles’ Tailor Suits, at
$1 per yard, been selling for $1.50.

--

hi mu.

I

•••

....

FURS.

FOULE CLOTHS.

I nr.

* I

gifts

Pr.per.

A HAD

I

Purity

We offer this morning one ease Kulakerbocker Homespuns, double width, at
17 cents, been selling for S7 1-3 seats.

i(3t

FRILE.

■

....

DRESS GOODS.

SILKS,

Beaver Muffs, Bearer Sets, Nutria
Muffs, Black Hare Muffs, Silver Hare
Muffs, and a full line of Conor, Hare and
Beaver Trimmings at reduced prlcee.

J. BURLEIGH & CO.

confidential CIRCULAR MAILED TO ANY LADY SENDING ADDRESS
AND STAMP TO LYNN, mass. Mention this

a_•_"_

The Standard of

CHINA

etc.

for Fancy Work, in Plain Colors and
Printed, at 98 cents, sold everywhere
for At.25.
CHINA CRAPE, Plain and Brocaded,
for evening wear.

STREET,

BENT BY MAIL SR*

FliOM

City of Puebla... New York..Hav<kVCruz Doe 23
Niagara.New York Havana.D‘*Ct$4
Coban .New York.. St Thomas.. Dee 24
Auranla. vi-w York. Liverpool...Dec 26

..

184 MIDDLE

^

°r the latteb

W. RAYMOND,
296 Washington St. 'opposite School St.). BOSTON.
lice 1
(13t

Werra. ...New York ..Bremen.Dec 22

les, Vases, Fancy Stationery,

INQ IN ITS EFFECT.

j

will leave BOSTON, THURSDAY. JANUARY 6,
AN1) THURSDAY, JANUARY 20.
In connection with these excursions many special advantages are offered. Hotel coupons are supplied for long or short soujourn at the different
Pacific Coast Resorts. Independent tickets may
also be had covering all Incidental expenses except hotel board in California. Nine Parties returning from Sail Francisco via Salt Lake City.
Colorado, etc., and the tickets also goad on ail
train*. Everything nirirlly llral-rlaa*. it
In addition to above, parties w ill leave Boston.
January 17, foraMpreinl Trip to California
via New Orleans; January 31, for New Or.
lea on Mexico, ni.d California; March 7, for
New Orleans and .Tie.it o; anu February 3,
February 17, and March 10, in the regular series
for Cnlifoi iiin. Also January 2!, and February 2ft for Washington, n. C.
I. A. WHITCOMB.
W RAYMOND.
jjr-Send for descriptive circulars.

SAILING DAYS OF STEAMSHIPS.

dec 13

goods.

Kid Cloves. Woolen Cloves, Silk Mittens, Wool Mittens, Fur
Lined Cloves and Mittens for Ladies, Cents and Children!
Silk Handkerchiefs, Linen Handkerchiefs, Silk Muffler* and
Wool Cashmere Mufflers, Ribbons, Jewelry, Combs, Hair
Pins, Fans, Tidies and Fischus, Plush Jewelry Boxes, Plush
Collar and Cuff Boxes,Plush Handkerchief and Clove Boxes*
Ink Stands, Paper Knives, Bronze Match Safes, Brass Ka**

GARMENTS.

NOi

Daughters.

We make this vreat display of Fancy Articles for an attraction, not for prottt, aa
customers will see by our prices, tome one, come all, and see onr maruJUoout
array of Beautiful (lifts auil Presents. Wo mention some of tha many artlola*.

NO OLD STOCK!

Wc keep them cleaned out.
No warm
weather or backward season interferes with
our business.
We move along just the same
and have constantly on hand the FINEST,
BEST MADE, and the CHEAPEST STOCK ol
Clothing in Portland. We will sell you good
nice, new clean goods at less price than you
can buy old odds and ends of job lots. Please
look at the old job lots and then come and

Weaknesses so common
among our Wives, Mothers,
end

Enterprises!

LOTS]

see our new

or ALL of those Painful
Delicate Complaint* and
Complicated troubles and

jJyl3

Foreign Ports.
Passed Anjer Nov 4th. harque Carrie Heckle,
Prince, fin Amboy for New York; Annie H Smith,
Brown, Hong Kong for do.
Ar at Victoria 10th inst, ship Chas E Moody,
Leonard, Ban Francisco.
Bid fm Cardiff Dec 17, ship Elwell, Barstow, for
Hong Kong; barque Sarah A Staples, Gay, from
Havana.
At Buenos Ayres Oct 27. barques Kachel Em
ery, Wyman, clearing; PCMerriman, Howes, for
Boston, Idg; Kate, Crowley, from New York;
Matanzas, Simmons, and Martha P Tucker, Smith
from New York.
Sid fm Rio Janeiro 16th inst, baroue Templar,
Roberts. Baltimore.
Ar at Aspinwall Dec 6, brig Mvronus, Peterson,
Pensacola; 6th, sch Kate E Morse, Hutchins,
Sliii) Island.
Sid r>th, sch Carrie F Bailey, Welch, Mexico.
Ar at Tuspan Nov 22. brig Raven, Nash, from
Cardenas.
At Macoris Cth inst, barque John J Marsh,Whittier. from Arroyo, to load sugar.
At Turks island 14th Inst, ship David Brown,
McGIlvery, for United States.
Cld at Nassau, NP, 11th inst, sch Victor Puig,
Harris. Charleston.
Ar at St John, NB, 18tli. sch Biverdale, Barton,
Portland.

NO I0B

Positive Cure

a

carried away.

Sch John Gerard. Joy, from Boston for Rockland, had her mainsail badly tom at Boothbay
17th by contact with sch Jona Coane.

No Gift

POWDER

erts. Aspiuwall.
Ar at Victoria,

4%s, 113%.
LIVi BPX1L, Dec. 20, 1886.—Cotton market
quiet--upiandsat 6!4d; Orleans atf>%d; sales
10,000 bales; peculation and export 1000 bales.
L1VEBPOOL. Dec. 20.1886.—Quotations-While r Wheat 7s 6dffi7s 7d; Spring wheat 7sd 6d®
7» (kl; Club wheat at 78 8d»7s IOd. Com—mixed
Western at 4s 6%d; peas 6s 6d Provisions, t'.c.
Pork 02s Od; bacon 33s 6d for short clear Cheese
at 63s for American; tallow 24s 6d for American;
lard, 34s.

M1N1ATUBK ALMANAC. DECEMBEB 21.
Sunrises.7 14 m hwater).
17 ??
water
51)
j
Sun sots.4 06 Hbtn
9ft 2m
8 61
Length of day
j
IIelg“l'
»U7in
i
Moon rises.
2.53

SELECTION

-OK-

Tug W II Scott, of Portland, has been sold by
the Central Wharf Towboat Co to Capt George G
Web8terof Vlualbaven.

__

Sarnia.Portland_Liverpool... Dec
Britanlc .New York..Liverpool ...Dec
Santiago.New York..Cleuluegos..Dec
Accapulcu.New York.. Panama.Dec

ENTIRE

Hunt on.

European Markets.
By Telegraph.]
LONDON. Dec. 20.1886,-Consols 100|3-16.
LONDON, Dec. 20, 1886.-U. S.4S, at 131% ;

KBOM

Morning

FROM OUR CORRESPONDENTS.

All

MOBILE,Dec. 20,1886.—Cotton

niMBLLAI'lEOlN-

raiMC'KLi.Ai'rKoua.

Sch Etna, York, New York-M P Emery.

dence.

By Telegrapli.j

CHICAtSO.Dec. 20,1886—Cattle market steady;
receipts 7,000; shipments2,000; shipping steers
at 3 25®5 0755 ; Stockers and teeders at 2 3 ®
3 40; cows, hulls and mixed 150®®3 15; bulk
2 25®2 60; Texans shade lower; steers at 2 600
@3 00.
Hogs—receipts 25,0(Xi; shipments i'OOO jlugher;
rough and mixed at 3 85 a 4 30; packing and ship
plug 4 25®4 60; light 3 9d®4 30; skips 2 60®

Domestic Markets.
reviuwau

fa

DAVIS

of

declti

&^ARTLAND,

No. 210 Middle

Street, Under Falmouth Hotel.

eoUU

We re-line Robes, Mulls, Collars, and make over
ail kinds of » urs at very short notice.

if you want to make a Ijidy or a (lent a Present
„f s Hllk Umbrella, call on

COE,

COE,

No. 197 Middle Street.

Ho. 197 Middle Wreot.

OFF FOR TOPOLOBAMPO.

THK PRESS.

The Sinaloa Colonists Leave
land for Mexico.

TUESDAY M0K.VIN6, DEC. *1.
NEW

Partnership

Some Tears are Shed
er

Yesterday

*

_____

p.

m.

today, F. O. Bailey A Co., will

sell

o. 7 Portland street, the stock and fixtures, consisting in part of candy furnace, kettle,
table, patterns, marble slabs, desk, show cases,
scales, lamps, Ac., Ac. See auction column.

at store

U. 8. DISTRICT COURT.
BEFORE JUDGE WEBB.

Monday—Tlie United StatC3, pills., vs. Fred B.
Dunton et als. This was a suit upon a bond as
postmaster at Centre Llncolville in 1881 and
1882.
The allegations are that as postmaster hs made
false Quarterly returns of the amount of postage
stamps, stamped envelopes, uewspaper wrappers, postal cards, and newspaper and periodical
•tamps, sold by him during said quarters, and
thereon claiming and receiving a salarv or compensation in excess of that due him by law. The
defense Is a general denial.
George E. Bird for the United States.
<
W. Goddard for defendants.
BRIEF JOTTINCS.

The ladies of Bosworth Relief Corps will
one of their social assemblies at Gilbert’s academy this evening.
The tow boat Wm. H. Scott has been sold
by the Independent Tow Boat Company to
parties in Vinalhaven.
The Peruvian, of the Allan line, has left
Halifax for till* port, and will be due here

give

today.
The Winthrop, the steamer being built for
the Maine Steamship Company, will be
launched in February.
Congress street was as lively last night as
if it had been by day. The sidewalks were
thronged with shoppers, and the shops did a
good business.
Tl)« Kt.insnn Iinhliclifnir Iiaiica

rtf fhia

noon

a

party

of

taken

*(fr

frogi Dec. 11th to tliel7tb, inclusive, shipped
by the Eastern Express Company, 1314 packages, weighing 25,532 pounds.

$20,000,

section of the colonial headquarters and ten model lions is for $20,000 more.
Thirty thousand dollars were to be spent on
a pipe line of thirty or forty miles to the Rio
Fnerte for irrigation and drinking water:
Finally a newspaper was to be published at
an outlay of $2,000, and $10,000 more voted
for incidental expenses. This would leave
$18,000 still in the Treasury, and the greater
pnrt of the money spent coming back, of
course, to the laboring colonists themselves,
in the shape of lands and houses.
This was the first scheme of the Board of
Directors and all would have gone smoothly

handsome sight last night.
Every
inch o£ space was occupied by the Congregational Club, some 155 ladies and gentlemen.
The Fraternity Club, 25 members, had their
weekly dinner in the up-stairs dining-room
of the Preble House last night, by invitation
of Hon. W. W. Thomas, Jr.
But one vessel was built in the Portland
District the past year, and that was the
barkentine Au Sable, 567.93 tons, built at
East Deering for J. S. Winslow & Co., and

tie

a

part of its four thousend and

Topolobampo this winter,

and

personaliv0,I

JolonKto

more
as Governor

of

Mtil£3’ta0M.my
personally, 1 extend
to them and to all who mav
a welcome to and
across our
^xamPle,
and ft wU1 be my Pleasure at anv
them
in
any way
wKrti'iW™1*
which will
add to their own w!!h
advantage
and to the
8
welfare of th» Mexican
Republic.
* have in person and
8a.y
ftB
v,siteti the waters of the harbor of
Topolobampo, and that it is in
i,e°I,le a»d myself

which

others.
At the Portland Company’s works, a train
of Maine Central cars is being provided with
the Sowall car-beating apparatus, and a loco-

vantages,
dear
uear

motive will be changed so as to provide the
steam for heating the cars. The train will
be in running order in about two weeks.
Mr. T. M. Webb, of Mechauic Falls, is in
the city, introducing Metcalf’s patent driving
check, a new device for driving horses. It
takes the place of the bit, and is much liked
by a number of gentlemen in this city, who
have given it a trial.

probably superior

to

anv

natural adother harbor

Mexico, jLlievemfTy
sir116
Kepubficv°}
sir,
1 ours very truly.

Ine

Luis Torres.

party expect to receive accessions

along »,he line, so that the number who will
leave Kansas City, where the Portland
emigrants will stop one day, will be about 100.
The Underwood Spring
Company made the
party a present of a ease of their water.
ORIGIN OF THE SCHEME.
The beginnings of this
striking colony
scheme go back to the
wanderings of its real
A.
K. Owen, in Mexico in 1872 and
projector,
1873. Owen has had an

The Toboggan Slide.
Mr, Burnham's toboggan slide is about
completed and the big staging forty feet in
height attracts mueh attention. The slide
is 175 feet long and 18 feet wide. The sliding
surface is divided into three parallel tracks,
called the chutes. Each of these chutes is
four feet wide and thoroughly iced over. On
one side is a three foot
stairway, and a two
foot drag way for the toboggans. The platform at the top of the slide is 16
by 18 feet.
There will be a waiting room below
facing
the street 18 by 35 feet. It is divided
into two
rooms, one for ladies and one for gentlemen.
Adjoining is the toboggan room. The premises will be lighted by electricity.
Sebago
water pipes have been put in
reaching to the
of
the
top
staging. Here the water will he
taken in hose and the slide kept a
glare of
ice. A competent caterer will be at the

adventurous career
from boyhood as a traveler and
surveyor,
rambling afoot over nearly every country in

Europe and through Palestine, and crossing
and recrossiug the Western
plains before the
days of railroads or stage lines. He had
learned civil engineering in Chester
county,
Penn., and plunged witli great vigor Into
railroading at thirty years of age. Getting
through with some work in Colorado, he
went down into AJexico in 1872 with
General
W- J. Palmer to
survey what

is

now

*b®

c°ast of

brig

the

Sinaloa,

he dislopolobampo Bav. This bay it
seems, opening off the Pacific coast bv a
narrow passageway, like the
Golden Gate at
San Traneisco, had
escaped the notice of
geographers until then. About half w»y
waiting room and hot coffee and tea and between Ouaymao, a poor roadstead to the
north, and Mazatlan, another poor one to the
light lunch ■will be served.
•outh; lying lust where the G«lf of CaliforTo visit the slide you will enter at the
nia merges with the ocean, with a
waiting room. mirp.hn.Himr thorn an mimu. I
spacious
land-locked harbor, deep water and
gently
sion ticket. This ticket entitles the holder
sloping shores, it seemed to offer rare advantages for commerce.
to a five slide commutation ticket. At the loot
A railroad across Mexico to
of the slide these tickets will be punched
Topolobampo
became now his fondest
At the
each trip. The slide has bees built by SpenGovernor’s Convention in project.
in the
Atlanta,
cer Rogers, the well-known
Virginia
Legislature, in the United States
builder, and the
Senate
and
House
of
public may feel assured it is safe. In its whenever
Represen tat5 ves—
and
wherever the opportunity
construction larger timbers and much more
urged the claims of ills
Great Southern 1 rans-Oceanic and Internabracing have been used than called for by
plans taken from slides built in other places. tional Air-hue—-Asia to Europe via Mexico.”
President Grant, in his second term, ordered
Particular attention has been given to fenca survey of
Harbor, and a
ing round the slide that no accident may report on it by Topolobampo
a board of
United States
occur through the falling of any one.
engineers was published in the War DePerTwo committees in Congress
partment.
sons desirous of sliding frequently will be
recommended the railroad scheme favoragiven a chance to buy season tickets. A bly, before 1876, but hard times
followed.
number have already been disposed of to
1
wvvcu nieanwnne
XZu
joined the Greenback party and gone
prominent people. The slide will be com- pad
into all sorts of labor reform movements and
pleted today ready to be
but work

iced,
buildings will not be finished before
Thursday. The slide will be open to the
public Thursday evening at eight o’clock.

There will be afternoon sessions from
o’clock to half past four and evening
sions from seven until eleven.

one
ses-

For the Orphans.
In Owen, Moore & Co’s window may be
seen the two articles to be sold
by

subscription for the purpose of purchasing Christmas presents for the children at the
Orphan
Asylum. One is an elegant doll house, an
Imported piece of French design, with
rooms, balcony, etc., very nicely arranged

for the purpose for which it is intended. In
front is a handsome garden with seats,
swings, etc., and a fountain which can be
made to play. The second is a very handsome
turnout, which would delight the
heart of any boy, consisting of a pair of real
skin horses attached to a handsome open
carriage. The elegant doll driving does not
go with tlie team but is merely put in to
show them up to the admiring crowd.

Subscription books are now ready and
lucky ones will obtain these beantiful

some

articles for ten cents, and all who subscribe
will help the orphans to an enjoyable day.
Aid for Warden Hill’s
Family.
Rev. H. F. Harding of East Machias was

the city yesterday on
behalf of
the Grand Army Post of East Machias, to
solicit subscriptions for the family of Warden Hill, one of the victims of the Fletcher
Brook tragedy. Mr. Harding has visited a
good many of the Posts in the State and in
every case so far has met with a generous response. The Hon. Hanibal
Hamlin has
taken a deep interest in the matter and made
a strong appeal to the
Bangor posts in its behalf. Mr. Augustus Hemenway of Boston
has recently without solicitation sent $100.
It is to be hoped that Mr. Harding’s
appeal
in

may meet with a generous response in this
Mr. Hill was one of the most efficient
of the game wardens and it is largely due to
his faithful inforcement of the
law tiiat
deer abound in Washington
He
county.
died in the performance of his duty,
leaving
his family utterly destitute.
are with,

city.

They

out a home and without means of
support
and their case appeals to the charitable
over

the State.

nl*

Musical Souvenir.
Everything in the music line can be found
at Stockbridge’s music store.
They are

celebrated Benary, Haynes and Bruno banjos, mandolins, guitars and violins, and
ail kinds of musical instrument
trimmings;
music books and sheet music, music boxes’
fine music rolls and folios, Christmas cards,
novelties and souvenir; opera tickets are
giveu away with goods bought at Stock-

bridge’s.

Nothing

writers among the socialistic and la!' nown
reform parties of this
were livor

country,

i ig at Hammonton, N. J. Edward Howland
1 ad been a master in the
Grange, and a
rominent Greenbacker imthe time of tho
! soft
money craze.” His wife had written
b suie socialistic
novels, and is the translator
ci f M. Goodwin's “Solutions Sociales.”
Un11 er their direction a little
eight-page paper
as started, called “The Credit Foncier of
s
melon, the scheme itself
known to
ii s subscribers as ttie Creditbeing
Foncier.
The
redit was a corporation or stock company
v itli 100,000 shares at Sio a share, and each
respective colonist took one share or more.
he tiny paper had a fair success.
I'lie
s lock w us scattered far and
wide over the
' lest and South, bit by bit at first, then
lock by block. The paper found its way to
y ortland and
Cape Elizabeth, and Rev. \V.
Eaton and his friends became owners iii
le stock.
It was at Owen’s suggestion that tlie Howh nd's started the paper, and of the Credit
jl self he became practically the leading dj.
ictor. He drew up a declaration of princilea for the co-operative city and lias been
il s recognized agent in all financial matters
1 ast summer ho succeeded in
obtaining a
Sl iries of concessions rom the Mexican Govniuent, admitting all materials lor the new
ci ty and for the railroad duty free. The
© donists too, were to be
exempt from all
11 xes and conscription for a period of years
id
subsidies
and
of
lands
money
?
werepromed for the building of railroads and the

*1
{.

our re-

a

F. O. H lll.KV A

WEDNESDAY. Dec. 22. at
ON
noon, at rooms ot New England
where it
Free
be

VI o’clock
Organ Co.,
examined, we shall sell
one Henry F. Miller Piano. 7 1-3 octave, full round
comers; cost $450 and lias been used about 3
months. Ily order ot Mortgagee.
deegodtd
St.,

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants
Salesroom IS Exchange Street.
V. O. HAI1I. V.

c. W. 4I.LE.1
dtt

marU

177 Middle St.

RI.NES BROTHERS.
UIl

______

can

F. O. BAILEY & CO.

Handkerchiefs at 38 cents each are
certainly very
remarkable bargains, being worth
regularly not less
than 62 cents. We have marked down
some, not
all, styles of Baskets to from one-half to threefourths former price. In Toys we have put a price on
every article to sell it, and such a price as will seem
very low to any customer. Having procured extra
help we hope to be able to serve all satisfactorily.

_ ....

SALE..

Miller Piano by Auction.

which are daily
attracting the greatest
number of people to our store that it has ever contained at any one time.
First of all our line of Silk

-----

we

CO., AI CTIONKKKN.

MORTCACEE’S

bargains

Lamsoo’s New jewelry Store.

OWEN, MOORE & CO.
NEW GOO
OPENED.

For the Holidays.
COME AND

Make Your Selection

Two cases of handsome Baskets.
One hundred fine Travelling Bags.
Men’s fine Worsted Cardigan Jackets.
Men and Boys’ new Neck Wear.
Three cases new Toys.
Special lot of Ladies’ Cashmere Cloves
marked down.
Men and Boys’ heavy Double Mittens
25 cents.
Men’s Rubber Coats $1.00.

dee21

Early.

I have a large and elegant hue of all classes of
Jewelry usually kept In atlrst class Jewelry Store,
from which you can make your choice.

MALE-A large stock of Christmas candles, 13, 18, 25cts. Nuts, Figs, Oranges.
Oates & etc. We keep a good line of Groceries at
lowest prices. Raisins 8, 10, n, 12. 14. 20cts.
Tobacco and Cigars r> andlOcts. Goods, toys.
Games, Dolls and other things to numerous to
mention. Give us a call and be convinced of our
low prices. BOSTON TEA CO., 75 Middle 8t.

FOR

E. B. & B.

___21-1_
ANTE D—Situation as cook in a boarding
VV
v v
or

-OF-

private family by a Protestant woman;
city preferred, call or address MRS. J. FOLY'8
Employment Office, 205% Middle 8t„ corner
Temple.
21-1

CHILDREN’S

MALE—Holly and Mistletoe. Flneroses

FOR

Hyacinths and other flowers for Christmas.
Our store will be closed on Christmas day so leave
orders
on or before Friday the 24tn.
W. E.
your
MORTON & CO., 615 Congress street.
21-1
firms who desire to establish
a western trade to send their address to
the uudersigned and he will call and Interview
you. SALESMAN, 01 India 8t.
21.1

WANTED—All

Garments,
4 to

MALE-A

FOR
watclwlog. Apply
fred, Me.

PRICES REDUCED.

Among the Special Bargains I
ing this week, are

following officers

Etsi 11 \ Bros.

elected:

were

High Priest—John Evans.

King—Frank

A.

Clark.

&

doe21

Bancroft.

ed Wm.

wu

ford,

TreasiTr^r^rles FohS.

lining

term:
President—Pro). J.. A. Gray.
Vice President—Mr. Fogg.
Secretary—Miss M. Berry.

offer-

Committee of Finance—M. N. Rich. J. Y. Hods-

]

509
dee 14

Jn.licc af the
Peace.

swol,eu and Infiamed, he had no apwa,s his
blood seemed In a very poor condlusing two hollies of Hood's Sars.on',„A*ter
ne

7

to
, <-ute and

was very much better, gained
\ JJW“*
ills throat seemed much
Improved.”
nil

J I.

Prescott, Franklin,

N. H.

Mrs.

b

Hood’s Sarsaparilla

jj ?}£
j lass

by all druggists.

dpl

**

SI;

Partnership

100 Doses One Dollar.

DfiCHEl
PA
S IT
Wl|\jLl\0
ITVIF
*

£I

”L

I V bsi
C
£3118
niwV«
1^^^^^
Only one pill

a

done.

also relieve Dis-fl
They
from

DyspcpeijM

tress

!

the

i„ j.

carnky,

C.D.a-K.nSMUg.
1

Indigestion aodTocB
Hearty Luting. A per*

1

Nausea, Drowsl-H

1

ness,
ness.

Notice.
undersigned, have this day formed a
under
the
partnership
firm name of L. J.
a™ey w Co.hu- the purpose of carrying on the
addler.v, hardware and carriage trimming busicss.

IX/'E,
FT

d&wlynrm

ff'SJS.TS'fflr.'KiiftlsSSS.S:
displaces

ice for horses

which

the bit.

It is

edally valuable iu controlling hard puM^rs,

wsr&arjs:'-

j-

es-

autl

*■**!}»•

t

r1jdiergg.<Feonu‘a?gr^’MB-s-

lets and prevent Consti-B

f

Purely Veg-H

0

5:°t^meliu0DUhous6e22”rF?eeStmreitalS0EZSS
WATERHOUSE
^2^

4') ln

a

vial,

j

[ f. 8.

**
$600 to
[T $1000 capital.WANTKD—With
Address A. IS.. I'KESS OF-

21-1

us.

old stand (established 1871). but in

FINE

with large show windows.

Wishing

you
we are yours to
command. B. A. Atkinson & Co., Corner
Pearl and Middle street, Portland. Open

enquire

Open every evening till Christmas.

every evening this week until 10. Electric Lights on three floors.
Isaac C. At-

CHAS. H. LAMSON,
Jeweler,

177 MIDDLE ST..
j

PORTLAND. ME.
novio_
„nvio

-AT—

CHANDLER’S
Music Store.
READ THE FOLLOWING LIST:

JEWELRY,

Tambourines, Ocarinas,
Music Stands, Jews’ Harps,

Toy Drams,

Danes with Gold and Silver Heads,
Opera Glasses, etc.

Music
*

431 CONGRESS ST.

PRESENTS.

Fnrriaglau Bl«rk.

a<,cao_

Fairweather’s,
„NO.

We would call the attention of the
public to eur
Presents for the Holiday
J

stock of useful
^rgc
days, consisting of

STREET,,

Frame ami1

Clipper Sleds, Work Stands,
Work and Lunch Baskets,
Rattan and Cedar Wuml Basket*,
etc. Wire and Wooden Plant
Stands, Flower Pots, Brackets, Bird

THE POPULAR HOLIDAY
BOOK!

Waste,

DRIFTING.

Cages,

Carpet

Ae*

Sweepers. Clothes
rampan Plume*.

Dried (trapes for

Sketches.

W. C.

This new Portland
book, written
by ROBERT REXDALE, is now on
sale at all the book-stores in
the

5

Decorating.

SAWYER & CO.,*
PKEBLE
hTKEET.

J first store from Cngre** street,
I

rlfy- Price One Dollar.

‘"a*-

store open eery
decisrtlw

HATS
AT COST.

PORTLAND.

(Successor, to Hoyt,
Fogg & Douham.)
tle> 1

___dt26-4thp

FOB

dlw

USEFUL PRESENTS

Miss

—

Rolls 2

FROM -JSc UPWARDS.

)ne of the most desirable stocks to select from to be found In the
city at

and Bronze

Music 2

RICHTER, LUC WIC, EMM EL
and HOHNER HARMONICAS

ANNIVERSARY and WEDDING

& CO.,

Strings.

Slieet

d2w_

, V. U. STEVENS

Mandolins,
Drams,
Zitherns,
Clappers,
Piccolos,
Flagoelets,
Flute Harmonicas,

Flutes,
Clarinets,
Fifes,

At remarkably low prizes.

and

Unitars.

violins.

Xylophones,

WALTHAM WATCHES

Songs

Banjos,
Harmonicas,
Accordeons,

A fine assortment of

!

ntf

Musical Presents!

SILVER WARE.

8 ELM

It will pay you. Out of

town customer* can take the horse car* front the
depot aud stop at the F. O. I am two doors from
the corner of Exctiange street.
Look or
for Launson's Jewelry Store, 177 Middle street.

FIGURES,

CHRISTMAS,

a

NEW REMODELED STORE.

DIAMONDS,

SOLD

Bad Tasto hi theH
Mouth, Coated Touguc.fl
Pain ln Uie Ride, (tel

everything bought of
many happy returns,

Napkin Kings,&e.

Celluloid Toilet and Manicure Meta,

In Satin aud Flush Cases, which are beautiful and
useful presents at any time.
Come down on Middle street and see me -l ir.i

Exchange St.,

ARTISTIC BRONZE

PER (JEST BOMS GIARMTEED

(lec21_(13in*

Silver Thimbles,

Gf newest and choicest designs
recently selected with great care; also

JOHN M. FREEMAN, Agent,
NO 11 EXCHANGE ST., PORTLAND. ME.

for |5.

Prepared
Apothecaries, Lowell,
six

SILVER WARE

Articles In both solid stiver and plated ware.
Also a new lot of

French Clocks

by the Nhsnuller darmii ( ,. More
than fifty Savings Banks In New Hampshire, Vermont and Kliode Island, also
Insurance Companies, Societies and Indl„v ?u8ls a,re investing In ibis class of secuitics. Call or address for illustrated
pamphlet,

in flesh

Many novelties in American Clocks. Oreat reduction In French Marble Clocks. Gold Bowed
Spectacles and Eye Olasses accurately HUed.

Ask attention to their large Assortment of

ftalary
Public.
dtf

decll

forget

Congress Street.

eodtf

51

STREET,
Maine.

Portland,

■

WM. SENTER&CO..

ATTORNEY AT LAW,
180 MIDDLE

After Scarlet Fever

—AND—

A. M. WENTWORTH

JOHN H. CARD.

“Upon oar little girl, who had been sick with
! carlet
lever, the use of Hood’s Sarsaparilla was
1 nost
marvelous, entirely removing the poison
1 rom her blood and
restoring her to good Health,
food's Sarsaparilla deserves our
highest praise.”
j
Mass,
-.O-STBATTON,
Swampscott,
wneu iny son recovered from
diphtheria his

don’t

COLD

kinson, Manager,

_

go

& Son, Hart-

at $2.z5.

Opened Every Evening Until Christmas!

Diphtheria

good results from the first dose. It seemed
from the top of my head to the ends ol my
oes.
I know Hood's Sarsaparilla Is a good
tiling
». H.
Stratton, Druggist, Westfield, Mass. *
o

Rogers

time,

Gold IJumi Vest and Extension Chains.

know we can please you. and we will
make the price right, and if you do not
want to pay all cash we will take a quarter down and the balance by the week or
month. We prepay freight or express on

150 doz. of the genuine and
reliable (1847 Rogers Bros.)
Med. Knives at $2.85.

Secretary—Franklin Fox.

1 iter.

e
L

am

in the mean

be found In Maine. Including all the latest
styles, with precious stones. Also, plain and engraved hands and (dents’ Seal Kings.
to

the Solid and Substantial Articles that
make the best and most lasting present;
such as a Chamber Set, a Parlor Set, a
Carpet, a Range, a Parlor Stove, a Dinner Set, a Hanging Lamp, above all don't
forget to stop In front of onr store and
admire the highest pnce Open Grate
Stove that has ever been put on the market. It is manufactured by the ’’Low”
Art Tile Company, is all brass and retails for 8265. Come and see us. We

Triple Plated Castors at
$1.50.
IOO doz. Med. Knives, stamp*

Flame,

Portland Business College.
Tlie Portland Business College Debating
C lub lias elected to following officers for the

body, but

150

A DESIRABLE HOLIDAY BOOK

Portland Bark Ashore.
The bark A. C. Bean, Captain Foster, of
., nd for Portland from Philadelphia, with
!■ etroleum, went ashore
Sunday night near
7
* lobinson’s Hole.
She is said to be full of
v ater.
A tug went from Vineyard Haven
t lat night to her assistance.

valuable Newfoundland
to CHAS. H. TRIPP, Al21-1

BARGAINS.

GREAT

12 Years.

LADIES’ RINGS

B. A. Atkinson & Co., Corner Pearl and
Middle streets, Portland, respectfully announce a full line of Holiday Goods for
the million, consisting of elegant Work
Baskets, a beautiful but not costly present. Rattan Chairs and Rockers with
Cushions and without Cushions. Rustic
Rockers in beautiful coverings. Students
Rockers and Gents’ Easy Chairs in great
variety. Lounges, all kinds and prices.
Blacking Boxes containing Blacking.
Brush and Whlsp Broom, Foot Rests that
beat the world for style and price, but
best of all for all concerned, is our Plush
Top Ottoman Cuspadore, this is the
greatest novelty in the land, price 82.35
and 82.73. Come and see the biggest
novelty, and at same time an article that
while taking the place, yet removes all
the objectionable features of a Cuspadore.
Writing Desks for Gentlemen,
Writing Desks for Ladles, Writing Desks
with Roll Tops for Children. Chairs for
the Children. Sleds for the Boys and all
kinds of Christmas Presents for every-

r

WANTED—In every town in
Cumberland Co., to sell the “Babv Burglar
Alarm,” the most reliable thing ot the kind ever
offered; readiiy adjusted to any door: good live
agents make #3 to *5 per day; Indorsed by leading business men of Portland. Send for terms, to
J. 8. SANBORN, 32 Alder St., Portland, Me.

SPECIAL SALE

w

THE BEST ASSORTMENT

AOENTM

Mt. Vernon Royal Arch Chapter.
At the annual meeting December 20th, the

Aftef

-etary’s and treasurer’s office, and handsome
wrtieres separate this room from the parlor
mite. In the rear of the reception is the
1
lining room which can accommodate twenV-five at the table, and the kitchen is locat1 !d in the rear of
the dining room. There are
ilso pantries and coat closets on this floor.
The large reading and lounging room oc1 tuples the second
floor over the drawing
i oom, and here will be found all the
leading.
iapers on file. The library leads out of this
’ oom and already includes some 125
volumes,
1 lie gift of Hon. T. B. Reed. There are also
i hree whist
rooms, the chairs and tables of
luartered oak, and a large bath room. The
I hird floor will be devoted to the executive
< ommittee rooms and
janitors'apartments.
The house is heated by steam. It was carI 'eted by II. J. Bailey & Co., and furnished
l y Walter Corey & Co.
Thursday and Fri,
ay the house will be open to the guests of
:
1 lie members (and a
reception will be given

-5|?

prescuts should bear in mind that among the
very first In the book line is Hills Albums giving
portraits and biographies ot those who have been
most distinguished in all ages of the world. Also
tho new edition of Hills Manual. Address E. F.
HaKLOW, Gen’l Agent., No. 75 Atlantic street,
Portland, Me.
21-1
V

x

'mbs

_21-1
\\T A SITED—Those In pursuit of Christmas

cordially invited.

are

A tine Hue of the best Imported makes, in black
leather and pearl, with gold plated trimmings.
Prices low. (A be.nm'ul plush hand-bag given
with every pearl pair sold!)

dtf

Wyer Greene & Go.,

INTEBE8TEI).
to organize a

left hut
new
i ailroad corporation and
apply for conces■
ions of land and subsidies for
building. The
rexas, Topolobampo and Pacific Railroad
i
Company was formed with ex-Senator Win< lom as
president, and General B. F. Butler,
, x-Mayor
Prince, of Boston, General Grant,
Yendell Phillips, Minister Romeo, E. A.
] luck and John H. Rice on the board of di1 ectors.
In 1883 one hundred miles of road
vere surveyed eastward from
Topolobampo.
‘ )wen himself iiad
charge of it and of the
1 orth and south branches.
A city was need* d badly at the terminus of the railroad.
Inucements would have to be given to set
J lers.
Here was a chance for Owen’s social
itic friends, one that he knew they would
e nthusiastically
snap at.
Marie and Edward Howland, both wellwas

with

B)..

7 Portland 8t., consisting ot Candy Furnace. Kettle, Table and Heater. Hooks, CocoAliut Baker and
Urinders, Sour Drop and Pine Mixture Machines.
Acid Drop, line Apple and Tablet Patterns. Marble Slabs, Oval Show Cases, Candy Jars, Scales.
Lamp*. Brass Scoop* aud Pans, Desk, Elegant
Soda Fountain and Fixtures. Peanut Stand. Signs,
Awning, Icecream Machines, Packing Cans, Tables, Chairs, Ac., Ac., Ac,
dee 16d«t
D. RAY FROHOCK.

call yesterday will
agree with us that
they can and will be 'more satisfactorily served
by calling before the grand rush which is sure to occur afternoons. Below we mention a few
only of the
us

CAUTION.

organizations—the Sovereigns |of Industry,
toe_ Brotherhood of the Union and the
Knights of Labor. From “soft money” he
ran by degrees
into socialism, fiercely attacking the old competitive order in his pamand
phlets
advocating what he calls, in a
recent work on the Sinaloan
colony, “InteFull of these socialistic
Co-operation.”
gral
ideas, he went to Mexico once more in 1879
ind set afoot plans for
digging a vast system
H canals and drainage for the
valley of
Mexico, and for building the Mexican State
railways. His proposals were accepted by
toe government and he came back to New
rork to organize a syndicate for the work,
jen. A. I. A. lorbert was at the head
of it,
ind Owen sailed with him and
seventy-four
ithers for Mexico again in the
City of Vera
"teamer foundered off Florida
-rl?z\,7',le
ind all hut Owen were lost.
U. S. Grant
lr., was next made head of the syndicate,
mt by this time the Mexican Central and
'Tanco-Egyptian banks had got control of
, lie public works and Owen’s
schemes were
< Iropped.
PBOMINENT MEN

attention to

call

don, Clayton J. Farrington.
Rev. William M. Barbour, D. D., pastor of
Trustee—Stephen Berry.
Yale University, has tendered his resignation, to take effect next June. When Mr.
Chamberlin and Homsted.
Barbour assumed the pastorate he limited
A grand opportunity is afforded
his period of service to ten years, and offers
by this
his resignation because the limit of time firm to the people of this city and vicinity of
will expire at the end of the present acad- making useful and valuable holiday presents
as they are selling off
everything at cost unemic year.
Do not be humbugged nor deceived by the cry
The Bucks port Clipper says that Miss II. ! til the 1st of January when they take an in- ol WE have the correct styles. WE have Just
of
their
stock. See their advertiseMaude Merrill of Buck sport Centre has re- ventorywhat you want. We have all the genuine Alligator Slippers in town. But come to our store and
ceived a personal letter of thanks and com- I ment in another column.
we will show you the most complete line ol
mendation from General Grant’s private secgenuine Alligator and other fancy Leather Slippers in
MARRIAGES.
retary for the best poem on the General’s
In
Portland,
and
low
unsurpassed
style
prices.
d eath that the family had received, and that
In another direction cemes a little wall from a
In Cumberland Mills, Dec. 18, by Rev. E M
the gem had a wide circulation through the
Cousins. Fred W. Blanchard of Deeriug and Miss
little bouse about Fine Newark Boots, bow cheap
Minnie M. Bodge of Westbrook.
papers.
they have sold them, and are going to sell them.
In Warren, Dec. 16, Samuel Richmond and
SaThe following were among the arrivals at die Matthews.
Why, we want the public to know that they don't
In Union, Dec. 12, Ethel S. Cummings and Magthe Falmouth yesterday: M. Whitehead, D.
pretend to keep the Fine Newark Goods, such as
gie AVagner.
W. Howland, Charles Harris, George A.
we advertise.
Come to us and get Banister's
In Camden, Dec. 8, AVm. r. AVellman and MinNewark, N. J., Congress, Button and Bal., flrat
Allen, George A. Young, New York; J. W. nie Thomas.
quality, for $5.50. Don't allow any one to palm
Vose and daughter, C. E. Bacon, Thomas P.
oil Orange, N. J., goods for Banister's.
Curtis, George W. Olney, A. C. Jackson.
DEATHS.
Boston; Governor Robie, Gorham; S. W.
m inis city. Dec. 20, Mrs. Marcia
Rosman, Chicago; A. H. Lennox, Wiscas- late
J., wife of the
Win. J. Lord.
set; Dr. O. Fitzgerald, Dexter; George H.
At Allen’s Corner,
Dec. 4, of dlph(peering)
heria. Alton A., ced 5 years 6 months: Dec. 9
Haynes, Camden; B. T. B. Tucker, Lowell.
buy N., aged 2 years; Dec. 19. Bertha E„ aged 7
rears,-children of Mr. and Mrs. C. M. Mitchell.
Brown's Block.
Portland Club House.
ln Blandish, Dec. 20, Paul Knlghht, aged 83
dec21eodtf
For some time past a committee from the
rears 3 mouths.
I11 Illinois, Dec. 11, Joshua Hanscom of
x orimim nuo composed ox
GorMessrs. IX. P.
PORTLAND, Dec. 20, 1880.
lani, aged 28 years.
The Annual Meeting of the stockholdCox, H. It. Virgin, H. B. Hill, W. T. King,
In Gardiner, Dec. 17, E. H. Bowman, aged 38
ers of the Diamond Island Association
rears.
F. A. Pitcher and Col. H. S. Osgood have
In Gardiner, Dec. 16, Miss Lilia
Brown, aged will beheld at the City Building, Portbeen busily engaged preparing the institu18 years.
on
the 5th day of Janln. Waterford, Dee. 1, Mrs. Mary W. Athertou, land, A. Wednesday,
tion’s city home at No. 5894 Congress street
D. 1887, for the election of the
uary,
iged 86 years.
for the use of the members. Their work is
Annual Offlicers and transacting such
other business as may legally conic bepractically completed and the result Is a very
fore said Association.
handsome club house, a credit to the taste
P. J. LAUDABLE. Secretary.
of the committee and to the city.
dlw
rhe patient recovers strength slowly, as the
dcc21_
A broad stairway leads from Congress
sysem Is weak and debilitated, and the blood
street to the first floor which is devoted to
poison'd by the ravages of th» disease. What Is needed
the drawing room and reception room, two
s a good reliable tonic anil
blood purifier like
large apartments handsomely decorated and
Ashes for
food’s Sarsaparilla, which has just the
elements,
papered, carpeted in Brussels—as are all the j >f strength for the
body and vitally and richness BY CAROLINE DANA HOWE.
rooms—and richly furnished in cherry upor the blood which soon
bring hack robust health
“Musical, picturesque. Interesting and thoughtet *ever or pneumonia It Is also of great
holstered in leather. The
windows are
i
ful.”— N. Y. Independent.
MUlcntC8r
J
in
damask, and at night, the rooms
iraped
froni
a
sickness
rolonged
uAjteriYtC0Yerin8
SHORT & HARMON.
will
ire lighted by graceful gaseliers of unique
diphtheria, and needing something to build L0R1NG,
dec
12
dW&T&Fne up. I took two bottles of Hood’s
Sarsaparilla,
patterns. The ball room is used for the secfelt

y

the

ored
that

The Schools of Portland, by Edward H Elwell

Esq.
The public

audipnpp of nhmit iw> fit c.-m-i>wu> loutuiUaj
afternoon, to their great delight, and spoke
to the Grange in the evening.

SWrOweii

on

once more

TU ESDAY. Dec. 2l9t, at 2.30 p.
OX shall
sell the stock of dxtures at No.

markably complete line of all kinds of goods in every
way suitable for Christmas Presents as well as the
advisability of calling before noon. Ladies who fav-

centres. He venerates his art too much for
that. .No wonder then that there was a
largo advance sale of seats to the performances to be given at Portland Theatre, Friday and Saturday night, and, although we
regret that one of these evenings is that of
the great home festival of the Christian
world, still there are a large class of theatre
goers who never go to the theatre except on
holiday nights. ‘'Yorick’s Love” and “Hamlet will be the two plays presented, the
former on Friday and the latter on Saturday.
JUSTIN MCCARTHY.
The "Cause of Ireland” lias enlisted in
i its favor such multitudes in this country,
that its friends in Portland will fill City

Tsidora Rionda. It was bis first voyage as
captain. He leaves a widow and two young
children.
Hon. Mortimer Litchfield, National Lecturer for the Grange, was in tbe city yesterday, and went to Augusta with Governor
Robic where he will lecture today before the
State Grange.
Mr. Litchfield addressed an

Mexican Central railroad. Foreleven months
he pushed his explorations
through Central
Mexico; and in September, 1873, traveling by

*;ba“de.al2P8
covered

We desire to

Stock and Fixtures of a Candy Manu
factory by Auction.

..

prise, contains the following:

«

a

AVCTION S4LBK.

CHRISTMAS GOODS!

alone the lines, if the Texas, Topolobampo
Hall tomorrow night and there will be thouand Pacific railroad had
kept on building. sands who connot
But in July or August last the Mexican govget in. J ustin McCarthy's
ernment withdrew its subsidy of $5,37(i a
stand as editor, general writer and member
mile, and the construction company precipi- of Parliament, on this question is such that
tately abandoned work. The railroad com- | what he may say will be worth listening to.
pany showed the white feather too, leaving
Tickets should be secured today.
the poor colonists in the lurch. Owen was
MARITANA OPERA CO.
equal: to the emergency, however. He now
“Maritana” and the “Madcap” are both
proposes that the Credit Foncier buy 1,000
shares—one-fourth of all of the Texas, Top- charming operas and they will be charmingolobampo and Pacific Railroad and Telegraph ly presented by the Maritana Opera
CompaCompany, and 28,000 shares—also one-iourtli
ny at City Hall New Year's afternoon and
of all of tlie Mexiean-American Construcevening. Tickets purchased at Stockbridge’s
tion Company-for $500,000, and gave in paybefore Christmas will secure souvenirs.
ment a bond for thirty years at (i per cent, it
NOTES.
being further agreed that 1,000 shares more
of the railroad and telegraph company be
The next lecture in the Young
People's
“Pooled” with the Credit Foncier in ease of Course at Pine street church will be
given
a vote to sell. The cost of thirty-five miles
Thursday evening by Rev. Theodore Gerof railway from Topolobampo to the river
rish.
Fuerte would be, at most, $5,500 a mile, or
The Haydn chorus, 100 voices, assisted
by
$192,500 in all. But 500 colonists will be em- 25 of the Germania orchestra, will give the
ployed on the railway and a part of the ex- ■‘Messiah’ next Monday evening. Mrs. Felpense, tlie profits of the construction, will
low's, Mrs. Goudy, Will
and
thus be saved the corporation itself. And on B. Coyle. Jr., are the Stockbridge with J.
II.
soloists,
these easy terms too, the improvements in
Rotzschmar, conductor, and Harvey Murray,
the first plan will all he carried out. The pianist. Tickets to the rehearsal "and
conCredit Foncier, in fact, as it appears in all cert are on sale at
Stockbridge’s.
these tiansactions, is a huge banking house,
a stock company to which each colonist is at
Congregational Club.
once creditor and debtor.
All middlemen
The annual meeting of the Congregational
are suppressed.
What a single corporation
docs in a single branch of business, bankClub was held last evening at the Preble
ing, railroading, mining, lighting tlie streets,
House. The club now numbers nearly one
furnishing conveniences of one sort or another, it does in all branches together. The hundred members and was never in a" more
Credit Foncier will own everything and manprosperous condition. The majority of the
age
everything. Xo colonists can have 1 members in company with their ladies were
any
another
dealings
directly with
present last evening to the number of more
colonist, but only with the State.
All
than one hundred and fifty. The
will be functionaries and of equal rank
good repuluv uuvvvvi muiocu nuu
tation of the Preble was fully sustained as
lUUUtt^CS LUC jlUUUt
business, and tbe woman who scrubs the may be seen by the
following:
public halls. There are to be no servants
UVNfT
and no masters, no creditors and no debtors
within tlie corporation itself. No society,
Oyster Soup.
Celery
Oflvei.
partnership, or even church, is longer posMuttou Chops, Breaded Tomato Sauce.
sible. Religious belief is made a personal
Mashed Brown Potatoes.
French Peas
matter purely, and priesthood is abolished.
Turkey, Lamb, Tongue,
Marriage, however, though a sort of conBeef. Ham.
tract. is both allowed and encouraged, and
Chicken Salad.
Lobster Salad.
Jelly, 1-alley Cake, Cocoannt Kisses.
society is to be based on strict monogam ic
Caramel
lee Cream, Lady Fingers.
rules.
Fruit, Coffee,
THE COLONISTS.
Macaroons,
Sponge Drops.
The Credit Fonder of Sinaloa published in
The following officers were elected for the
October last a partial list of colonists—1,423
ensuing years :
adults in all—with their probable occupaPresident—Rev. C. H. Daniels.
Vice Presidents-Rev. F. T. Bayley, Mr. Thos.
tions. There were 256 housewives promised,
iasn.
196 farmers, 95 carpenters, 35 clerks, 41
Treasurer—C. D. S, Griffin.
Secretary—Richard Abbott.
laborers, 22 blacksmiths, 23 painters, 23 merAuditor—H.
AV. Shaylor.
chants, 21 civil engineers, 31 printers, 18
Nominating Committee-Rev. S. L. Halloek,
miners, and 21 dressmakers. Twenty-nine Mr.
Samuel Thurston and Rev. S. K. Perkins.
put themselves down as teachers and 29 as
A very interesting paper on the
stock raisers. There were 10 telegraphers, 4
subject,
musicians. 3 stenographers, and 7 inventors.
“From Leyaon to Plymouth,” was made
by
One man tad the hardihood to profess authe Itev. H. M. Dexters, DD., editor of the
thorship, and there were two preachers, one
of
Boston.
In this paper
elocutionist, one lecturer and seven editors. Congregationalist
On the whole the list was well balanced, 188
was traced with
interesting anecdote and in
different
trades and professions having
detail the journey of our forefathers from the
representatives. Seven editors will, doubtless. prove too great a burden for The shores of Holland through great vicissitudes
Credit bonder in its new quarters, and
to Plymouth, where they landed on the 21 st
many
other occupations, of course, will droop or
of Dec.. 1620. In connection with the readvanish
altogether. And when personal ing of this paper were
interspersed some of
tastes about work and hap-hazard assignthe original Psalms set to original tunes as
ments clash, the real tug in the co-operative
used at Leyden.
system will come.
These ware sung in the
There is a little hymn that the Sinaloan old
style way by a quartette consisting of
colonists sing often, running thus:
Miss Webster, Mrs. Morrison,
Messrs.
lu a beautiful land, as I dream,
Thurston and Shaw.
Is a palace and city all new,
Prophetical vision, I deem,
This mystical city most true.
Maine Historical Society.
The following is the order of exercises for
From Dreamland, O city, arise,
For shadows the substance must he,
the meeting of the Society this afternoon, at
Ana he who has faith, and who tries.
2.30 o’clock:
Tills beautiful city shall see.
Report of accessions to the library and cabinetby H. W. Bryant.
PERSONAL.
The Colonization of Maine lu 1604, bv Hon. Joseph Williamson, who will also present a bioMr. George II. Haynes of Camden was in ! graphical sketch of Gov.
Thomas Pownall. acthe city yesterday.
companying an autograph letter.
A
of miniatures, by William H. Smith.
Mr. George W. Moore, who has been man- Eso. group
The first book of York Deeds, by H. W. Richager of the Hotel North, Augusta, lias acardson.
cepted the position of clerk of the City
An exhibition of the early maps of Maine, bv J
P. Baxter, Esq.
Hotel, this city.
Following is the order of exercises at the
Capt Charles H. Speck, one of Portland's
promising young shipmasters, died at Rosa- evening session, at 7.30 o’clock :
Some account of the Island of Gotland and its
rio, Argentine Republic, on November 9th.
ancient city of AVisby, by Hon. W. W.
Thomas,
Jr.
Captain Speck was in command of the

tiie proposed
settlement, which they will then reach by
water.
Mr. Howard M. Chase, of this
city,
is* colonist who missed the train. He set
off in pursuit of his comrades last
night.
A letter from the Governor of
Sonora to
Mr. "A. K. Owen, the
projector of the enter-

a

About

chased has cost 835.000.
A steamer of 500
tons burden was to be bought for $15,000. A
hotel, overlooking the harbor, to he built for

At last the gong
sounded, the train rolled
out of the depot, and the colonists
were off.
Those who go direct to Mexico are ticketed
to Guaymas, a little south of

The stores were crowded with Christmas
shoppers yesterday, the streets were filled
with sleighs, and it was difficult work keeping the sidewalks owing to the crowds.
The dining room at the Preble House pre-

$150,000.

VCKNITIRB.

F. 0. BAILEY k CO., AUCTIONEERS.

Mr. Lawrence Barrett Is one of those members of the dramatic profession whose audiences increase upon
He is
every visit.
such a thorough and careful student of his
art; he is sc desirous that nothing shall be
lacking in any of the plays he produces to
give it proper effect; he surrounds himself
with a company of so fair a
degree of merit,
that he wins the confidence of the theatrical
public. Mr. Barrett is a favorite in Portland, and he is one of our leading actors who
have not forgotten the cities that have always honored him, and does not seek luxurious ease by appearing
only in the great

far, realizing
8350,000 in United States money and some
$200,000 in real estate have also been
pledged by stockholders, as deposits, bearing interest, with the Credit’s Department of
Deposits and Lor.ns. The land already pur-

eighteen per-

so

*BTEBTISEaiKrrTII.

BARRETT.

FINANCIAL BASIS.
The Credit Foncler has a nominal capital
of $1,000,000. About 15,000 shares have been

left this city on the Western Division
train of the Boston & Maine railroad, and
started on the first stage of their journey to
Mexico and the site of the prospective city
in Sinaloa. They constitute the first detachment of colonists from this vicinity, who are
going to settle on the shores of TopolobampoBay, under the patronage of the Credit Fonder Company.
Eev. W. F. Eaton of Cape
Elizabeth, who is the future chief of police
of the new city, appeared at the Boston &
Maine depot early yesterday morning, to assume charge of the departure of the emiAs no one was going until
grants.
noon,
however, Mr. Eaton had the platform pretty
much to himself until he was
cheerfully
greeted by a party of friends who told him
that they had come down to see the last of
him. Mr. Eaton, however, told them that he
was not go ng until noon, and
they promised
to make their last adieus then.
At noon the members of the
party arrived,
and received the last instructions and their
tickets from Mr. Eaton, who was
here, there
and everywhere with a package of tickets in
one hand and a roll of
money in the other.
The colonists were reticent as to
telling their
names, and Mr. Eaton said that while lie entertained no objection to reporters as individuals, as representing the press, which lie
thought bad not been friendly to the idea of
the colony, lie must decline to tell who the
members of the party were. Mr. Eaton was
accompanied by his daughter. The partycontained nine men, six women and three
children. Among those going from this
city
were Messrs. J. F.
Turner, H. W. Fletcher,
Capt. A. P. Bunker, William Briggs and
George Williams and J. Foss.
L. W.
Stubbs of Newcastle,
was
also
of
the party.
Mrs. Eaton and several
others left on Sunday, and were to
join the
party in Boston.
The large number of the
residents of Cape Elizabeth reported to be
anxious to go to Mexico were not
there, the
Eaton family being the only representatives
of that town.
As the time for departure drew
near, the
faces of some of the colonists became clouded, and they did not look as imnnv as if
were going on a picnic.
Mr. Eaton’s daughter and some of the other ladies sited a few
tears at parting, and the lioad of the
party
himself, while he hung a number of baggage
checks on a string, looked as if he did not
feel entirely joyous.

Carter’s Little i..vcr Pills are free from all
crude and Irritating matter.
Concentrated medicine only; very small; very easy to take: no pain;
no griping; no purging.
deo21
dAw J w
At 2.30

Young

sons

Wanted—Agents.

Wanted—Horsemen.

the

History of the Remarkable Plan to
Found a Perfect City.

Notice.

To Let—House.
Wanted—Situation.

by
Emigrants.

MUSIC AND DRAMA.

THE

Kastman Bros. A Bancroft.

sented

Port-

AOVGRTINGIHENTM TO-DAV

AMUSEMENTS.
Messiah Rehearsal—City Hall.
Burnham's Toboggan Slide.
Stockbridge Course—City Hall.
FINANCIAL.
New Loons—Swan A Barrett.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Owen. Moore A Co.—New Goods.
Christmas Goods—Bines Brothers.
Caution—Wyer Greene A Go.
For Sale—Watch Doe.
For Sale—Holly and'Mistletoe.
Wanted-E. F. Harlow
Meeting—Diamond Island Association.
A Desirable Holiday Book.
Wanted—All Firms.
Wanted—CaBt-off clothing.
For Sale—Boston Tea Co.
Partner Wanted.
John H. Card—Attorney at Law.
7 Per Cent Bonds Guaranteed.

#

clearing and cultivating of the soil. Owen
is now In Sinaloa with nis advance-guard of
colonists from Colorado, Texas and California. Some 15,000 city lots have been purchased for $25,000 and 15,000 acres of farm
land for $10,000. A few houses will be built,
the ground cleared and staked off, the plan
of the city laid, and the farm lands divided,
by the time the bulk of the colony arrives
next spring.

PAINT

4

Powders,

Christmas Clfts.
H. H. HAY & SON,
and

ill of our Hats we will sell
atyost to reduce stock
We can show all the desirable
styles
from 50 cents to 93.01*.

| >ecorating
declGdlw

middle Mire.i,

] lo. 197 Middle Street.
*

PORTLAND
tM>Ht MINKNR

CAR DA.

-4.

ANNUAL

l OK 1

LAND,

DAILY F LESS.

MORNING, DECEMBER 21, 1886—SUPPLEMENT.

TUESDAY

MEETINGS.

DIISCEU.AIVEOI'S'

_

TENNEY &
Wholesale and

DUNHAM,
Retail Dealers In

rilHE annual meeting of the stockholders of the
X
Ocean Ingurance Company fer the choice of
Directors, and the transaction of such other business as
jtuy legally come before them, will be
“Od at the office of tbs Company, on
Wednesday,
the fifth day of
January. 1887, at 3 o’clock p. m.
CHARLES F. FLAGG, Secretary.
Portland, Dec, IS,
declSdtd

AND

—

KITCHEN n ilMSIMMi GOODS.

National
Portland.

Bank

Directors and transaction of any business
which may legally be brought before them will be
holden at tile bank on Tcesday, Jan. 11th, 1887,
at 10 o’clock a. m.
deciodtd
CH AliLES 1’AYSON, Cashier.

National Traders Bank.
rilllE

shareholders of the National Traders
A
Dank, of Portland, are hereby notified that
their annual meeting will be held at their
banking
room on Tuesday, the eleventh
day of January
next at 11 o'clock a.
ill., to choose five Directors
tor tlie ensuing year ami to act on auv other
business that may
come
before’them

SVE WILL 1*0 IT QUICKI.T.
WE WILL WO IT C'RKAIT.Y.
WE WILL DO IT W ELL.

deciodtd_

PRACTICAL PRINTERS,
97 1-2 Exchange St., Portland, Me.

STREET,

Portland, Me.
Office Houbb—From 10 to 11
in.
Telephone No. G60.

a. m.

CANAL NATIONAL BANK.
Annual meeting of the Stockholders

THE

of
tlie Canal National Bank of Portland for the
election of seven directors: and for the transaction of any other business that may legally come
before them, will be held at their banking house
ou Tuesday, the eleventh
day of January,
•” 1887,
at 11 o’clock a-m,
C, 80MKBBY, Oashler.

till

and 2

4 p.

EDlVAltD GOULD. Cashier,

held at their Banking ltooin, on TUE8DAY. the eleventh day of January, 1887, at 10
o’clock a. m„ for the choice of Directors and the
transaction of any other business that may legally
come before them
W1LLIAM H. SOULE, Cashier.
December 10,1886.
_declldtd

DUNN, M. D.,
NEAL

legally

CUXBERLAN D JfATIONAl HANK.
annual meeting of the Stockholders of the
THE
Cumberland National Bank, of Portland,
will be

THURSTON & CO.,

62

necl_,l4w-2"-‘

declldtd_B.

The First National Bank of Portland.
HE annual
of the stockholders of tills
T1Ti-i>iliAkvWH meeting
lts hanking rooms
1)611,
STEPHEN

$$oohf Jot

ou

ESDAY, Jail. 11,1887, at 10 o'clock a.
of ele ting 7 Directors for the

m.,

for the purpose
suing year, and

SERRY,

en-

for the transaction of any other
business that may legally come before them.
J. E. WENGREN, Acting Cashier.
Portland, Me., Dec. 10,1888,
declldtd

(gaui iPlvnicx.

and.

Mo. 8? Pte,® esitoe*.

GEORGE

LIBBY,

At

Attorney
SO

jjUGjjg*

Law,

EXCHANGE STREET,
PORTLAND, HE,

dec!7___dim

BOOK

QUINCY’S,

AT 97 1-2 EXCHANGE ST„

over

novG

Wffl. JR.

goods.

Send your orders at once if you wuut the most attractive
bargains.
It goods are not
satisfactory upon examination, you may return
them at our expense.
we oner 100 Pure All

BLACK

CHINCHILLA

Wool

l,ook at all the (12-00 suits In
to our store aud see our

come

OVERCOATS,

AND

Absolutely

This Is not

JACKETS,
Made Double-Breasted and lined

with heavy All
Wool Red Flannel; extra stitched, thoroughly
made goods, equal to the best sold In the market
anywhere, at the exti aordlnarlly low price of $6
each. These Jackets have sold all the season at
$8.00 each and that Is the usual price today.
They are nearly Indispensable garments, and at
this price no man who Is exposed to inclement
weather can afford to do without one Remember
that we warrant them first-claiB In every respect,
and the price is only $6 each. Every one Is worth
$8.00.

that we are

100 (8.00 Overcoats for
2

cases

selling for

$20,00.

only (3.72.

AMMOBTMEAT OK MEN’*
A AD BOX’S KKBEEKM.

75 cent Bonauztt Shirts at
55 cents.

LOCKE

SPECIALTY.

Thej arc the BEST FLAVORED and
MOST ECONOMICAL for the consumer,
the BEST SELLING and most attractive shelf goods for the retailer.
We
have in stock a full line of above goods,
and are pleased to offer them to the retail trade.

&7.0CKE,

Attorneys and Counsellors at Law,
have removed to

180 MIDDLE

H0WE8, HILTON k HARRIS.

STREET,

Three deers west ef former office.
Ira 8. Lockk.
Joseph A. Locks.
teo27

novll

THE

CLOTHIER,

$1.25 Hathway Shirts for 98 cents.
25 dozen $1.00 011 Tan Olovea at 76 cents
pair.

EDUCATIONAL.

-A..

DRAWING

SCHOOL,

AT MECHANIC* HALL.

lSth Year.
This school will be opened Wednesday Jan.
Sib. ai 7 ..‘to p. ■>■., and will continue three
months free of tuition, to Mechanics, Journey-men, Apprentices, or those Intending to folio"'
mechanical pursuits, from any part of the StateTwo classes will be formed, one in mechantesj,
und one In architectural draughting. 1‘uptl-s wiir,
be required to furnish themselves with all necessary implements and stationery.
Applications
will be received until the day of opening, by
C. E. KING, See. Colli, on School,
Room 26, 1st Nat’l Bank B'ld'g.
dec20dlw

The Maine Stale Heat and

Light

Co.

has opened an office In

CENTENNIAL

THE

Congress Street,
OPPOSITE PREBLE HOUSE,

482

52 dozen slightly imperfect 76 cent Undershirts
and Drawers at only 46 cents each.

Celluloid Collarsaud Cuffs alwaysiinlstock.
Look at the 40 ceut Braces that wc are sailing
for ouly 25 cents.
Railroad and Policemen have you seen Conger's
Patent CHESTER-SHIELD UNDERSHIRT*.
The only garment that affords absolute protection
for the lungs.

CLOTHIER,

Congress Street,

482

I

OPPOSITE PREBLE IIOISE.

THE

Congress Street,

482

OPPOSITE PREBLE HOUSE.

E. A. GRAY, A. M. Principal.
eodom

INSTRUCTION IN ENGLISH AND CLASS
ICAL STUDIES
Given to private pupils by the subscriber,

Congress Street,

HOLIDAY

MUSIC

HOLIDAY CilFTM.

FOR

No gift to a lover of music can be more appropriate, or give more enduring pleasure than our
excellent collections of the finest music, such as
are here mentioned.
Any book mailed promptly
for retail price.
Beethoven's Souatas, celebrated Lebert and Von
Bulow edition, 2 vols., each $3. or cloth embossed. each 80
Mendelssohn’s Songs Without Words. 81.00.
Chopin’s Mazurkas ,$1). his Nocturnes (60 cts.):
and bis Waltzes (60 cts.)
Franz’s Album of Songs, $2.00.
Halfdan Kjerulf's Album, $1.50.

We

Overstocked and

are

Beaver Sets
“
„

our mild

weather compels

Quote

as

GOAD READIN6 IN ELEGANT BOOKS.

below:

$10, $11 and $12, sold elsewhere for $13, $14 and $15.00
“
“
“
16, 17 and 18.00
*2? || and 15,

Black Fox Mnffs $8,
Seal Muffs, $6,
Cape Seal Muffs, $3.50,
Black Hare Boas, $2,
Raccoon Mnffs, plucked,
“

us to

“

«

“

**

“

“

«

“

“

«

“

“

«

$3.50, k‘
unplneked, 3.50, kk
“

“

Hare Mnffs, $1,
Seal Caps, $10,
Cape Seal Caps, $2.50,
Gents’ Beaver Collars, $6,
“
“
Hntria
$3,
“
Beaver Gloves, $6,
“
kk
Htntria
$3,
“
Scotch Caps, 50 cts.,

w

“

“

“

u

«

u

“

“

kk

“

“
“

kk

“

kk

“

“

“

“

“

“

kk

“

25
Boys’ Winter
Large line of Silk l nibrellas with

5^00
s!50
5*00

“

kk

“

kk

10.00
12.00

5 OO
2.00
1X00

REDUCING THE NET COST 40 PER CENT.

8 00

4!oo

same

reduction

as

above.

ready to furnish

WATER G AS
of as good, if not better quality than Maine Water
Gas Company, at a lower price than
can furnish, and ask consumers of gas to call at office,

they

CENTENNIAL
and
any

BLOCK,

A Home Investment.
IRAL R. R.

Improvement and Sinking Fund,

GOI

BONDS,

Dne 1916; interest

at

January and July.

FOR BJiLE BY

33 CMgreaa Ml., Rni»,
Member* of the Bolton and New York Stock Exchange*.
A Ust of desirable Bond* alwaya on hand for
«ale.
decl*TuTh&81m

Cost.

«iBATEVCL-t’0»F0BTI3(i

fpps’s
«— ■

459

COLCORD,

Congress Street, Clapp’s Block.
*

*_

143 PEARL STREET.

1

•

V

rnrnA

w

vu

will

HKItkEINT.
a thorough knowledge o( the natural laws
which govern the operations ot digestion and nutrition, and by a careful application of the flue
properties of well-selected Cocoa, Mr. Epps has
provided our breakfast tables with a delicately
flavored beverage which may save us
many
heavy doctors' bills. It is by tne Judicious use of
such articles of diet that a constitution may be
gradually built up antll
enough to resist
every tenaenM to disease. Hundreds of subtle
maladies are floating around us ready to attack

“By

SOMERS BROS.,

examine our process before contracting for
other.
novSSatf
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PARKINSON & BURR,
BANKERS AND BROKERS.

has been in constant use for the past live years in
Boston and other large cities, and needs no recommendation.

are
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Trimming

Boston.

d«cie

.75

BANCS CARBURETOR

THE MAINE STATE "rTaT AND LIGHT CO.,

OLIVER D1TSON & CO.,

3^50
7^50 4 I -2 per cent.
4!oO

and solicits the inspection of the public of the
merits of the

Ladies Fur

XMAS CANTATAS.

King Winter, 30 cts. Caught Napping, 30 cts
Christmas Gift, 26 cts. Message of Xmas, 30 cts.
MEND FOR LINT*.

“

,

CELEBRATED BANGS CARBURETOR,
for enriching coal gas, and thereby

Ritter’s Students History of Music, $2.60.
Mendelssohn’s Letters, 2 vols., each $1.50.
Rhelngold Trilogy (Wagner’s), 60cts.
Lives of all the Qreat Masters, each from $1.50 to

MAINE 6

strong

wherever there is a weak place. We may escape
many a fatal shaft by keepli g ourselves well fortified with pure blood ana s properly nourished
frame.”—Cf oil Service Gazette
Made simply with boiling water or milk. Sold
only In half pound tins by Grocers, labeled thus:
JAnKN EPPS A CO.,
Homcropatkic I'kraliu. Condon. Cog.
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Keoded by every* young man,
ed in a sliort space of time at
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Shaw’s Business

be acquir-

College.
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PORTLAND, ME.
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and experienced teachRooms open for busings day
days each week. For full par-

thorough

employed.

and evening six
ticulars aend for

catalogue.

F. L.

SHAW, Principal*

Is

PIANOS !

EASTMAN BROTHERS & BANCROFT.

BURDETTORGANS.
Please call and hear the matchless toues of these
beautiful instruments.

These cigors are manufactured

TE3CH3MIOON.
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4. ISNJ.
Tl’ENUAV,
JAS. P. WESTON, President.
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Deertng, Maine.

We have had

TUNING TO ORDER.

dtf

is complete aud
time to make your

JMy assortment
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best

quality and

low-
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BROS.

£<tuItSMe
MORTGAGE COMPANY.

$600,000

DEBENTURES
—

AND

•12 to 38 Union Street.
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FUR CAPS.
Heal Fur Caps
Scotch Caps
Seal Caps (good)
Heal (aps (fine)
Boys' winter Caps

*1.00
.36
7.00
-8.00
.25

OFFICES.

YORK, 208 Broadway.
BOSTON. 28 Court Streat.
PHILADELPHIA, USB. 4th St.
KANSA8 CITY, 7th A Dal. 6ta.

decl8
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BLANKETS.
Buuare Blankets
$1.00
All Wool Blankets, Square,
4.00
Cut Blankets
.70
We have some OOxiW, very heavy. Call and see
ours before you buy.
....

Sheridan’s

Cures
Chicken

Condition

TICKETS

Away

With Goods Bought at Stockbridge’s M usic Store
follows:

8.75 to 1.00—a 16 cent ticket.
1.00 to 1.50 -a 25 cent ticket.
1.50 to 2.00—a 35 cent ticket.
2.00 to 3.26—a 50 cent ticket.
—a 76 cent ticket.
3.50
26 cent, to 40, one check; 40 to 76, two checks i
three checks good for 16 cent Mcket. decl 81w*

Cholera.

Powder
It absolutely pure and highly concentrated. One
It is
ounce |H worth a pound of
any other kind.
strictly a medicine to be given with food. Nothing
chickon earth will make hens
cures
It
It.
lay like
en
,l,1d all dlsea,
Is w»rt#
of hens.
frec.
In gold.
Illustrated bonk hy mall
weight
In
Mold
or
everywhere,
sent by mall for ** cents
1-4 >h. air-tight tin cans. ai.nO: by mall,
c.9
■
V1.20* Six cans by express, prepaid, for Vo-00.
DR, I. S. JOHNSON & CO.. Boston, Mass.

No. 197 Middle

|

40 PER CHIT

!
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particulars
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Wm.C. Bell & Co’s
(Bosros, Mass.)

gPICEOp gEjSOHIHBQ

W. RODMAN

If you cannot buy of your grocer or marketman
send 2c stamp lor sample to flavor 81b turkey
decIS
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WINSLOW,

HARDMAN!

NEW YORK CITY.
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E.B. Robinson & Co.,

To Vessel Owners.

Its causes, and a new am
A
11 AT
il I<8Q successful
CCM at youi
own home,
by one who was deaf twenty-eleh
Treated
years.
by most of the noted special
Ists without beuelU.
Cured himtelf In threi
months, and sluce then hundreds of others.
Pnl

*bOT8 dl*MB* 5 by it*iUM
worst kind »nd of Ion* s-aiding

Meat, Game, Fish,

Street.

Invests?* UuavMieed

Middle Street.

Poultry Dressing and
Scalloped Oysters

Established Feb. 1st, 1877.
Unauestinnahin
W
references. Write or call for particular.
eod&w 1 m

eod&wly

tor th*

I / against loss

COE,

197

FLAVOR YOUR

I COE,

CONSUMPTION. DT
Of c*M« Of

No.

182 NASSAU ST. (Vanderbilt
Building.

nov27
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Beaver Sets
*d oo
Nutria Sets
.....
*500
Coon Sets
5.'00
2 inch Beaver Trimming *2.60 per
Inch
3
yard;
$3.76. Monkey. Lynx, Otter, and
Skunk Skin Mufts very low

Port

ESTABLISHED 1847.

Maine Itailway lias been throughly rebuilt, and is now Inreadlnc.. to
take out all vessels In need of repair
1
work
dlepatehed quickly aud satisfaction guaranteed
Address.
C. W. 8TIMP8CN

THE

application.

T. 8. PAGE,7?o. 41 West 81st 8t.
oct23eodSw6m»
iKew York City.
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HORSE

READ THIS.

POWDER!

Mortgages

Nat. Bank, NEW YORK.
Button Nat. Bank. BOSTON.
7ih Nat. Bk., PHILADELPHIA.
Am. Nat. Bank, KANSAS CITY

decl

Jlyl3

LADIES

CONDITION

EEFEREMCES.

For rtlra of Interart* and full Information
SEND FOK PAMPHLET.

as

COE,

of

BANCROFT.

—

Guaranteed Farm
NF.W

tfc

SHERIDAN’S

eodl

CAPITAL,

WAREROOMS AND MANUFACTORY,

elegant line

Willi instructions to sell then, at FIFTY CENTS ON A
DOLLAR, from the first cost of importation,
contrary to our usual custom, we have decided to place these goods on our counters, feeling sure that by so
customers a real favor in affording them the chance to buy Christmas Presents at
hai.d l BICE.
We will not attempt to mention the different articles, but assnre our customers that in
our judgment the goods are all desirable, of good
quality and VERY CHEAP.
Every article will be marked In plain figures and customers can judge for themselves as to the values.
We have engaged extra
but would advise those
help, and hone to be able to wait on every one promptly,
*
v
who can do so, to come in the FORENOON.

co*

feb24

Sleigh* of
prices.

an

HOLIDAY GOODS,

§31 TREMONT ST.-.
03STCN.MA3SSEND FOB CAT/U.36UE AHP PRICES.NATION PAPER-

est

large Importing House,

whatever.with tliel I lip Icigar is U) cents,
very best Sumatra* I ills, fluid by all dealers,

TVX,riMi5M

AND CViWAeiUCSTASNCPO__
tation uncmjauio
ST ANY MANtJWTUNIR-

Ton Sleighs for Physicians’Use.

a

equal In

FANCY

No. 3 Free Street Block, Portland.

is ibc
selection.

consigned

to us, by

wrappers.

SAMUEL THURSTON,
OCtl4

now

I
31wrbr» sirtri, Hoaton, of pure,
Havana tobacco,_every way to an
free from way for ^"^^“^Cmported cigar,
elan
Ingredients]J
|The price of this

STOOLS AND COVERS,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.

exclusively by*

S. S. SLEEPER & CO.,
J
long

I fcKIYI

WESTBROOK SEMINARY,

No.

among
clans, lawyers
seurs In every

eod6m

auglt*

Clyde

r™ydeJBM

H.1 EXCHANGE NT.
nov27
_
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1

star in that

splendid

galaxy of the Elizabethan era. Mendoza,
the Spanish Secretary, and of coarse his
enemy, said that although he could not but
rejoice at the loss to his master of such a
foe, he yet lamented to see Christendom deprived of so great a light, and bewailed poor
widowed England. Grevllle says, “Indeed
he was a true model of worth; a man fit for
conquest, plantation, reformation, or what- _
ever Is greatest and hardest among men.”
His nature combined chivalry and piety,
courtly bending and humane culture, statesmanship and loyalty. In what Wottou so
well called “the very essence of congruity.”
This is a good biography for young men to
read. In these selfish days of not overscrupulons pushing for lucre and mere worldly
honors, it can do no harm to look back upon
a pure and gentle life like Sir Philip Sidney’s. (New York: Harper A Brothers;
Portland: Loring, Short A Harmon.)

She Stoops to Conquer.
A Comedy. By
Dr. Goldsmith. (New York: Harper A BrothShort A Harmon.)
ers; Portland: Loring,
This old comedy which delighted oar grandfathers and grandmothers Is here presented
to us In a most attractive form.
The text
Itself brings vividly to our minds our bewigged and be-ruffled ancestors, bat the
vividness of their presentation is greatly
heightened by the striking illustrations with

which this volume abounds.
The dedication to Dr. Johnson forms a most beautiful
page, having vignettes of both Dr. Johnson
and the author.
This is followed by the

Introduction, beginning:
“In the year seventeen hundred and seventytnree.

When the Georges were ruling o’er Britain, the
Iree,
There was played a new play on a new fashioned

By

plan,

Goldsmith, who brought out the Good
Natured Wan."

one

Next

we

have the Prologue, which shows

David Garrick, as he appeared when reciting it a century ago, and a most taking
figure he must have made, if we may judge
by this “counterfeit presentment” of him.
us

POPULAR COLLECTIONS.

Choice Vocal Duets. $1.00.
Minstrel Songs, $2.00.
Rhymes and Tunes. $1.00.
Young People's Classics for Piano, $1.00.
Gems of Strauss, $2.00, gilt $3.00.

while giving a more brilliant and effective li glit
The
al College Bank, with a cash capital of $200,000
organized in 1864. The best facilities offeredExperlenced teachers employed In each department. and thorough Instruction guaranteed. Tfie
sh irt hand an-i type-wi lting taught by a practical
stenographer. Sessions, six days and evenings.
Rates very low. Catalogue free. Any further Information cheerfully furnished. Address,

CLOTHIER,

OPPOSITE PREBLE HOUSE,

IN PRICES !

kk

BLOCK,

93 EXCHAIVUF. SI

!
Congress Street, Opposite City Hall.
A practical school of business, having a Nation-

a

CLARK, IRA F. CLARK, IRA F. CLARK,
COTHIE?:,
| THE

i

482
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51.35 Scarlet Underwear at

60 dozen of the celebrated $1.00 White Laundered Petersburg Shirts at only 75 cents each,
the best fitting, best made and best wearing 76
ceut Shirt In the city.

THIS IS THE LAST LOT WE CAN GET AS
WE CLOSED THE ENT1KE LOT. and like the
four previons invoices are
bought to sell not to
show.
42 dozeu 60, 76 cts.,
$1.00 and $1.26 Sleeve
Buttons at only 60 cents each.
100 dozen 35 and 46 cent Neckties at
only 26
cents each.
60 cent Scarf Pins at 26 cents.
We have the best 60 cent Cotton
Flannel
Drawers In the city.
A fine lhie of Neckties,
Mufflers, Fancy Braces,
Umbrellas, and for Christmas Presents.

petitors.

All wool

IRAF. CLARK, IRA F.

Pure

PERFECT PURITY,
GREAT STRENGTH
AND FULL_ WEIGHT.

JHe.

Exchange St., Portland,

W.

$30 Overcoats

a

a

LAKUK

83 dozen

only 75 cents each.

Tlie superiority of these spices and mustards consists In their

All orilem by mail or telephone promptly attended to.
uovlleodtf

.f.

.us <44 gmn
-to OUl OI
UC&riy ZUU
of tliose elegaut Silk audwiny
Satin Lined

$6.00. *7.00. *8.00 or *10.00 suit
regular $13.00 suit for *0.00, and its equal
was never oflered by any manufacturer or retailer
In Portland. We are giving customers a benefit.
Come in and share It. Six dollars saved In *12.00
earned, aud you will be lucky to ever meet such
a chance again.
These goods are not oft color,
nor marked down because they are light weight,
and we don'! want to carry them over, but genuine new fashionable goods, this season’s make,
bought for a surprise to our customers and combut

LEATHER

SPICES.

—

FINE JOB FEINTING A

sept 8

Portland, then

$12.00 SUITS FOR $6.00.

A coat that has sold regularly
throughout this
season for $18, and never less than that
price,
until this sale: we otter now at the
extraordinary
low price of $10 each. Remember these
are Pure
All Wool Goods, and every garment Is worth $18
today. All sizes 34 to 44.
We offer 60 Extra Heavy, Wind Proof,

bright particular

the

CLASSICAL WORKS.

PRINTER*’ EXCHANGE,

FREE

same

prices are for them !
ordinary reluil prices for the

d3m

Job Printer
-2

See what the goods are! Sec what our
See how our prices compare With

11A RKS,

—

97

HOSIERY,

CARDIGAN JACKETS AND SUSPENDERS.

Press Ifftoe.

Book, Card
i

Flysian and Beaver Overcoats and Ulsters is
an extraordinary opportunity for cash
buyers throughout the country
to secure the most rare and wonderful
bargains, for never In the history of our business have we been ab>e to offer such extraordinary
bargains in thoroughly honest, reliable, well made and perfect dtllug
overcoats and Ulsters as we are now
showing at this sale.
1 o-»«y we offer an unequalled list of
new, attractive bargains iu due
ELYSIAN AND BEAVER OVERCOATS, ULSTERS UNDERWEAR,

BREAK

books made aim warranted at

A.

UL BARGAINS.

Our great sale of Fine

BINDING.

Hook-binding ol every deseriptlo u done iu a sat
lsfaetory manner at lew rates. Also blank

W.

RARE AND WO

oi'

stockholders of tills hank are hereby notiT HEfied
that the annual meeting for the choice

B. F.

CLARK S CLOTHING HOUSE.

1886,_

Merchants
ot

H.

In John Mor ley's English Men of Letters
Series, Sir Philip Sidney is the latest issue.
It h writted by J. Addington Sytnonds, who
lias already contribute.' a biography of Shelley to the same set. Nothing ;«ts*es under
the editorial eye of Mr. Uorley u..‘ is nut
well done, and Mr. Symonds’s work i» excellent. As the author says, it is somewhat
difficult to account for the great and lasting
fame of Sidney upon an examination of what
be actually did. fils wide repute appears
rather to be founded upon the general acceptation of what he might have done—of his
capacity to have achieved any work that had
been laid out for him to do. He was soldier,
diplomat, courtier and poet: and though
only in his forty-second year, when, In a
charge of cavalry, he received the fatal
wound that caused bis death, he was (looked
upon as the foremost gentleman of England,
or indeed of all Europe. Certainly he was

_

I2UCK«tST„-TOTUflJK

PRICE

NEW PUBLICATIONS.

Ocean Insurance Company.

STOVES, TIN WARE
—

$2lffiiA8iSi¥Si2i!}

eodtjanl

A UvrUdULK B’hhbu (Yj taraoeitMft Xtr h w©
bm^ontractiTi-r he'nAdsfor is IS xrW YORK*

THREE

CENTS

coast, from Fortress Monroe to Mount Desert, and hits off most amusingly the peculiar
characteristics of these resorts and the people who frequent them. Through all the
pages runs a pretty love *tory, and a smiling
Cupid makes his bow to us at the close of
the last chapter. (New York: Harper A
Brothers ; Portland: Lorlng. Short Jk Harmon).
A

prolls Teioperauce Souvenir, com
O. S. IJunt of this city, and Illustrated by Dora Wheeler, has been issued
from the press of the Woman’s Temperance
Publication Society of Chicago.
The selections are poems, or parts of poems from

piled by hirs.

Whittier, Longfellow,

Shakspearo,

Lucy

Larcom and Alice and Phiebe Cary, portraying the calamities of intemperance and the
blessings of abstinence. Tasteful lithographs
of allegorical scenes Illustrate the sentiment
of the verses.
The typographical work is
excellent, done on thick, heavy paper, and
bound in enamelled covers with geld lettering. It Is for sale by Lorlng, Short A Harmon.

Toward the Oulf is a novel by an autnor
who does not put hts name on the title page,
and therefore It may be the more fairly criticized.

It has been said ol Tennyaon that

anonymous cony of verse* from hi* pen,
for which he afterwards received a hundred
pounds, was returned at first as “trash.” So
this story, If It bore the name of Cable, and
It certainly has something of his style, would
be welcomed with enthusiasm. It is a clevan

er book, of very distinct local flavor, interesting and well written. (New Fork: Harper A Brothers; Portland: Lorlng, Short A
Portland: Lorlng, Short A Harmon.)

Mr. Bynner’s latest novel, Agnea Surrlage,
Is a book which would make Its mark in the
literature of any period.
This writer has
taksn the romantic story of Sir Henry Frankland and his heroine and woven It into a ro-

passionate, picturesque and dramatic, full of strength and originality. We usually shrink from the historical novel, and
mance

J
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"straight;” but Mr. Byaner In his Agnes
Surrlage has made a delightful combination,
and an unqualified success. (Boston: Tlcknor 4 Co.; Portland: Lorlng, Short A Harmon.)
Rodman the Keeper gives the tiltle to a
collection of Southern sketches by Constance
Fennlmore Woolson, one of the best writers
of fiction in the country. These stories are
picturesque and beautiful, and if there Is In
then a vein of sadness it is because of the
themes their author has chosen, and the
shadowed lives which haye inspired her pen.
Old Gardeston, Sister St Luke and Miss
Ellzabetta are full of power and pathos.
(New Tork; Harper A Bros; Portland: Loving. Short A Harmon.)

All Taut, the fifth volume of the Boat
Builder Series, by Oliver Optic, explains the
fVrtni this nir'tnrfl nf fJnxriclr tn thfl “f.’Pn- I method of rigging the boat, the particular
vol,’’ we have on almost every page a charm- boat under discussion being a tore and aft
ing illustration which adds interest to the schooner, though In the course of the story
much information in regard to the rigging of
text. Certainly a more delightful present to
vessels in general is given. Oliver Optic’s
a friend on Christmas cannot be found than
stories are always popular with the boys,
this book, which is one of Harpers’ marvels
and this series treats of a subject in which
of cheapness. The volume Is in folio form
the average boy Is certain to be deeply inand elegantly bound In russet leather with
unique designs In gold on the covers. A terested. (Boston: Lee A Shepard; Portland:
more beautiful book in every way has not
Lorlng, Short A Hannon.)
not been Issued this year.
Mr. Andrew Lang, the author of Custom
“The Story of the Saracens” adds anether and Myth, has given us a volume of short
stories entitled In the Wrong Paradise,
to the admirable series of “The Story of Nawhich he dedicates. In a complimentary
tions” which are published by G. P. Putnam’s Sons.
preface, to his friend Mr. Rider Stafgard.
We have had occasion previously to com- Most of these tales have appeared before in
mend the attractive literary form and judi
English magazines. They are curious, ec
clous scholarship which characterize these centric and amusing, as well as strikingly
books and render them valuable reading for original. (New Tork: Harper A Brothers:
old and young. They deal with more than Portland: Lorlng, Snort A Hannon.)
the commonplaces of history and are in fact,
what It was promised they should be, graphic,
Mrs. Whitney has felicitously named her
historical studies of different nations, In new collection of stories Homespun Tarns.
which the current of each national life is They are sweet, tender and wholesome, and
distinctly Indicated and the important fea- it will do the young people good to laugh
tures of its history are presented In a comand cry over them. Totally free from mor-

prehensive narration.
The history of the founder of a new
gion, which dates back scarcely twelve

bid sensationalism these
relicen-

among its adherents more than one hundred and eighty mil-

turies and

now

numbers

lions of the inhabitants of the globe,

can

not be devoid of Interest to any thoughtful
student of history. The growth of Islam is
one of the marvels of history, and from
whatever point of view it is studied, is£frnltful of suggestions ond warnings.
The hold
it has upon its followers Is apparently as
great today as at any time in its history. Its
career of conquest and dominion has no parallel within historic times. The history of
its Kalifates appeals to the imagination with
much of the same force as “the thousand
and one nights” of its literature, for the
sober facts of history here outrun t he bounds
of the marvelous. The Kalifs of Mecca, of

Damascus, of Bagdad and of Granada, excite associations which are Interwoven with
the literature of all nations and with the
poetry of all climes.
Documents Illustrative of American History 1606-1863. By Howard W. Preston. This
is a collection of important documents relating to the history of the country, and comprises such papers as the early charters
Penn’s sud Franklin's plans of Union, Dec!
laratlon of Rights and of Independence, articles of Confederation, Ac. Ac—documents
which would require much valuable time to
hunt up In the various volumes where they
have been printed. They are here brought
together for the first time In a volume of
convenient size, which will well serve the,
purpose for which it was designed: namely,
a ready hand-book for the student It would
have been more satisfactory and would not
have greatly enlarged the work If it had
contained in addition the various patents
granted by the Council of Plymouth, notably
mai 10

uorges

in

.sew

England; ana

one

hardly understand why these important
papers shouldlhave been left out, The book
will be welcomedjby students of history.
(New York: G. P. Putnam’s Sons; Portland:
Loring, Short A Hannon.)

can

The Young Wreckers of the Florida Reef
by Richard Meade Bache, describes the adventures of a boy, Fred Ransom by name,
who ran away to sea. After sailing to Havana the boy Joins a vessel bound for the
Florida Keys, as cabin boy. At the Keys the
vessel goes Into the wrecking business and
the resulting operations form the theme of
the story. The life of the wrecker, his adventures and hardships are graphically described, and there are interesting descriptions of the scenesy about the Keys.
The
story Is founded on fact, and the author Is
thoroughly familiar with the location visited
and described. The book will prove very In-

teresting to the boys, and older heads can
get a good deal of Information out of It (Bos_
ton: Lee A Shepard; Portland: Loring"
Short A Harmon.)

The Queen of the Pirate Isle, written by
Bret Harte and illustrated by Kate Greenaway is a dainty and delightful affair; a gem
for the Christmas holidays or any other days.
The story is a delicious bit of drollery from
beginning to end, and has all the charm of
fun and fancy which belong to the brilliant
talents of its author.
Nine-year-old Polly,
the Pirate Queen, an unique little figure. Is
reinforced by the pranks of her “band of
Pirates,’’ represented by her cousin Hickory
Wan Lee, a truly pagan page.
Kate Greenaway’s charming Illustrations are printed in
colors, and the linen covers of the book are
prettily stamped with a picture of the Queen
and her minions. (Boston: Houghton, Mifflin A Co.; Portland: Loring, Short A Harmon.)
One of the great attractions of recent numbers of Harper's Magazine has been Mr.
Charles Dudley Warner’s Their Pilgrimage,
cleverly illustrated by Reinhart. We now
have it in book form, and it Is one of the
most desirable of the holiday volumes. Mr.
Warner takes his readers with him to the
various watering places on the Atlantic

bright and pleasant

sketches will act as an antidote to the wlshy
washy trash which is served out endlessly to
the rising generation.
(Boston: Houghton,
Miffln A Co.; Portland: Lorlng, Short A
Harmon.)
_

Among the attractive illustrated books of
the season is Tennyson's “Dora,” published
by Lee A Shepard, with full page Illustrations by W. L. Taylor, from sketches of
rural life and scenery made in

England

ex-

pressly for this work. The

wood-cuts are
excellent, and the binding Is uniform in
style with the illustrated series of Favorite
Hymns, Ballads and Poems, published by

the

same

house; cloth, full gilt, *1.80.

Numbers 1 and 2 of Mr. Gordon Browne’s

Series of Old Fairy Tales are Beauty and
the Beast, and Hop o' My Thumb. The stories are retold by Laura E. Richards, and
the drawings are made by Mr. Browne.
These fairy stones in their new dress will
doubtless prove as fasoinating to the little
ones of to-day as they have to children for
the last century. (Boston: Roberts Bro(li
era; Portland: Lorlng, Short A Harmon.')
Dr. Mitchell's Roland Blake is a story of
the late war between the States, and is quite
the best thing we have had from his pen.
A noted specialist in nervous diseases. Dr.
Mitchell has taken up literature as a pas
time, and has succeeded better than many of
our professional novelists. (Boston and New
Tork: Houghton, Mifflin A Co.; Portland:
Lorlng, Short A Harmon.)
Parlor Varieties, part III., by Olivia Lovell Wilson, contains a collection of plays
MU'*
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lor use. The plays seem to be In every way
suited to the purpose for which they are designed. (Boston. Lee A Shepard; Portland
Lortng, Short A Harmon )
Walter Baker A Co., of Dorchester, Mass.,
have published a little book giving the history of the production and use of cocoa and
chocolate In the United States, together
with a description of the various methods of
preparing them for use.
Of Interest to Horsemen.
The New York Sun editorially says; Then
have always been two theories upon the
shoeing of horses. One Is that they ought
to be shod, and the other, supported by what
we will call the Barefooted Brigade, la that
they should go without shoes. The Shoers
are much the more numerous, but the Barefoots are, If anything, more cock sure that
they are right We have always been Inclined to approve of shoes, not for weak and
defective feet only, but as the Iproper appliances for all feet however good, and as practically indlspenslble tor hones that are liable to be called on for a high rate of speed.
When it comes to pounding, there must he
something to pound with more substantial
than the naked hoof.
We have often seen Instances of horses belonging to quiet country families going shoe-

perfect comfort and safety, but the
performance of Gov. Stanford’s trotting colt
Antevolo, a flyer of the first rank,
less with

without shoes, maintains the arguments
lor bare feet
in
the
highest prominence.
Antevelo has been trotting now
lor several years without shoes, or with tips
>nly. He made a record of 2.1911° September, 1886, and in the great race recently won
by Harry Wilkes, Antevelo was timed in
sach of the four heats, with this splendid
result; 2.16, 2.1T, 2.17< and 2.18*. It must
have been a good, hardlsh track to allow
Wildes to beat that, and trot a half
Harry
nile In 1.IH4 besides; but It seems that the
barefooted horse’s hoofs were lit to pound
tbout as hard and test in the fourth heet es
n the first.
It was a very notlceeble per
’ormance, and well worthy the careful conilderatlon of all horse-loving economists.

For years

a

loon has had Its home on the

Schuylkill near Philadelphia, hut the other
lay It Hew Into the Zoological Gardens end
On
its
neck
captured.
was
a
silver collar, on which was enIraved “Nemo, the hermit, 1804." The heed
reaper ofthe gardens says that hehasee
loubt of the bird s greet age.!
was
k

little

^

find children as could he were piled iu, each
carrying a pillow case containing some valuables, tiie horses were whipped into a gallop
and tiie procession started lielter skelter for
A Legend of the Shore.
the woods.
Tiie servants of Squire Cushman shared
tiie general alarm, and as the squire was
Boston Traveller.
from home, they, too, prepared for
It was my good fortune to spend the hap- away and
lllglit,
urged the housekeeper to pack up
py summers of my youthful days In au old
tiie silver, and taking Miss Rose and tier
dewhose
has
since
long
seaport town,
glory
nurse, to hasten to a place of
with
parted. Its fast decaving wharves lmd once them. Hut when she went to safety
tiie' young
echoed to the tread or busy feet, and many
she
found her watching the
lady’s chamber,
very stately ships had been moored beside
I incoming boat witli eager eves, and she firmthem.
refused to leave tiie house.
ly
Now, as in my childhood days, no proud
‘They are not enemies to me,’ she said.
ship finds a haven in the still waters of its ‘They are from dear old England, my home,
harbor; its deserted ship yards ring no more and I will not run from them even if the
with the sound of axe or hammer; the busy
whole village goes.’
hum of commerce is stilled, and a silence,
The housekeeper tried to reason with her,
broken only by the fisherman’s call, or the
but in vain, and not daring to leave her in
merry laughter of some yachting party, perthe house, sent off the servants with tiie
vades what was once a very busy, thriving
most valuable articles to a safe hiding place
place.
and awaited the result with trembling anxiBut commerce has left traces of wealtli behind,and I remember some old fashioned, ety.
Rose stood at tiie open window, watching
though stately houses, standing near the tiie boat. As it neared tiie
shore she sent
shore.
her maid for tiie squire’s eye-glass, and restThese were the homes of some of New
ing it on tiie woman's shoulder, obtained a
England's famous sea captains, and in one of good view of the harbor and all who were in
these old houses I passed those happy sumtiie boat.
mer days.
Nearer and nearer it approached tiie shore
The men of the family had all been sailors,
and tlio few fishermen who lingered near the
commanding some of 'the finest and best wharf, their curiosity overcoming their
known American ships. No ports had been
fears, saw that it wascommanded by a young
too distant for them, and they had brought
officer, whose dress betokened the high rank
home, as gifts, spoils from every clime. Now he bore.
all dead and gone, the women of the family
Tiie boat came up to the wharf, and one of
lived alone, surrounded by treasures from
the sailors sprang ashore and fastened it.
over the sea.
Giving a command to his men in a low
Tbo old friend who bad charge of us was
tone, the officer landed, accompanied by two
very fond of children, and was never hapmarines. Seeing the fishermen about to run
pier than when relating to us the stories of lie cried out.
sea and shore,
with which her mind was
“You have nothing to fear; if you let us
stored: and when a rainy day came, driving
come and go unmolested, your village shall
ns from the beach, we liked nothing better
be spared. Come here, I want to ask you a
than to listen to her charming legends.
question.”
I will repeat to you as nearly as I can reOne of the most daring approached him.
member, the story of the elopement that took
“Now my man,” he said, “no tricks, but
place many years ago. As I recall it, I seem answer me
correctly. Do you know where
to hear again the musical voice, long since
Judge Cushman lives, and will you show us
hashed, to which the snapping of the drift- tiie
to his house? Do not fear, no harm
way
wood fire upon the hearth, and the distant
shall lie done to any of you, only tell me tiie
booming of the surf upon the beach, formed truth.”
a fitting accompaniment.
The man, only too glad to escape so easily,
A long time ago, when I was a little girl,
amt tiie officer with
pointed out tiie
tbe events happened that I am about to re- nis men. hastenedhouse,
toward it.
late to yon. My grandmother knew all about
In tiie meantime, Rose had been scanning
It, and I often heard her tell the story to the the boat with eager eyes, trying to discern
young folks, In my day, as I am telling it to
tiie features of tiie men. When she saw the
you.
officer approaching the house she gave one
In that large, old fashioned house, which
long fixed look, and shouting to her nurse
stands on the brow of Beach Hill, lived a
“It is he! it is Charles!” flew down the
very wealthy guntlemau, called Judge Cushstaircase followed bv her servant and tiie
man.
housekeeper, and as lie entered tho, open
1 say he lived there, but he only spent part
door, sprang into his arms and was clasped
of the year in the little town of s-, for to
his heart in a loving embrace.
his business kept him in the city during the
But he stopped her eager questions by saywinter months; but as soon
as the warm
ing:
days came the house would be opened, and
‘I have no time to lose. You see the ship
he

THE ELOPEMENT.

would ride through the town in his big
coach, drawn by four horses and driven by a
colored coachman.
The J udge was a widower, and lived alone
with bis servants and an old housekeeper.
So you may imagine the surprise of the v illagors one day early in the spring of 1812,
when they heard that Squire Cushman, as
he was called, had brought home with him a
lovely young girl.
At first all thought that he had married
again, but soon the report was circulated
that bis niece had come from England alone,
with only a maid to attend her, to visit him.
And a long visit we all thought it would be,
for war had just been declared with Great
Britain, and probably there would be no
friendly intercourse between the two countries for a long time.
vu»ov
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nitions of the minister,

the looks of
given her by the young

sympathy

or even

that were
folks.
The Squire did all in his power to make
the visit agreeable, even relaxing his habitual reserve, and inviting all the young people In the neighborhood to his nouse to be
Introduced to nis niece.
Although ltose was very sweet and gracious to all her guests, no one became at all
familiar with her, and finally all attempts at
intimacy ceased, and she was left to the companionship of her uncle and her old nurse.
She spent a great part of the time on the
beach reading, or stretched upon the sand,
her head in her nurse’s lap, conversing with
her in low tones, or dreaming day dreams of
her home and her lover.
In the summer evenings the hard sand was
the promenade of the village.
Rose walked
apart from all the rest, with her eyes fixed
on the sea, its
waves
gilt by the
rippling
moonbeams, hearing perhaps in the breakers that dashed upon the distant rocks, a
message from other lands.
But active preparations for war soon banished all minor topics. The
young men were
getting ready to join their snips; privateers
were being fitted out, and the whole country
was wild with excitement.
Our village became almost deserted. Every
vessel of any size was manned and equipped
with guns and ammunition, and sent out to
meet the enemy, and all the poor wives and
mothers could do was to watch and wait at
heme. News travelled slowly in those days,
and tidings of defeat or victory seemed long

in coming.
Often we climbed the hill and from the
church tower scanned the horizon for a
glimpse of some man-of-war, for we lived in
constant fear that our town, like many other* on the coast, might be invaded by the
enemy. But though we often saw large ships

OI'

All at once was noise and confusion. The
left their work, the women forsook
tbelr spinning wheels, and all ran to the
beach or to the wharves.
“i'es, it was true; she had anchored outside the harbor, and too large to enter herj
men

could see a large boat just leaving
self,
her filled with men, who would probably
land and plunder, perhaps burn our village.
Resistance was useless, for the ship could
easily shell the whole town, lying as she did
at the mouth of the harbor, but little more
than a mile away.
It had been planned long before that in
case of invasion the people should lake tiieir
valuables and flee to the woods.
Uo as quickly as possible the large haycarts were brought out, tho best feather beds
were hastily turowu into them, the tall
clocks were placed pn top, as many women
we
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Apply

of tho Maine Non-Forfetto the policies issued bv
this Company, and under its workings extended
Insurance is provided for In case of lapse.

UNION MUTUAL appeals to residents of
Maine for their especial patronage, because
it is a HOME COMPANY, ana because of its age,
experience, strong, financial condition, large surplus, equitable and attractive plans aud conservative management.

THE

BENT—Offices and

WM. F.

DIKECTORS.

Inquire

Edward R. Skccomr. West Newton. Mass.
Hoy. Josiah II. Drummond, Portland. Maine.
John E. DeWitt. Portland, Maine.
Henry C. Hutchins, Boston. Mass.
Hon. Percivai. Bonnet, Portland. Me.
Hon Marquis F. Kino, Portland, Me.
Thomas A. Foster, M. D„ Portland. Me.
Hon. Fred. E Richards. Rockport, Me.
George L. Deblois, Boston, Mass.
George Stannard, Brooklyn, New York.
Edward A. Noyes, Portland, Me.
Hon. Frederick Robie, Gorham, Me.
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Agencies, Eastern Department.
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FOR MAKE—Good work horse.
black and weighs 1000 lbs., ktnd and will
work anywhere. Address P. O. BOX 199, Bridg
20-1
ton, Me.

HOKse

SINKINSON,

MALE.—A small good
FOR
and toy store
busy street
at
Good chance

eodtf

on a

/

COr«»BAL."AMC“nI7 J,”

PRESTO LOW'S AGENCY.

H'"
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CUT IN FRICK*—Cents' Newark. JerZA. sey, French calf button and balmorals only
$5 74 per pair; regular price $7.oo.
This is no
humbug, but a geuuine mark down of new. stylish
desirable goods during holiday trade.
BROWN,
421 Congress
17-1
8t._

Fire and Marine

MALE -Cheap; prepaid steerage tickets
by fastest and best steamers from Liverpool,
Glasgow and any port or railroad station in Ireland for $16; German ports. $17; Scandinavian.

FOR

CO.

$20; those Intending

Incorporated 1849.
CASH CAPITAL

apply immediately
St.

$1,000,000

FOR

MALE-The uever-slip horse shoes;

CHANCE-A firstclass retail and fancy grocery store, in the
best part of tiie city; has the name of being one
.if the neatest and most atlractive|stores in Portlaudjmd a first class run of customers; owner can
diowa ledger without a bill he would sell less
Ilian its face value; cause of selling, owner leavim:ity to accept larger business. Address X., Press
Office.
14-1

Amount of unpaid losaes and claims $ 142.948 21
Reinsurance fund. 1,224,582 74
demands against the company.
26,363 50

$1,382,894.45

RARE RIMINEM*

£*A—A
place of business in Portland
iJiZil '" / A / to he sold on easy terms. Call on

Capital actually paid up in cash.... 1,0< 10,000 00
Surplus beyond capital,.
410,642.86

W. PARKER, 45 Exchange St., for particulars.

i.

14-1

S2,803,436.80

MALE
Owner
sacrifice for 8400,

FOR

,T. N. Dunham,
President.

Mo. 311-2 Exchange Street.

PLEST., the smatl house below

I

de.___

to close ^ut at
pONFECTIONABV.—Want
l J miff* 1 TilKl hovpq ftllii'V
rill

$481,915.73

0

gold
l[A7'ANTEB—Old
VT
old broken aud

/

Schryver. Paoprietor.
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20-1

IT7A1VTUB—All persons having any business
v T
with Mrs. Ainasa Winslow of f&accarappa
luring tills winter, to apply to A. C. CHUTE,
'mnberland Mills, as she will be away from home
luring that
18-1

time,_

,
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AGENTS.
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m-_16-1
A NT E D— ( ruing man,
lV
high school gradIv
nate to learn packing business. Address
■

handwriting

1 own

!, ilildle St.
1

F.

C. BR1DGHAM, rear 162
i6-l

lV1,1
T *? D,-.To Purchase a
r v the first of
January,
write

In a small manufacturing
slating price and particulars
Portland
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> PEPSIN, care
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board at TEWKKSV^TEO-Horse,
tv
Bu il FARM, Ocean St., Deering warm
urds loy exercise,
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TO BUSINESS MEN !
There Is scarcely a business man of
any standtng w ho does not
carry Insurance on bis life,
but more especia'ly with the old and

I Mutual

SM

Lite Insurance Company,
OF NEW YORK,

Cash Ass<|>, $110,000,000.00,
being tlie largest anti best in the world, making
of
S*MllbeJral policy, free from restrictions
fi?irioLll®,^.n?JCon.tiuua*^ iuereasing in value by

I «il!a

'*S2S*S^*4™CSf
®

strong

nds- wh‘ch 'nay be added to or
«n reduction of
For full particu
lars or docunMnts, payments.
apply to

,U8*a

W. I>.
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SUPERtr

BaBB&'Jil'ZPySHAIR

ged.lv,d,

Ktxdrnt Agciil,
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thinking of going to
pleasure to send their
1dress
O.TOBEY, 104 Tremont St., Bosm, Mass., and learn something to their advanI T

r

lorlda
to E.

for health

are
or

ce.___27-4
N T E ©—a MAN CF TEMPERATE AND
V"a
I T moral habits,
to

Our Free Surgical Hospital for Women, located
in Huntington avenue, above Westchester l’ark,
contains fifty (50) beds.
Our Free Surgical Hospital for Women, located
in Gainsborough street, corner of
Huntington
ivenuc, contains 60 beds.
Each
In
i :harge of a separate staff of responsiblehospital
surgeons.
Our Free Home for Homeless Boys contaius 40
i ieds, and is located at 11 to 21
Causeway street,
dany of these boys suffer from Scrofula, Eczema
uid other sklu diseases, which yield quickly by
I
1 he use of our Liquid Food.
From the fact that no two beeves or sheep are
dike is tlie reason of our different brands being
1 liffereut in flavor.
All brands are made by tlie same formula. The
etlcr represents the day of make, and the figure.

1 he Lank.

If richer, it is stronger in smell and flavor, aud
vill bear a greated .eduction. It cannot lie re1 luced so low but It will be
superior to all other
] 'reparations in treating chronic cases.
If you cannot obtain Murdock's Liquid Food
I rom your druggist, we deliver, free of express,
2 oz. for *1.00.
1

n>y22

LIQUID

FOOD CO.,

ail

old

aTANTEB—six thousand dollars at

five per
real estate In Porti.
aid. to t Edge security. For further partlcu,rs enquire ol O. D. RICE, 261 Commercial St.
•

eem.

for

five years

on

This Plaster

12-tf

acts

DRUG CLERK WASTED.
or

« nalilicd.
c

nce,
dec 17

four years, eipciietice,
wills
referAddress
this office.
«ltf

WAITED.

j

directly upon the

muscles and nerves of the
hack, tlie scat of all pain.
FUR ALL
Lung Troubles, whether
local or deeply sealed,
this Plaster will be found
to give Instant relief
by
applying bet ween the
shoulder blades.
SHARP.
rSf 'I'or Kidney Trouble

L

LADIES

week and you have the
world. For sale by all Grocers
a

dccii

-Ia„ salesman In dry and fancy goods;
Will bile at once or to commence the year
JIth 1 tuts is an opsnlng of rare occuranoe as the
'J vner is very much nut of health and a permanent
tuation Is open. Enquire at 618 CONGRESS
J. Fdecl6dlw

store

In the

Dealers.
eodSni

DR.

Sold by

druggists tor 25
five lor 81.
1 rade mark patented. Mailed on receipt of price
1 y George C. Goodw in A Go.. General Agents,
1 fostori.
oct'20- W.FAM-Gm-nrm
or

W.

Etchings St.,

—

JOSEPH HICKSON Keueral Manager.
WM. EDO Alt, II. V. A.,
J. STEPHENSON. Bunt.
Nov. 1,
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LINE.

—

lice.

RETURN FARE ONLY $6.00.
Till. Excursion will afford former resilient, ot
CanaUa an excellent opportunity of visiting home
and friends, aud all others a splendid ehauce of
seeing the two prlnelpal elties of Canada.
J HICKS EK,
W. KDGAK, (. 1*. A.

Portland and

Liverpool.

PORTLAND ii MOM REAL LINE.
l.iae ruaaiag BAY TRAINS be.
In era

and until further nottee Passenger Train, will
l.eave Portland a. follows:
s.lj it. in. for Brldgton, Fryebnrg, No. CouwayEabyans, Btehleham. Lancaster, Whltefleld
Littleton, Wells River, Montpelier, Ht. John
bury, Newport. Sherbroc'.e, Montreal, Burlington, Swanton, Ogdensb we aud West.
3.13 p. a,. Local Portland to Bartlett and Intermediate stations, w.tb stage connections for
No. Windham. Blandish. Liinlngton, Sebflgo.
Naples, Parsoutleld, Kezar Palls, Denmark,
Lovell, and Oouwny Corner; also for No. Brldg.
ton, Harrison avid Waterford via. Brldgton.
Traiaa Arrive la Partlnadi
10 33 a. a,, from Bartlett and Way Htatlons.
s 13 p. in. from Montreal, Burlington aud West
J. HAMILTON, sup,
CilAB. II. fOVK, G. T.
octlulf

Londonderry.)

uTir»From Portland
19th

Halifax.

December.

[23d December.
|«th January.

BKI*TOI. SKKUCE, (Avomuouth Dock.)
From Avonm’thi STEAMERS. I Prom Portland,
ll’li November. Tkxas,
2d
December.
25th November.lDoMtNiON,
loth December.
Kntr.uf Paw.gr
Cabin...*50, *60, *75 .Return *100, *125, *150
Intermediate*30
..Return..*60
Return at lowest rates.
Steerage.... *20
For freight or passage, apply to
DAVID TORRANCE & CO.,
nnuG.ltf
la*....*

A._

Kuiuiord falls k Kurklield Kailnnd

..

Winter Irrnngrmral

STEAMS1IIP CO.,
fob

—

EASTPORT. CAlAIS, ST. JOHN R. B.. HALIFAX. N. S.
AMD ALL PABTS OF
Bran, with, Nava Ncalin, Prince
ward. Island, and Cape Breian.
—

New

m.

Ed-

j

STAGE CONNECTIONS.
GAILY—From W. Minot 3.27 p. in. for Hebron
Buck Held 3.50 p. in. for W. Sumner
and Turner: Canton 4.25 p. m.; arriving at Peru
5.30,; Dixtleld tl.OO; Mexleo 7.00 p. in.; also for
Bret.tun'i Mills, Livermore.
Returning, leave
Mexico 0.00, DixOeld 7.00 a. m., arriving at Portland 12.05 p. m.
L. L. LINCOLN, Supt.
B C. BRADFORD. G. T. A.
oct29dtf

SAI.VE CENTRAL RAILROAD
On tititl lifter AIONDAVi Oct. US,
1880, Pnvvcnger Truitts Leave
Portland a* follow*:

BOSTON

Fur Hiiujfor, 7.10 a. in., via Au«a*iu; 1.20 p.
in., via LrwUtM. 1.25and tll.15 d. m, via A«
for Kllrwarth. Bar lUrbvr, Vnacrro, Hi. John, Halifax, aud ike ProvinHi.
ce*,
Htepkea ua«l 1 ro«*lo«k f ouoty,
1.20 p. m., 1.25 and tll.15 p. m. Fam Baaitr
I
A PiacainqiiU R. B-, 7.10a. in., tll.15 p.m.,
foi Hkawkegnu, Belfa*l aad Dexter, 1.20,
J.25, tll.15 p. ill.; Watcrvillc. 7.10 a. m.,
1«0, 1.25, aud, tll.15 p. in., and on Saturdays
at 5.15 p. in., for Aa««*ta, Hull*well,
Uf%rdiurr aad Bi uu»wlrk, 7.10 a. m., 1.25.
-5.15, tll.15 p. m.; Bulk, 7.10 a. m., 1.25,5.15
p.m., and on Saturdays only at 11.15 d. rn.:
Backload and Boos aad I.iacala K K.v
; 7.10a. in.. 1.25
p. in.; Aul urn aad Lrwb
ion at 8.30 a. in., 1.20, 5.00 p. m., l.nvUu*
f > via Bruuawick, 7.10 a. in., 1.25, tl 1.15 p.m.;
f Farmiagian, Vlaaaioulk, II iuikrap. Oak
laad and Vorth tinea, 1.20 p. m.; Faroiiagtoa via Bruuawick, 7.10 a. m. and 1.25

Kata;

STEAMERS.

FARE ONLY $1.00.

.,

Arrangement*.

THE FIRST-CLASS STEAMERS

JOHN BROOKS and TREMONT
alternately leave FRANKLIN WHARF,Portland,
every week day evening at 7 o'clock; arriving In
season for connection with earliest trains for
points beyond.
Through tickets tor Providence, Lowell, Worces
New York, Sc.
Returning, leave INDIA WHARF. Boston ev-

ter.

ery week

^
SkH* trains
timed

day evening at 6 o’clock.
_J. B. COYLK. Jb. Manager.

—LIM* FOB—

eiico.

lugsl

ACAPULCO.sails Thursday, Dec. 13, noon
From New York, pier hot of Canal 8t„ North
River, for Nsa Praariara »la The l.ihaiu. af
Paaaasa,

Trains\are

due In Portland as follows; The morn*
lug tr,uns from Augusta and Hath 8.45 a. m.{
Lewiston, 8.50 a. m.; the day traius from Ban*
gor at 12.40 and 12.45 p.m.; the afternoou trains
uom Bkngor, Watervllle, Bath, Augusta, Kockiand and Lewiston at 5.45 p. m.: the night Pullman Express train at 1. 50 a. in.
I.iuiilcd r^rkria. Aral aad *eraad
cIom, far
all paial* *a the Fraviare* aa *ul« al re*

Great reduction in rates to Sac Francisco. Cabin
1st and Brannan
For Jim, nnd China.

Sts.

CITY OF NEW YORK sails Friday Dec. Btst.at
a
3 p, in.
Fdr Freight, Passage, or general Inform,-»t Ion
apply to or address the General Eastern Agents.
E. A. ADAMS 4k
CO.,
113 (State (Street, Cap. Bread Ml., Beaten.
Jxto
dtf

ducrd

Steamer CITY 111 Kit it IIOVJ make* two
per week on the Ntute between Portland and
Mac Ilia* port, leaving Port' and at 11.00 p. m..
Tuesday* and Fridays. amVAIochiasport at 4.00 a,

trips

THE NEW CURE.
—

AND

Moudays

m.,

Fever

WESTERN DIVISION.

speedy cure guaranteed by the use
bottle. No snuff nor disagreeable inhaler,
agreeable and positive cure. Price *1.00,1
securely mailed.
Address with postal note,

(

Iriisgists.

Specific

All

cures.

50 cents.

iov2
_

eodtf cT

| CURE FITS!

1
curt I d*> id>i mean merely toTlnp them r»r •
aud thea have them f»*»rn» rod‘e»l cure
Haea made the dleeeeo of KITS, EPILEPSY of FiLLIMA
ICINEBB a lirt long ModT. 1 warrant mr remedy to cure
to worn ewes
Bocaaee oihere !»»*« failed la no reaeon for
o» n«*w receiving a care. Bend at one* for a treatlae nud a
OUe «*pre,. aaOVtot
ree Bottle of my InfalUtt# remedy.
Ac*. It coetejrou
yljjcara yon.
OOdT. US JCtSfl
H.
York.

Whin

t

me

▲ddrvas

nothingfoje»1''11 HtJ^New

Or.

AIhm,

Calls,

dim

m.

8.40 a. m., 12.40, 3.30 p. in. yinnrhe.irr and
* aacard v ia Law teuee 8.40 a.
m., (via Newmarket Junction) 8.30 p. m.
tConnects with alf Rail Lines.
SCNDAY TRAIN*
4.16 p.m. via Eastern Division
to Scarboro Crossing.

Something new in Metal, liner effects being obtained than by any casting. Gifts suitable
for any
and all occasions; In great variety of
sizes and prices; so that they meet the subjects,
demands
one verdict from
i.
»JPurses. There isb.but
all who have seen them:
v
.....
k..,.
It

LASILKA DIVISION.
Tar Hmm. *2.00, •9.00 a.m.,

0041*.

80LE AGENTS,
Wholr*nlv and Krlail,)

t7.00p.
>’■

1 ape

si.00, *6.00 p in
a.
m.. 12.Sii
a. m., 1,00
a.
ni., l.oo p. m
m., 1.00, 8.00 p

'7:3,V»-00

t.liaubeth, U.00

"ac«,

9.00
9.00 a.

(•ori.mvuib, ftewburrpart, .nlriu and
*')"“• 2.00, 9.00 a. in., 1.00. 8.00 p
in
Imr.buri y.oo a. in., 1.00 p. m. Parlor ami
Pullman cars on trains leaving boston at 8.So.
J.OO a. m., 12.30. l.oo, 4.0o, 7,0o
p. m„ and leaving Portland at 2.00, 7.30, 8.40, 9.()o a. m
12 40
1.00 and 6.00 p. m. Through Pullman sleeping
cars on trains leaving Boston at 7.00
p. in., and
Portland 2.00 a. m.
t Front Slerih Hrr» irk to Mcnrba/o Craaa.
tug via Western Division.
•Cmmects with Hall Lines (or New York, South
in.

3<>4 Washitii;ton St., Boston,

JPA liberal discount will Ixj made to dealer*
who will carry a line ol these goods. Specially
adapted to Jeweller*, book ellers, picture dealer*,
and all art and fancy goods
res.
no29M W&F4w

EnglisiTflle

&nd West.

ind

—A>D~

West1**

WlUl 8oUn<l Ll110* f°r New Yotk Somh

*
leave passengers only.
through Tlckeis to all points West and South
or sale at Union Stalina Ticket OOlce l m-

To

GUINNESS'

m.
»'•

lliddrford, 2.00,

IVES, BELLAMY & CO.,

Bass’

Darn.
Exctrr, Haverhill, Law.
Lowell, 7.30, 8.40 a. m., 12.40, 3.30 p
Hocheoler, Earmiugtoa and Alla. Ha,.

reacr,

Tahanto Art Goods.

III Insolvency.
of Insolvency for theCounty of Cumberland,
btate of Maine.
December 13, A. D. 1886.
n
case of REUBEN 8. SNOW,
Insolvent
Debtor.
PHIS Is to give nolice, that on the thirteenth
1
day of December, A. I). 1888. a Warrant In
1 nsolvency was issued
by Henry C. Peabody,
* mlge of the Court of
Insolvency for said County
1 Cumberland, against the estate of said
REl-BEN S. SNOW, of Scarborough,
dludged to be an Insolvent Debtor, on petition ol
« aid Debtor, which
petition was filed on the thlreeiitliday of December A. D. 188«. to which date
iterest on claims ts to he computed.
That the payments of any debts to or by said
> iebtor, aud the transfer aud delivery of any 1prop*
1 rty by him are forbidden by law.
That a meeting of the Creditors of said Debtor,
t »prove
tpelr debts> and choose one or more as« Ignees of his estate, will be held at a Court of
I "solvency to.**
n at Probate Court Room, in
on
H aid Portland
third day of January,
i o U. 1887, at ten oct. k In the lorenoou.
•liven under my hanu .he date first above wrltin’
H. It. SARD ENT,
o.
..
icputy Sheriff, as Messenger of the Court of Insolvency for said County of Cumberland.
decl4&21

*

WOOD,
Bedford,

»ov25_

<

1 Lniericau

TRAIN* LEAVE CORTLAND
Ear Hasiaa at *7.30, *8.40 a. m.,
12.40, *3.80
p.m. Hasten far Eartlnnd7.30,8.30a. m., 1.00
and 4.00 p. m. For Ncarbara Brack, Disc
a‘m-3 30-61,0 P* ***■ "sc*
Hiddrford, Krnnrbunk, 7.30, 8.40 a. in.
1-40, 3.80, 6.30 p. m. Well* Hen, h 7.30, 8.40
t. III., 3.30 p.
m.
North Hrrwirk. Great

one
but an

New

r7R.

PASSENGER TRAIN NERVICK.
effect Nnudny, October 24, ISM*.

1.

of

*113*

Thursday*

BOSTON AND MAJNE

—

COLD IN THE HEAD.

A.

and

PAYSON TUCKER, General Manager.
..
F. J.BOOTUB Y.Gen'l Pass, aud Ticket Art.
Portland. Oel. 20.1886.
oct22tf

A sure and

H.

rule*.

PORTLARO, BARSOR, MT. DESERT I MACHIAS
STEAMBOAT CO.

_

C'utstrrli, IIay

above from Commercial Street

C030KESS ST. NT AT 103,
where through tickets and baggage checks may
be obtained for principal points Bast and West.
IThe 11.15 p. rn. train is the night express with
sleeping car attached ami runs every night 8undaxrs Included, through to Bangor but not to
8k?iwhegan on Monday mornings or to Belfast
anof Dexter or beyond Bangor on Sunday inorn-

California, Japan, Chin** Central

»70( Steerage *30.
From San Francisco,

as

8tatl<u, stop at

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP^OMPAAY’S
and South America and

m.;

Academy;

Tbe new Steamers ol this Line will leave Railroad Wbart, loot ot State street, every MONDAY,
and THURSDAY at 6.00 P. M., tor EASTPORT
and ST. JOHN, with above connections.
Through tickets issued and baggage checked to
destination. Kf Freight received up to 4.00 p. m.
For Tickets and Staterooms, apply at tbe Union
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St., or for other information at Company’s Office. Railroad Wharf, foot
ot State street.
J. B. COYLK. JR.,
nov30dtf
Uen’l Manager.

Fall and Winter

*

RETURNING—Leave Canton 4.15, 9.15 a.
arriving at Portland 8.23 a. m., 12.03 p. in.

—

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

|

8tr. I,

Effect

Leave i’ortlauil, via G. T. Railway. 7.10 a. ni.;
Lewiston 8.00, Meclianle Falls (mixed train;
8.43; arriving at W. Minot 9.03; F. Hebron 9.30:
Buekflfld 9.43; E. Sunnier 10.30; Hartford,
10 35 v Canton 11.15.
Leave Portland 130 p. in.; Lewiston 1.37:
Mechanic Falls 3.13; arriving at W. Mluot 3.37;
E. Hebron 3.37; Buekfleld 3.50; E. Sumner 4.06;
Hartford 4.10; Canton 4.23; GllbertvtUe 4.35 p.

International
—

In

INN*.

a

a

.Tlauliral.

Portlaad noil

FALL ARRANGEMENT.
Commencing Monday, October 4, 1886.

:

KA"via

Ogdensburg R. R.

Only

via. Moville and Halifax,

18th November,! Vancouvkr,
2d December, I Sarnia,
10th December,IOreoon,

Uen'l Manager.

deel3t'J3

Mailing between Liverpool and Portland,

I

‘illd,

return up to

JANUARY 6th, 1887.

1886-7-WINTER ARRANGEMENTS 1886-7

NAIIJlVfi DATES

on

and

tf£<l
and

DOMINION LINE.

From

—

Hound trip ticket, good to go

For NEW YORK.

LIVERPOOL SERVICE, (via

TO

Montreal and Quebec

Steamers leave Franklin Wharf on Wednesdays
and Saturdays at 6 p. m. Returning, leave Pier
38, East River, New York, on Wednesdays and
J. B. COYLE, JR.
Saturdays at 4 p. m.
geptai-dtfGeneral Agent

numerous

COSTS NOTHING,”
1 mt who
sleep when racked by
keumatic pains! Baker’s Great

RAILWAY.

BRAND TRUNK.

MAUVE STEAMSHIP COMPANY

HOTKL,

fan

TO •'

lietroil, Chinitfo, flilwuuk
Ciariannii, Mt. I.oais, Omaha, Magi.
qnw, Mi. Paul, Mull l.nkr City,
lienrrr, Man Fruneisco,
and all point* In the
Norlltvvvsf, West ami Sou I It it esl

Prom Long Wharf, Boston, 3
p. m. From Fine Street Wharf,
fri ll lffcCPl«K Philadelphia, at 10 a. m.
s- JUr.- R ue
Insurance one-half the rate of
•i 'j/avSg^sailing vessel.
Freights for the West by the Penn. B. R., and
South by connecting lines, forwarded free of commission.
Rausd Trip (IS
Passage 1*10.00.
Meals and Room Included.
For Height or passage apply to
K. H. NA.1IPNOIV, Agent,
TO l.uug Wharf. Hoatun.
31 dtf

nrgism.

“SLEEP

and Oeoot Font ot lixfia Street.

Canada,

u

«j,

WILSON,
M.

7.10 ft. 10. and

in.

TICKETS SOLD AT REDUCED BATE

From BOSTON every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY.
From PHILADELPHIA every TUESOAY and FRIDAY

patients amt friends of Portland and
vicinity, that from the immense increase of his practice is compelled to
seek more commodious accommoda..
tjons.and has leased a suite of rooms
u the Mechanics' Hall,
Congress St., Cor. Casco
iVliere lie lias every facility- to meet the wants of
its extensive practice. These rooms
ary very
ommodious and are fitted up with all the modern
mprnvements and in elegant style.
Is
Adjoining
large lecture hall and library which be Intends
0 use this coming season for Ills
Popular and Enertaining Lectures. Ho has also been imporuiied to form Classes of Instruction of his Wonlerful Science of Diagnosis known as the Science
If Anotomlcal and Pathological Phrenology which
Ills a place long sought and much needed for the
uceessful treatment in tile medical aud mental
iractice of every vocation in life. Dr. Wilson’s
veil known reputation treats all kinds of diseases
■nd he will without asking questions, locate
your
< usease 111 a marvellous manner.
If von are satisI led witli your
Physician don’t take up the
family
] Joctor s valuable time.
declltf

cure.

FAIN*.
cents,

•'.wwiuiibi..

I.ATK OF l

the Side, and Back
an' a certain

the)
JAclie,
aud

36

1887.

Jan. 20
Jan. 27

STEAMSHIP

DIRECT

IOTICE OE REMOVAL.

Neuralgia.
|Hucumatlsni,
Pain in
speedy

Enamel your Ranges

Boston.
SM&Wtf

seeking employment,
repreestablished bouse In bis own section,
* alary, If suiter sum per month.
References
saeted.
Am. Manufacturing House.
dec!3dlawM
16 Barclay St., N. Y.
•nl

Ml.

1-—

HiKDOCK

"•

Respectfully Informs his

by him

Extracts.
The Surgical Stall ol Murdock's Free Hospital
'or Women are In daily attendance, except Saturlay, to examine patients and assign beds.
EVEKV BED FItEE.

U3w

/

moth,

)

to

Three

I

•BBBS&SFn&SHtl
^3^®®S5j^bsf

LITTLE,
Kxchnnur

Drug Stnro after

sent

Then wlmt i-phiiII*, with all the
ilif ferent Milk p re iterations. Grain
Food*, I’cplonoid Foods and Beef

16-1

to carry about 40 tons
Jacksonville. Apply to J. W.
A\LOR, 385 Congress SI., between loandll

-j

were

**

Cblrngo «ad

Boston! Philadelphia GRAND HO \Y EXCURSION

wdwiiO

UDsitirics

asking

V

lanufacturliig ami wholesale

m

to all the Physicians
f»i the United States,
what their experience
was with Murdock's Liquid Food in its use Jor intents under, as well as over, one year old.

i
ANTE © -Reliable gentleman
with lew
»»
hundred dollars to take an Interest in and
liarge of Portland branch of first class light

business: large
ales at 100 per cent, profit, 8l,6oo yearly ami
1 ortion of profits allowed to acceptable party. Ad1 less MANUEACTUHER, Press Office.
10-1

J

Circulars

Ts

Me._

-—

Report of ihc Chair-

smion

I

1

1.16
5.20

4UHIVALN.
From l.rwuiou and Anbnrn, 8.26 a. a..*
12.<>5. 2.16 ana ft.M’ p. m.
From Oorbnm, 8.25ft.m., 12.06 and 6.5«* |. n>«
From C’birngo and .Tfloiiir.nl, 12.06.
Cron Ifurbrc. 18.05 p. in.
Pullinan Palace Shaping cars Ob night train
Parlor earn on Uay train between Port la mi
Montreal.
TICKET OFFICE

Passenger accommodations unequalled. Cabin
*50, *06 and *75; Intermediate, *30; steerage,
*15.
For passage apply to H. & A. ALLAN, General
Passenger Agents, 80State St., Boston; and C. P.
WALDRON, 40 Exchange St.; T P. McGOWAN,
422 Cougrcss St., or for passage or freight to H. Si
A. ALLAN, Agents, No. 1 India St., Portland.
nov23
dtf

HENKY C. PEAKOUY. Judge.
A true copy of the original Oriler.

nnmial meeling of 188V.

tVr

'ortland

me

assian.

m.

lamed.

of I he American Iiisiiiute of Homoeoimtliy, read at Saratoga al the

ANTE ©—People to call and be convinced
v f
that the best of work in dyeing, cleaning,
nishing and pressing of all kinds of garments
one at the New Dye House ou Union
street.
>ur colors are fast and bright, do not croak or
mut, and are not poisonous; the wrork is conucted by a praetial dye* and chemist of 21 years
aretice; do not fall to try us; orders may he left
t Homan's Hal Bleachery, on Casco street, and
rill receive prompt attention: don't forget the
lace. N.E. DYE HOUSE, No. 53 Union SI,.

vessel
[V^NTE©-A
tmx'idnei'y to

W. D. LITTLE &

limn ui

©—First class baled Hay and Straw
tV ANTE
'’
at No. 27 PltKHLE STREET, City. 18-1

FIRf lNS. CO., I

unpaid losses.$235,091.17
Surplus beyond all liabilities.$528,743.05
M. Bennett. Jr.,
.Jas. H. Brewster.
Manager,
Asst. Manager.

Send for the

ANTED—Ten good copies of N. Y. Herald,
May loth, 188(1. for which ten eeuts each
nil be paid at THIS OFFICE.
18-1

W.D.LITTLE&CO’S:

Total Liabilities in Unltad States, Including reserve for re-insurance and

and contain 38,000 feet of floor.
Our Liquid Food can be retained by the w eakest
stomach. Four tablespoonfuls daily will make
eight per cent, new blood weekly. When used for
Infants, never change their food, but add live or
more drops of Liquid Food at each feeding, and
their lost or needed vitality will he restored In less
than thirty days.

v *

d3w

,lecl(i

Why keep
jewelry when

get its full value In cash or taken in oxhange for watches, jewelry or silverware at the
NATIONAL LOAN OFFICE, 400 Congress St.,

MAINE,

LONDON.

out

Polynesian.

'ciri

DL,

1.80 p.

THURSDAY,
Dee. 30
Jan. 13

j SARMATIAN.

****•.

DliP.I KTTKKM.
•'•f Auburn uad l.ewUioa,7.10ft. »■.
6.20 p. in.
For <4 or burn, 7.10 a.
1.80, 4. CO and

For Burhflrld uad i unlon,

From Portland
tla iian[ax,

PERUVIAN.

11
Dec. 23
Dec. 31)
Jan.«

and heir of
ttkllltn, late
Yarmouth, deRecount presented for allowance by Jane
ikillln, Guardian.
JOKLWHITNKY. late of Portland, deceased
IVI11 and petition for the probate thereof, preseut:dhy frank J. Whitury, the Executor therein

201

worn

Dec.

ehiltl
of,mlnor
North

i?
William B.

silver.

oil can

J/lIVVAUi.

Statement of United States Branch,
JANUARY lx, ISSO.
Total Assets, actual value.$704,434.82

and

your

No. 31 1-2 Exchange St., Portland.

LION

««>•

._

Edward Rawlings,

LORING,

11,1

lies at half the original price. Also 75,000
cigars
it 25 per cent, less than former prices.
VV. E.
11LMAN, successor to L. J. Perkins & Sou.

31 EXCHANGE STREET.

/

BEDS,

have some quick selling arthat will pay good ahtive agents $3
o 85 a day.
They sell at sight. Needs no talk,
ror particulars address BOX 140. Woodfords.
20-1

j Insurance Agency,

New vork

140 FREE

tides

ESl'ABLINBED IN 1S43.

/

equal

ANTED.—We
VV
fr

1886.

-....

tf'™«Td

now'

WANTED.

$4 1,915.73

AGENT FOB

They

one.

_15-1

1873.

Jan’y 1st,

T. Galt,

brick

the

our

1

utv.ovu
°iLAMf-it.

after VIOVDAY, Nav. I.
train* will rnn >•• followsi

liorhna, nionirrul,
4|urbrc, 1.8* p. m.

Merrier.

THURSDAY,

PRANCES SPRING, minor child and heir of
Samuel E. Spring. late of Portland, deceased. Petition for license to sell and convey Real Estate
presented by Zilpha W. Spring, Guardian.
ENOS FOURTARO, late of Portlaud, deceased.
First and Final Account and Petition for Order of
Distribution presented by Caroline Peterson, Adtmnlstrairix.
HENRY T. WALLACE a ALS., minor chililreu and heirs of Eliza J.
Wallace, late of portlaud, deceased Account presented for allowance
by Clara H. Wallace, Guardian.
WINNIFRED L. FULLER & ALS., minor chil!!
iren and heirs of William F. Fuller, late of Portand, deceased. First Accounts presented for allawance by F. II. Wilbur,Guardian.
McLELLAN, late of Portland, debased. Petition that Nathan Cleaves
maybe
tppolnted Special Administrator, presented by
sophia B. Bedlow, a grand-niece of said deceased.
DUDLEY CAMMETT, late of Portland, deceas'd, Second Accouut presented for allowance by
lames R. Lunt, Trustee, for the benefit of Charles
W. tanimett under the Will of said deceased.
ELIJAH PINKHAM. late of Harpswell. de
*i,ow“c# **Eii

Mr. A. L. Murdock during
the last four years.

good cook, washer and ironer
V\7ANTED—A
”, wants a situation. Apply at No. 12 MA-

OF MONTREAL, CANADA.

I.iverpoul
From Liverpool
vta Halifax. 1

W. Fesseiuien. Executor.

|

p.

LINE.

Winter Arrangement*.
nod I'u.tluu.l

aid

aim I

KIANAUEMENT.

ALLAN
1880.

deceased.

mniicr.

NEW

Euglaiul

Connecting at Savannuh with all-rail ami water
lilies to points In the Mouth and Nisihsrii
The furaritr route to anil .. •'loridu.
The superior Iron steamships GATE CITY and
CITY OK MACON will leave every Thursday
from Savannah Pier, Congress street, Boston, at
3 P. M.; from Savannah "on tide.” For freight or
passage apply to RICHARDSON & IIAKNAI(I)
Agents, at the Pier, or to A. Dr. \V. SAMPSON,
201 Washluglon Street. Boston.
S630
hSat&TuSmo

■

Also essay read before Hie American Medical
Association at Richmond. Virginia, and Washington, D. C.

by

ORGANIZED

UNDER

,,

^

ar-

dec 13

JR^mbal^I
§WMX?x]

Food, free from insoluble

select from as premiums. Send for lllusIts value was recognized by the
rated Price and Premium List Special offer:
:o every tenth person that answers Ibis udverprofession from results obtained
in ilie Free Hospitals that have
.isement, we will send free one pound of choice
rea. Address NAT L. TEA & COFFEE CO.,
been established and supported
i
Jostox. Mass.oct22eod&w3m

j

—^i«r36ct8{
Cata hpu

Lodging

wanted to get up Tea Clubs for our
LA
Pure Teas and Coffees. A host of useful
leles to

I PRENTISS

Price i o eta

and

die*

J For bonds for employees of banks and
corporations, apply to

"11''"''

Boarding

FEMALE HELP.

<j3w

j

Mag/c.

leaving the country will

—

House in flourishing city near Boston; furnished
complete, and paying $200 per month clear, yeai
round; always full; low rent; good location: uevei
Slanged bauds; investigate. Address J. W. FKK
BUKSON 2nd, Lynn, Mass.
13-12

Agent,

decll

82

_16-1

A

Only

THE VALUE OF MURDOCK’S LIQUID
FOOD IS RECOGNIZED IN ALL COUNTRIES, AND IS INDORSED BY ALL NATIONAL MEDICAL SOCIETIES THAT
HAVE INVESTIGATED ITS VALUE.

per set; Peel food for sale by E. MORRILL,
corner Preble and Cumberland Streets, Portland.

All other

PRENTISS LORING,

A

AfiABMlDE

■ ■A 1(11.HUM.

Secretary'.

15-1

NON’* fine French kid
hoots for ladles, all styles, all grades, mark
ed down from §6 00 to $5.00 per pair during the
holidays. BROWN, 421 Congress 8t.
17-1

Total Assets.$2.80.3.480 80

S. J. Hall,

sending for friends should
J.L. FARMER, 12 Ex

to

change

gtatrmrut January 1, 18*0:
Real estate owned by company.$
96,528 00
Stocksaud bonds owned bv company 1,884.064 00
Loans on bonds and mortgages.
303,366 67
Loans on collaterals.
16,400 oo
Cash in office and in bank.
107,466 36
Premiums in the courseof collection
383,392 73
Accrued interest and other assets..
33,219 04

Silt A.

been used tv

street.
20-1

Office._18-1

SPRINGFIELD

_

fotr°,C,'~
!ia*
Pfe.lUtt.C

or woman.

A

“* **«

reinhfl?"the

“** >o

man

Exchange

INORNAI.E—One

Losses unadjusted.$ 19,068.65
Unearned premiums.
94,171.20
All other liabilities.
5,678 62
Surplus as regards boml-holders. 362,997.20

AI)Alf8ON'S

a

the schools

double barrel breech loadmg Hemingum shot gun, 16 guagc, rebound
lug locks, checkered pistol grip anil fore-end, with
250 loaded shells No. 6 chilled shot. The gun Is
in first-class condition, lias been used but one
season and is just the thing for a
Taxidui mist, or
for a Christmas present for a hoy. Address
“REMINGTON," This

Stocks and Bonds owned bv the Co... $308,260.42
Casli In bank and office.
67,212.05
All other assets. 46,443.26

JSTK*» “fttass-;

for

34

paying vari'ty
near

WINTEK ARRANGEMENT*.
Oa

Direct Line from i\evv
to Savannah

RAILWAY OF IMARA.

VRAM TRIM

Company.

House

BENJAMIN R0LL1N8, late of New Gloucester, deceased. Accouut presented for allowance
bv John F. McCann, Trustee for the benefit of
Georgia E. E. McCann, uuder the last Will and
Testament of said deceased.
line
and
boundary
running southerly,
lying eastMART ILL MERRILL, late of New Gloucester,
erly of the County road, 4200 feet more or less to deceased. Accouut presented for allowance
by
the channel of Fore river, meaning and intending
Solomau H. Chandler, Executor.
to produce the line which now runs parallel, or I
HIRAM
late
of
THURLOW,
deto
street.
Douglass
Raymond,
nearly so,
ceased. First Account presented for allowance
(4) Petition by the City of Portland that a Comby Eunice Tburlow, Executrix.
mission may be created by act of the Legislature
to take charge for and in behalf of said City of all
ISAAC MOODY, late of Standish, deceased.
the public lauds, Hats, shores and rights In tide- 1 First aud Final Account presented for allowance
waters in and near Back Cove at said Portland,
by Robert J. Moody, Executor.
with power upon sucli terms as the LegFRANCES 8. LIBBY, late of Standish, deislature shall prescribe, to fill, improve, occupy,
ceased. Petition for authority to sell certain Real
lease and sell the same; to acquire lands and
and divest proceeds under provisions of
,.2ut.e
rights by purchase, and to take the same in the
Chapter 68 of Section 11 of R. 8. presented by
exercise of the right of eminent douiaiu for public
8wa\se>- Trustee for the benefit of
purposes.
Frances Swasey under the provisions of the
gdUb
Bead, passed and sent down for concurrence.
Will of said deceased.
Attest,
GEO. C. BURGESS, City Clerk.
; RACHEL HAMILTON, late of North YarIn Common Cocncil. |
mouth. deceased. Accouut presented for allowDecember 6th. 1886.
j
ance by Benjamin B. Sweetslr, Administrator.
Bead and passed in concurrence.
ANDREW R. SMITH, late of Windham, deL. CLIFFORD WADE, Clerk.
Attest.
ceased. First Account presented for allowance
Approved Dec. 6th, 1886.
by Eliza F. Smith, Administratrix.
C. J. CHAPMAN, Mayor.
WILLIAM N. BRAZIER, late of Wiudhain, deBy order, GEO. C. BURGESS, City Clerk.
dec7-14-21
ceased. Petition for allowance out of Personal
Estate presented by Hattie E. Brazier, widow of
said deceased.
CYRUS F. SARGENT, late of Yarmouth, deceased. Sixth Account presented for allowance
bv Elias H. Sargent. Trustee for the benefit of
Harriet Sargent uuder the Will of said deceased.
CHARLES V. RUSSELL, late of Yarmouth,
deceased. First and Final Account presented for
allowance by Isabelle E. Russell, Administratrix.
DEBORAH B. TUFT8, late of Yarmouth, deceased. Will and petition for the probate thereof
and that administration with the will annexed be
granted to E. Dudley Freeiuau presented by Elizabeth L. Emerson, a niece of said deceased.
SAMUEL BAKER, late of Yarmouth, deceased.
Will and
petition for the probate thereof presented by E. Dudley Freeman, the Executor therein
named.
MARY N. WILLIAMS, late of Falmouth, deceased. First Account presented for allowance
by Charles Merrill, Administrator with the will
There never was an essay read before any Med
annexed.
ical Society on Raw Food Extracts, except on
Murdock's Liquid Food, and counterfeit manufae
GEORGE P. LEWIS, late of Westbrook, deceased. Petition that Lewis Pierce
turers of Extracts have published many of onmay be appointed Administrator presented by Tenah Lewis,
essays to show the value of their counterfeits.
widow of said deceased.
Send for Essay and DISCUSSION
ABBIE A. BUCKNAM, late of Deering, debefore flip British llrdii nl Aasoct- ceased. Will and petition for the probate thereof
presented by Alice J. Houghton, tne daughter of
allon at Brighton. England. IN SO,
said deceased.
( Essay) by the Vice
President of
HARRIET B. READ, late of Deering, de(lie Ainerlran Medical Association
ceased. Will aud petition for the probate thereof
and Olliers on Hie value of Murpresented by John H. Read, the Executor thereiu
dock's
Liquid Food over all named.
DANIEL BROWN, late of Portlaud, deceased.
Foods and and Extracts known, il
being the ONLY Kaw Condensed Third Account presented for allowance by Daniel

LOW-GO Longfellow and Whitlarge illustrated Poems, handsomely
bound, price reduced from $2.76, now only $1.60,
at S. H.COLESWOKTHY. J1L, Book Store. 100
Exchange Street.
__20-1
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Apply to V. C. WILSON,
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sell whole or take a partner. For part eulars
apply to BENJAMIN SHAW. 48Va Exchange

Manager for City Agency, Portland.
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Public notice is hereby given that the following
petitions for legislation will he presented to the
Legislatuie at its eondng session, wideli begins
on tile first Wednesday of January. 1887.
1.
Petition by tile t1ty of Portland that it may
be relieved by aet of tile Legislature from all further obligation to repair or maintain the bridge
formerly known as the Great Bridge, now called
Stroudwater Bridge, on Fore River, in the town
of Deeritig, and that such provision may he made
for the support of said bridge as the Legislature
shall determine.
2.
Petition by the City of Portland that it may
lie relieved by act of the Legislature from all further obligation to repair or maintain the bridge
known as Pride's Bridge, on Presumpscot river,
betweeu the towns of Deerlng an t Westbrook,
and that such provision may he made for the sunport ot said bridge as tne Legislature snail determine.
3. Petition by tlie City of Portland that the
boundary line between tne City of Portland and
the town of!leering may be changed so as to include within the limits of the City, a small strip
of land, near Libby’s Corner,
hounded and
uescribed as follows, viz.:
Beginning at tne monument at the intersection of
the bouudary line between the City ot Portland
and Town of beering, with the North-easterly side
line of the County road leading from said Portland
to Stroudwater village, said inonuuent being
about one huudred (10o) feet w est of Douglass
Street! thence running southerly with ail included
angle of 91° 21' from that portion ot the present

SAKE—Big chance for a man with some
money; produce business in Portland; will

jrWICHT,

Statement

or

or

FOR MALE.

HENRY I). SMITH, Secretary,
ARTHUR L. BATES, Ass’t Secretary.
THOMAS A. FOSTER. M. D., Medical Director.
HON. JOSIAIi H. DRUMMOND, Counsel.

Capital, $300,000.

ad.

CITY OE COKTLAND.
Notice of Petition, for pro,,o.e,l l.egi.lntiou nl the nr.t MrwMiou of the Legislature of Muiuc.

on

Inquire of the Supt.,
FRANK

Petition.

of

In Board ok Mayor and Aldkrmkn, I
December 6th, 1886.
)
ORDERED: That the City Clerk be directed
forthwith to cause the following notice to be put)
lished in accordance with the statute relating to
notices of petitions for legislation.

let for Fan-s, Lectures, etc.

to

ADVEKT1IIKN1KNTB.

Notice

MECHANIC’S LIBRARY ROOM,

decl7

INSURANCE

room up
room attached ;
and bed room
higher. Inquire at
14-1

CITY OF POKTLANI).

20-tf

TA5T

JOHN E. DeWITT, President

in the chamber looking over the sea and we
learned that the lady was the granddaughter
of Rose Cushman, who had come, with her
husband to visit the scene of her grandmother’s elopement.

e"-

CITY

suitable
in

at 81 State street.

TV/T

OFFICERS.

uovo

large sunny

dressing

hot and cold water, also parlor
with large closets one flight
92 PARK STREET.

rrto I.ET—House 2'J Cushman street; newly
A papered and painted, and In first-class order

English lady and gentlestopped at the hotel here several days.

.bJr*llc"8eof

chambers

IAOli
for salesrooms, studios and work shops
Mussey’s Row, Middle street; also one store
Temple street. Apply to L. D. M. SWEAT

day they obtained permission to go over
the old Cushman house. They lingered long

a

oue

of

AKT—The second

more.
summer an

COCGH S
I ,AMKON”S
Suffe^
co«gh Medicines h^ ^”’,a,t<!ra'l0tl.c,

TO LET-A

KOOIWflight, with

1887. Been used for a number of years past lor
wholesale millinery and fancy goods. Most central location In the city: well lighted and freight
elevator. Inquire of W. C. WARE, 255 Middle
street.
dec2tf

something

rM!HmPtion

17-1

story
building No.
TO253 and 256 Middle street,
from Jamiary 1st,

feature in a PERFECT LIFE 1 INSURANCE POLICY.
If you will send your address to the Home Office, or to any of Its agents, we shall be glad to furnish full information In regard to the Company
and Its plans.

He then gave a few directions to the nurse,
who received them with many bows and
smiles, ordering one of the marines to wait
for her and bring her to the wharf. The old
housekeeper tried to intefere with their
movements, but her words passed unnoticed,
for leaning on her lover’s arm, Rose waved
her a laughing good-by, as she passed out of
the house forever.
Tlie minister made many objections to performing the ceremony, but they were all
overcome by the entreaties of Rose and thj
stern commands of her lover, and as he afterwards said, he had no alternative, for if
he persisted iu his refusal he might have
been taken away prisoner in the vessel and
his church burned.
So Rose and her husband sailed away
from our shores, never to return. We heard,
however, long after, that Charles Ashton
was wounded soon after his marriage, and
had left the service. We never knew how
Squire Cushman bore the news of his niece’s
flight. Nobody dared ask him, and he died
not long after, leaving his property to a distant relative.
There, girls, that is the way my uiumium
used to end the story, but I can tell you

|

Exchange

I.KT—New brick house with all modern
conveniences. Brick house with stable if
wanted. The above are pleasantly located, west
end of el y; also several rents varying iu price
from $6to $26 per month. N. S. GARDINER.
45 Exchange St.14-1

every

quarters.”

H,c"

Room

and convenient
and Ferry Village.

A

NEW

JAMES

TO

rilO

MAINE LAW CONVERTIBLE
THEPOLICY
of the UNION MUTUAL contains
desirable

“Now listen to my plans, dearest,” said he.
We will go at once to the clergyman and
compel him to marry us. Nurse shall pack
some necessary clothing for you and meet
us at the boat.
My orders are to cruise up
and down the coast on the lookout for merchantmen. I will sail as far as Halifax,
there land and leave you with a good friend
of mine, and join you later in the season
when the weather compels us to seek winter

man

Kulglitvtlle

R. ANTHOINE, 48>/i

to W.

_17-1

apply only

of

LIST—One large front room.
newly furnished, with the best of table board
in the same bouse. Suitable for two geiitlemeu.
No. 05 Free street.
18-1

IPO AE T—A large shop at No. 141 Green St.,
A suitable for grocery or other business; lent
moderate. Apply at No. 13'.i GREEN STREET

wise provisions
fflHE
i ture Law

CEO.

Goods staple; every one buys, outfit and particulars free.
STANDARD SILVERWARE CO.,
Boston.
*»ct22eod&w Jin

AE —Several pleasant
f|’«>
A tenements In

are in-

steam-

Custom

,4 T a Court of Probate held at Portland, wlthiu
si m and for the County of Cumberland, on the
First Tuesday of December, In the year of our Lord
eighteen hundred and eighty-six; the following
matters having been presented for the action thereupon hereinafter Indicated, It is hereby Outrun ki>.
That notice thereof he given to all persons interested, hy eauslng a copy of this order to be published three weeks successively in the Maine State
1‘kkhs, and Eastern Argus, papers printed at
Portland aforesaid, that they may appear ala Probate Court to he held at said Portland on the
First Tuesday of January A. D. 1887. at ten of the
clock In the foreiioou, and he heard thereon and
object If they see cause.
GEORGE PEIRCE, late of Harrison, deceased.
Petitions for license to sell and convey Real Estate presented hy George S. Farnsworth and Joslah H. Drummond, Executors.
ELIZABETH W. GLEASON, late of Harrison,
deceased. Petition that Charles F. Holden may
be appointed Administrator presented by Mary
L. Nelson, a sister of said deceased.
LEONARD MARTIN, late of Bridgtou, deceased. Will and petition for the probate thereof,
presented by Rinata J. Martin, widow of said deceased.
EMMA W. BENNETT, late of Otisfleld, deceased. Petition that Freeman 1L Pike may In*
appointed Administrator presented by L. Olivia
Pike, a sister of said deceased.
SAMUEL W. WOODWARD, late of Brcnswick,
deceased Petition tor administration presented
by Catharine Woodward, widow of said deceased.
ROBERT H. BOWKER, late of Brunswick, deceased. First and Final Account presented for
allowance by Weston Thompson. Administrator.
ROBERT BOWKER. late of Brunswick, deceased. Third ami Final Account presented for
allowance hy Weston Thompson. Administrator.
JOHN DUN LAP, late of Brunswick, deceased.
Petition that David D. Gilman may he appointed
Administrator de bonis mm with the will annexed
of said estate presented by Alice Mr Keen Gilman. one of the graudchlldren of said deceased.
GEORGE E. LUNT, late of Brunswick, deceased. Petition for license to sell and convey
Real Estate presented hy Alfred Lunt, Administrator. Also First and Final Accouut presented
for allowance by Alfred Lunt. said Administrator.
EDMUND FREEMAN, late of Brunswick, deceased.
Petition that Francis Adam* be appointed Administrator de bonis non of the estate
of said deceased, and that the resignation of the
petitioner be accepted presented by William H.
Freeman, surviving Administrator.
1BAIAH JORDAN, a person of unsound mind,
late of Brunswick, deceased. First and Final Account and Private Claim against said estate
presented for allowance by Robert Jordan, Guardian.
JONATHAN P. 8TINCHFIELD, late of New
Gloucester, deceased. Petition for license to sell
ami convey Real Estate and petition for allowance out of Personal estate presented
by Harriet
Stinchfleld, Administratrix, who Is widow of said

I.KT.

r

whose integrity and ability are unquestioned.

Superintenaent

wanted.

Boom
TO

cers,

“yes.”

About the middle of October a watcher on
the hill saw a man-of-war heading for our
harbor. He gazed with almost breathless
his glass lie descried the
anxiety untilatwith
her mast. Then he rushed
English flag
down the steep road into the main street

Save your-

person, between Klin and
a small green plush satchel,
papers and about 84''. The tinder will he rewarded by
leaving the same at ARHUS OFFICE.
15-1

carefully
and Oflf

are

er

Wliarf daily, Sundays Excepted, for Long Island,
Uttle Chebeague. Jcuks.Great Chebeague, Harps-

IVANTED -A live, energetic man. to repret f
sent us.
$75 per mouth and expenses.

some

street.

liberal

Nov.

alter MONDAY,
ON and GORDON
will leave
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a

containing

HARPSWELL STEAMBOAT CO. Boston & Savannah Steamship
1, 1886,
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HOW

poor
LOST—By
Brown streets,

to

IT

has

rewarded.

TAMAN O—26 sets of Dickens, 16 vols., nicely
A
hound and illustrated, 4 styles, very’ cheap.
10 setsBeotl’s, 24 vols., at half price, at S. fl.
HOLES WORTHY, JR., Book Store, 02 Exehauge
Street.
20-1

has to-day more than SIX MILLION DOLLARS IN ASSETS, and over THREE HUNDRED THOUSAND dollars in surplus.
calculated by the conservative standards of Maine
aud Massachusetts.

Its affairs
IT managed byplans.
Its Board of Directors

or Congress streets, a
gloves. Will tinder
No. 2H FREE STREET,
10-1

to

same

and ho

policies

(3.BNTIaKJIKN

Free, Centre
of ladies’ seal skin
LO pairreturn
the

TWENTY-TWO MILLION DOLLARS?

was

Icy fetters.

coming!

over

Illustrations, very handsomely tiouiid, price
reduced from $20.00. now only s 10 00, at 8. H.
ROLK8WORTHY, JR., Kook Store, '.ig Exchange
Street.
20-1

more

pays its losses promptly. Us
IT contestable
after three years.

_17-1

iioOO

ME!

or

once heard the sound of distant cannonading, we were left in peace.
And so the summer passed; its weary
weeks of watching and anxiety wore away;
the line storm visited us with all its fury,
and then came the mild and sunny Indian
summer, the days of soft delight, when ail
nature seems iD a dreamy, quiet mood, giving us a gentle smile, before old winter, with
raging elements, comes to bind her with his

are

PORTLAND,

you aware that this Company has paid
AREpolicy-holders
their representatives
than

ried 1 am sure your father will forgive us.
Besides I am surrounded daily by great perils, and may not outlive this war. Let me at
least call you my wife, and I shall be doubly
armed for the conflict. Do consent, dear
Rose.”
He clasped her once more to his heart,
pressing kisses upon her lips, and none but
a lover’s ear could hear the softly whispered

One

ouly

Large Family Bibles with MW
IjMMrevision, 100,(Kill
marginal references,

1ST—011

EA.ULKA.

and Orrs Island at 2 p. in.
Return, leave Orrs Island for Portland and luMUCRLUNEOI'L
lerininate landings at 0.40 a. in. Arrive Portland
at 0.10 a. m.
For freight or passage apply on hoard to captain.
II7UEIIK TO BL'Y YOLK CANDIES.v ▼
20 barrels assorted candies, 10 cents per j
GEO. F. WEST, Manager.
sep20dtf
pound, three for 25 cents. Twelve barrels broken I
and line mixture, two pounds for 25 cents, and as
IOP4KT8KKNIIII' NO I II KN.
nice a line of fine goods as can be found in New
England. W. E. GILMAN, successor to L. J.
Perkins & Son.
20-1
rbUBOLCTlON IIKCU-PARTNERSHIP.- The
mJ firm ol 8haw, Goding & Co., Is tils day disDuring the holidays we solved hy mutual eousent,
George G. Fowers reX shall sell first cut, first quality, Newark Jertiring on account of Ul health. Horace H. Shaw
sey Congress at $5.25 per pair, and button aud
ami Edwin I,. Coding will continue under the old
balmorals at $5.7n per pair: regular price of these
style, ami are alone authorized to sign In lh|uhla
goods is $7.00. BROWN, 421 Congress St. 17-1
tlou. HORACE H. 8HAW, HDWIN L. GODING,
GEORGE G. POWERS.decldllw■» T1I1N—The genuine Newark, JerCongress, for gentleuieu, new goods, new
styles, only $5.25 per pair during the holidays ;
PHOBATE NOTICES.
regular price $7.00. BROWN, 421 Congress St.
17-3
To ul 1 persons iulrrralrd in either of Ihe

ND-25

please

of any

4I

well

20-1
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CJ ALKNMAN WANTED—A young, eapak? hie man to travel hi the West. E. T. Itt f(KOWES&C'O.
14-1

and white angora cat, anname Tedo ami w ore blue colmarked “68 Spruce St.” He was a great pet
md his return to above address will ho rewarded.

realize that this old and sterling coma HOME INSTITUTION,chartered
In 1848 under the laws of Maine?

marriage.”
“Sweetheart,” said Charles, “do not disappoint me so cruelly. When we are mar-

Last

auciits

Street.

that uses

EMERY, 321 Commercial St.
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passing, and

shouting:
“The British
selves I”
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LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY,

with you, and as my wife you will be safe
from all harm. Let us find the clergyman
here and he will unite us. Do vou think he
has fled?”
“No,” said Rose, “he has always said, I
believe, that he was a man «f peace and
would be left unmolested. But, Charles,
since I have been here, 1 have thought much
of my father’s wishes, and although I could
never he false to you, dear Charles, I have
thought that time and distance may have
softened his heart, and loving me as 1 know
he does, he might sometime consent to our

It suddenly occurred to him to send
our Squire Cushman,
in

one

price, 81W00- now
li. cflLESw’oRTHY
JlUBookStorm

Union Mutual

go

her to his brother,
America.

NOTILE—Wanted
need apply
lio
MARK P.

lar

"But what do you mean, Charles? How
I go alone with you on that great ship?
I shall be afraid.”
"Afraid with me, sweetheart? Nurse will

In subsequent intereiews with her father;
she vowed she never could or would forget
Charles Ashton. Not all the affection she
bore her father, not all the remembrance of
his kindness and love, would prevent her
meeting her lover whenever an opportunity
was found. He well knew that the young
man was of honorable birth and good position, but he could not give up the early plans
he had formed for her future.
After weeks of fruitless argument with his

OF THE

—

illustiailoii4:
:2.50 at 8.
>2 Exchange

edition,

||LAM>

four good headiiigiuakers; i

kind.

C1OANU-20
Bible Galr
lerjr, over loo superb Illustrations: agents’
price. 8fO.OO; will sell for only g” 25 20 La Fonaiue s Fables, the large quarto
over 200
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can

father’s.
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x

pair of 4 Vi
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a

Large^juarTT”Dora's-

go.”

for such arbitrary measures, and she continued to meet her lover secretly whenever she
was able to do so.
One meeting in the park near the house
was witnessed by her father, and so incensed
was he by this open defiance of all his commands, that he ordered the brave young sailor from his grounds, using the harshest language.
Rose returned to the house, locked herself
into her room, and was soon convulsed with
a perfect passion of tears;
for under her
sweet and charming exterior, she hid a will
that was just as strong and unsubdued as her

Urvc*.

icaiucu

MALE HELP.

-0'1_M. G. PALMER.

a few miles from von.
I at once shaped
my course for this harbor, resolved to take
with
for
I
can
endure
this separayou
me,
tion no longer. Where is your uncle ?”
“He is away from home, dear Charles,”
said Rose, “and nearly all the people here
lied, so frightened are they of the dreaded
British.”
“Good! That makes it easier for you to

future.
But the father of Rose sternly refused to
oonsentto their engagement, and forbade
Rose ever to see her lover again.
But years
of indulgence had not prepared his daughter

fortunate love affair.
The old people, however, thought she merited a severe punishment for daring to defy
her father, and the minister even preached
a sermon soon after her arrival,
in which a
•tern rebuke was administered to those who
failed to “Honor their fathers and mothers.”

*

auu

mistake,

l^rketl ••I,)teWm0",l)eermg8“P

only

••

It seemed in those days a long Journey to
an almost unknown land, but her father
thought a few months in a strange country
would tame his self-willed daughter, and
that before winter he would join her, visit
his beloved brother, and another year would
find Rose willing to return and comply with
his wishes.
Of course we could not know how Rose
bore the announcement of her exile, nor did
w« know till long after, that she contrived to
write her lover a sorrowful letter of farewell, telling him her destination, and the
cruel sentence of punishment she was willing to bear for his sake.
1 need hardly say that all the young folks
sympathized with Rose, and many of the
Hirje longed to make her acqnaintance, and
learn from her own lips the story of her un-

inin,

AOMT *IVB I'Ol'AU.

F

at the entrance to the harbor? Since you
left England, my darling, I have been promoted to tiie command of that noble craft
and ordered to America. You may imagine
how glad I was to know I was to be near
you, for thanks to nurse here 1 received youJ
last letter; and since uiv duty brought me to
this part of the coast I determined to find
you. Yesterday we overhauled a fishing

•omer, but none were gratified until the following Sabbath, when she appeared at church
wltn the old Squire.
She was a true English maiden, with fair
hair and lustrous blue eyes, and a complexion In which lilies and roses were skillfully
blended by nature’s hand.
She was the
"observed of all observers," but bore herself
modestly, seeming unconscious of the gaze
of all around her.
Many werethe questions asked, many the
conjectures formed, as to her presence in the
lonely house so far from home, and in an enemy’s country; and finally the mystery was
solved by the old housekeeper, who divulged
It as a great secret to a friend of hers, an inveterate gossip, who divulged it as a great
secret to a friend of hers, an inveterate gossip, who soon made the affair the property of
the whole neighborhood.
Rose Cushman, the daughter of the Squire’s
only brother, was a motherless child, and
had grown to womanhood without knowing
what it was to be refused the slightest wish,
for she had always been her father’s idol.
He had planned in her early childhood that
she should marry the son of his most intimate friend.
But such designs are rarely accomplished.
At the age of nineteen Rose met a young and
gallant officer in his Majesty’s navy, and lost
her heart almost at first sight.
The affection was reciprocated, and not dreaming of
any obstacle, the lovers plighted their troth
with the fondest and brightest hopes for the

daughter,
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Jnst Landed, Ex S. S. Sardinian.
D. J.
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R. STANLEY & SON,
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Far
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CAFITAlT

4 Massachusetts Corporation, capital entirely
rV paid In, engaged in the most promising eucrprlse of the day. finding Its business advancing
o
rapidly that Its expansion at distant points
annot lie adequately and successfully handled at
lie home ofilce, desires to offer an iuterest w ith
nil ma lageineut of h>cal business In any one of
lie leading cities of the Culled States ior ready
ash. No similar opportunity for large returns on
moderate luvestnu-nt is likely to occur tor in any
ears.
The business Is strictly legitimate, highly
rmunerattve and has a large capital. Strict luesiig.iiion invited from any suitable party dlaposd to Invest $5,000 to. $50,000. Address P. O.
IOX 1078. Boston, Mass,
deelTdlw*

TRAINS.

t JlSfSffJSl. Od

4'A Kl).
permanently associated myself with
B. A. Atk ivson a Co. house furnishers, curler Pearl and Middle streets, Portland. I shall be
mppy tu meet my friends lu the State of Maine at
ny new quarters.
My twenty-live years exiielence In the biismess with Walter Corey A Co.,
lx of which was spent as manager (In connect loo
vltli Walter L. Corey) of the Portland Furnlure Co., warrauts me In believing that I cau All
my order entrusted to my care to your entire satsfactlou. Assuring you [hat we have one of the
argest stocks «f carpels, chamber sets and parlor
lilts in the country to select from. I remain
Yours Very Respectfully,
LORENZO F. OYER.
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